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Abstract
This paper is part of a long-term eort to increase expressiveness of algebraic specication
languages while at the same time having a simple semantic foundation on which ecient execu-
tion by rewriting and powerful theorem-proving tools can be based. In particular, our rewriting
techniques provide semantic foundations for Maude’s functional sublanguage, where they have
been eciently implemented. This eort started in the late 1970s, led by the ADJ group, who
promoted equational logic and universal algebra as the semantic basis of program specica-
tion languages. An important later milestone was the work around order-sorted algebras and
the OBJ family of languages developed at SRI-International in the 1980s. This eort has been
substantially advanced in the mid-1990s with the development of Maude, a language based on
membership equational logic. Membership equational logic is quite simple, and yet quite pow-
erful. Its atomic formulae are equations and sort membership assertions, and its sentences are
Horn clauses. It extends in a conservative way both (a version of) order-sorted equational logic
and partial algebra approaches, while Horn logic with equality can be very easily encoded. After
introducing the basic concepts of the logic, we give conditions and proof rules with which e-
cient equational deduction by rewriting can be achieved. We also give completion techniques to
transform a specication into one meeting these conditions. We address the important issue of
proving that a specication protects a subspecication, a property generalizing the usual notion
of sucient completeness. Using tree-automata techniques, we develop a test-set-based approach
for proving inductive theorems about a parameterized specication. We briey discuss a number
of extensions of our techniques, including rewriting modulo axioms such as associativity and
commutativity, having extra variables in conditions, and solving goals by narrowing. Finally,
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we discuss the generality of our approach and how it extends several previous approaches.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper is part of an eort to increase the expressiveness of algebraic specica-
tion languages while at the same time having a simple semantic foundation on which
both the operational semantics of such languages, and theorem proving tools support-
ing formal verication can be based. In particular, the semantic concepts and proof
techniques that we propose have emerged out of, and provide foundation for, work on
the functional sublanguage of Maude [78, 73, 65], which extends in substantial ways
the OBJ language [32, 41, 44, 53].
Regarding expressiveness of algebraic specications, it has for a long time been rec-
ognized that it is very important in practice to support subsorts, partiality, errors, and
overloading of function symbols. Our ideas extend and unify within a simple semantic
framework two dierent lines of work in algebraic specication, namely the order-sorted
approach initiated by Goguen in the late 1970s, and dierent partial algebra approaches.
The theoretical framework on which this unication is achieved is quite simple. We as-
sume a family of kinds,K, and a manyK-kinded signature of operations . Each kind
K 2K has an associated set of sorts SK . Each sort s2 SK is interpreted as a unary mem-
bership predicate for the sort s, dening a subset AsAK at the level of an algebra A.
Atomic formulae are either K-kinded -equations T =U , or membership assertions
T : s, and general sentences are Horn clauses on these atomic formulae. The intuitive
interpretation is that data elements that have a kind K , but do not have a sort are un-
dened, or error elements. Axioms in a specication can prescribe subsort inclusions,
as well as denedness of an overloaded operator for dierent arity and coarity sorts.
The simplicity of the membership algebra framework allows an ecient operational
semantics by rewriting (or narrowing when a specication is seen as a logic program
in the PROLOG sense) that makes specications executable. Such a semantics, which
justies many of the design decisions made in the implementation of Maude [65], is
investigated in detail in this paper, by deriving from the general deduction rules for
the logic more ecient equivalent rules for rewriting under reasonable assumptions
about the oriented equations. In this regard, the simplicity of our framework provides
a satisfactory solution to many problems, like sort-decreasingness, that the more re-
strictive logics had to face. One of the main problems with the earlier approaches
was that sort-decreasingness was not closed under completion. This is no more the
case here, since we can easily add semantic-preserving membership axioms. This is
a main advantage over previous (some of them quite complex) attempts to settle this
question [37, 36, 22, 47].
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Besides operational semantics and completion techniques, we also study in detail the-
orem proving techniques supporting verication of specications in membership equa-
tional logics. Such techniques include methods for proving sucient completeness of
a specication relative to a subspecication of constructors, and inductive proof tech-
niques that extend the many-sorted test-set based inductive theorem proving approach
to the more expressive context of membership specications. An important ingredi-
ent of this extension is the encoding of a relevant subset of membership equational
logic specications as tree automata with equality (and membership) tests introduced
in [6, 16] and further studied in [15, 24]. We also consider the extension of these tech-
niques to reason about parameterized specications. In both cases, the main novel
aspect of our technique is to rene a given conjecture step by step until it does not
contain any more dened symbols. Tree automata techniques are then applied to the
resulting constructor clauses [23].
Due to the overwhelming literature on algebraic specication and automated theo-
rem proving techniques, the set of references and the discussion of related work in
the present paper cannot be complete. We apologize for having made a necessary se-
lection. However, the paper [75] studies in detail how a wide variety of equational
specication formalisms can be faithfully represented in membership equational logic;
we give a summary of these relationships in Section 11. For the moment, we can men-
tion that our formalism extends to the many-kinded case the (one-kinded) classied
algebra ideas of Wadge and Stuart [86]; has some similarities with the order-sorted
approaches in [84, 85]; generalizes and extends (an adequate version of) order-sorted
algebra [39, 38, 40, 43, 83]; and admits faithful translations of typed algebra approaches
such as those of Mosses [81], and of Manca et al. [67]. In addition, it also admits
faithful translations of many partial equational specication formalisms, including the
wide range of such formalisms studied by Mossakowski in [80]. A particular approach
to automated deduction for partial algebras with a similar motivation to ours in the
treatment of sorts and subsorts, but dierent and more complex because of its explicit
partiality { which requires the use of hard-to-read decorated terms in the design of
the inference rules and at the implementation level as well { is [47]. On the other
hand, this work restricts the use of membership declarations by only considering sort
assertions for variables.
The present paper further develops ideas presented in a somewhat summarized
form in three preliminary papers. The paper [74] studies in detail the model theo-
retic aspects of the logic and the semantic connections with order-sorted and par-
tial equational logics. The paper [10] studies in detail the tree-automata-based induc-
tive theorem proving techniques that are further developed here within the frame-
work of membership equational logic. Finally, the paper [11] was the preliminary
version of the present one. A denitive version of the model-theoretic aspects of
membership equational logic, its generalization to partial membership equational logic,
and a systematic study of its good properties as a logical framework in which a
wide variety of equational specication formalisms can be represented can be found
in [75].
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We take this opportunity to warmly thank the TAPSOFT organizers, and in particular
Max Dauchet, for inviting us to confront our ideas 1 with a quite large audience at
Lille, and to develop them further in a journal setting.
We assume some familiarity with rewriting techniques [27] and universal many-
sorted algebras [76].
We describe our Horn clause language in Section 3. Functional computations with
these Horn clauses are described in Section 4, where we introduce three main proper-
ties, conuence, type-decreasingness, and regularity, which are further investigated in
Section 6. Relationships with tree automata are investigated in Section 5. Logical com-
putations are considered in Section 10.4. Theorem proving via completion techniques
is dealt with in Section 7. Protecting extensions and its particular instance, sucient
completeness are addressed in Section 8 where we show a precise relationship be-
tween these properties and particular statements to be proved by induction. Proving
inductive consequences, including the case of parameterized specications, is done in
Section 9. The framework is extended in Section 10 to the case where there are unori-
entable equations and possibly extra variables in conditions. Related work is discussed
in Section 11, and concluding remarks appear in Section 12.
2. Preliminaries
We rst recall a few standard notions of universal algebra.
2.1. Many-kinded signatures and terms
In this article, we will use the word kind instead of the more usual word sort, that we
will reserve for another purpose. A many-kinded signature is a pair (K; ) in which
K is a set of kinds and  is a KK-indexed family of sets fK!Kg(K2K ; K2K)
so that each function symbol f2K!K is equipped with input kinds K and an output
kind K . The case where K is empty yields the set fKgK2K of constants. We assume
that K!K \K!K0 = ; if K 6= K 0.
Given now a K-kinded set X= fXKgK2K of variables, whose sets XK , for K 2K
are all pairwise disjoint and denumerable (and disjoint from ), we dene the set
of many-kinded -terms T(X) as usual: a variable of XK is a term of kind K ;
f(U1; : : : ; Un) is a term of kind K i f2K1Kn!K and 8i2 [1::n]; Ui is a term of
kind Ki. We will sometimes say that a term of kind K inhabits K . The capital letters
L;M; N; R; S; T; U; V;W will denote terms.
Note that T(X) and T[X(;) (where [X denotes the signature obtained by
adding to  the variables XK as extra constants of kind K for each K 2K) are
1 It must be noted that the last two authors actually started discussing a preliminary order-sorted form
of these ideas back in 1987, and advocated them in several circumstances as potential answers to various
problems arising with the semantics of OBJ2 and OBJ3. Later, the last author and his co-workers went on
with their elaboration as part of the Maude implementation.
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the same sets of terms. Note also that a term has a unique parse, hence a unique
kind, owing to our assumption that the output kind of a given function symbol is
completely determined by its input kinds. This uniqueness property of parsing is not
enough, though, to imply kind-inference for the variables due to the remaining possible
overloading of function symbols having dierent input kinds.
Terms are identied with nite labelled trees as usual. Positions are strings of pos-
itive integers.  is the empty string (root position),  is the concatenation of strings,
and jpj stands for the length of the string p. We use Pos(U ) for the set of positions in
U , FPos(U ) for its set of non-variable positions and VPos(U ) for its set of variable
positions. The depth (resp. non-variable depth) of a term t is the maximum length of
a position p2Pos(t) (resp. p2FPos(t)).
The subterm of M at position p is denoted by M jp, and we write M D M jp. The
result of replacing M jp with N at position p in M is denoted by M [N ]p. This notation
is also used to indicate that N is a subterm of M , in which case p may be omitted. We
use Var(M) for the set of variables of M . Terms without variables are called ground.
We assume that each kind contains a ground term. 2
2.2. Many-kinded algebras and homomorphisms
Given a K-kinded signature , a -algebra is a K-indexed set A= fAKgK2K
together with an assignment to each f2K1Kn!K of a function Af: AK1     
AKn ! AK . A -homomorphism h :A ! B between two -algebras is a K-indexed
family of functions h= fhkgK2K such that for each f2K1Kn!K , we have
hK Af =Bf  (hK1      hKn);
a condition which specializes to hK Af =Bf when f is a constant.
2.3. Many-kinded substitutions
Substitutions are endomorphisms of the term algebra T(X) that will apply here to
nite terms, leaving xed all variables but a nite number of them. Therefore, they
can be written fx1 7! M1; : : : ; xn 7! Mng, where Mi and xi are assumed to be dierent
terms of the same kind. We use Greek letters for substitutions and postx notation for
their application.
A term T is subsumed by a term S if T = S for some substitution . We also say
that S is more general than T . Subsumption is a quasi-ordering on terms denoted by
>, whose strict part is well-founded, and whose equivalence, =, called conversion,
is given by the (kind-preserving) renaming of variables. This ordering is extended to
substitutions by letting  > if =  for some . We say that two many-kinded
terms S and T unify if there exists a substitution  such that S= T, and that they
overlap if one of them unies with a subterm of the other. The set of uniers of two
2 This condition need actually not be satised, at the price of a slightly more complex deduction system
than the one shown in Fig. 4.
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given terms S; T possesses a unique (up to conversion) minimal unier with respect to
subsumption, called the most general unier of S and T , and denoted by mgu(S; T ).
We denote by u the list (or vector) (u1; : : : ; un). Given two vectors u and v of equal
length over the respective sets E and E0, and a binary relation  over E  E0, we will
use the notation u  v as an abbreviation for u1  v1 ^    ^ un  vn. Similarly, (u; v) will
denote the vector of pairs ((u1; v1); : : : ; (un; vn)) and x 7!M will denote the substitution
fx1 7! M1; : : : ; xn 7! Mng, with x denoting a set.
2.4. Many-kinded equations and rewriting
We call a rule an ordered pair of many-K-kinded terms of the same kind K 2K,
written S ! T . Given a set R of rules, we say that S rewrites to T with the rule
L ! R at position p2Pos(S), written S!pL!R T i Sjp= L for some substitution
, and T = S[R]p. The reexive transitive closure of the rewrite relation on terms
generated by a set of rules R is called derivation, written S!R T .
We call an equation an unordered pair of many-K-kinded terms of the same kind
K 2K, written S = T . To each equation S = T , we can associate the two rules S ! T
and T ! S. The derivation relation generated by the set of rules associated to a given
set E of equations is called the equational theory generated by E, and is denoted by
$E. It is actually the least congruence 3 generated by the instances of the equations
in E.
In the sequel, we will often use conditional equations and rules, whose precise
denition is not necessary now.
2.5. Abstract properties of relations
Given a relation ! on a set S, we denote by  its inverse, by $; +!; ! and ! its
symmetric, transitive, reexive transitive, and reexive symmetric transitive closures,
respectively, and by # and " the relations ! !, and ! !, respectively.
Given a relation ! on the set S, an element s2 S is in normal form if there is no
t 2 S such that s! t. A normal form of s2 S is an element in normal form t 2 S such
that s! t. We denote by s# the set of normal forms of s.
A relation ! is terminating if there are no innite sequences of rewrites t1!
t2!   ! tn!   . It is conuent if s # t for all pairs (s; t) of elements in S such
that s " t. It is Church-Rosser if s # t for all pairs (s; t) of elements in S such that
s$ t. It is well-known that a relation is Church{Rosser i it is conuent. When ! is
conuent and terminating, there is a unique t in normal form such that s! t, called
the normal form of s, and denoted again by s#.
3 A congruence on terms generated by a set fSi = Tigi2I of pairs of terms of the same kind
is the least transitive, reexive, symmetric relation containing the pairs in fU [Si] =U [Ti]ji2 I;
Si = Ti 2E and U [Si] and U [Ti] are K-kinded termsg. By our assumption that there is a ground term
inhabiting each kind, it follows that such a congruence describes all the equations that are a logical conse-
quence of the original set of equations.
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2.6. Orderings
We will make extensive use of well-founded quasi-orderings for proving strong nor-
malization properties. For us, a well-founded quasi-ordering will be a quasi-ordering
whose strict part does not admit innite decreasing chains. The following results will
play a key role, see [27]:
 Assume !1 and !2 are well-founded orderings on sets S1; S2. Then their lexico-
graphic composition (!1;!2)lex is a well-founded ordering on S1  S2.
 Assume > is a well-founded ordering on a set S. Then >mul is a well-founded
ordering on the set of multisets of elements of S. It is dened as the transitive
closure of the following relation  on multisets (using [ for multiset union):
M [ fsg  M [ ft1; : : : ; tng if s > ti 8i2 [1::n]:
 Assume ! is a terminating rewrite relation. Then, (! [ .) is a well-founded
ordering.
The above denitions extend easily to quasi-orderings, in which case well-foundedness
applies to their strict part.
2.7. Bottom-up tree automata
Many-kinded signatures are bottom-up tree automata, in which kinds become states,
with a subset of kinds chosen as accepting states, and operation declarations become
transitions.
A bottom-up tree automaton, or simply automaton, is a triple (K; ;F), where
(K; ) is a many-kinded signature whose kinds are called states, and whose declara-
tions are called transitions. F is a subset of K whose elements are called accepting
states.
Recognizing a term T is done by rewriting T according to the transitions, which
are dened as follows: to an automaton A=(K; ;F), we associate a many-kinded
signature (K; A) and a rewrite system RA over the signature A:
A= ffK ;K : K ! Kgf :K!K 2;
RA= ffK ;K (K)! Kgf :K!K 2:
A term T 2T(;) is said to be recognized by the automaton if it rewrites to an
accepting state K using the rules in RA. We will also say sometimes that T inhabits
K . Note that a term is recognized i it belongs to T(;), hence the automaton acts
as a parser for ground terms over such a specication. Note also that the term T is
destroyed along the run of the automaton. We will adopt a slightly dierent denition
in Section 5 for which terms are carried along the run.
The example given in Fig. 1 represents a simple specication of natural numbers.
Representing sorts, the nodes have sort names. The curved arrows between states rep-
resent operation declarations, while the straight decorated arrows coming in a state
represent constant declarations.
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Fig. 1. A specication of natural numbers and its associated automaton.
3. Language
Our language is a many-kinded rst-order language whose only predicates are an
inx equality, denoted by = , and unary membership predicates, denoted by : s,
one for each sort s in the given signature. These predicates allow us to state two kinds
of Horn clauses: conditional equations whose head is an equality atom; and conditional
memberships, whose head is a membership atom.
3.1. Signatures and axioms
Denition 1. A signature in membership equational logic is a pair 
 consisting of
a many-kinded signature (K; ), and of a disjoint K-kinded family of sets of sorts
S= fSKgK2K.
We will denote sorts by the small letters s; t; u; v; w.
It is convenient (and faithful) to represent each kind K as the set SK [fK?g, where
K? acts as a built-in error sort for those computations taking place in kind K which
do not return a value inhabiting a sort in SK . Identifying SK with K itself would
not be correct, since SK could be empty for several kinds. In Maude, the sort K? is
automatically generated. We may also use it in some examples.
From now on, we assume given a set X of K-kinded variables that will be used in
the axioms. We will denote by Kx the kind of a variable x2X.
Denition 2. Atomic 
-formulas in membership equational logic are either equalities
S = T or memberships S : s, where S; T are many-kinded -terms of the same kind,
and s is a sort in the kind of S. 
-sentences are then conditional axioms of the form
(8x)  if 1 ^    ^ n;
where ; 1; : : : ; n are atomic 
-formulas, and the nite many-kinded set of variables
xX contains all the variables occurring in ; 1; : : : ; n. Such axioms are either
conditional memberships
8x L(x) : s if U(x) : t0 ^ V(x)=W (x);
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where L is a many-kinded term of kind K; s is a sort of kind K , and U ;V ;W are
vectors of many-kinded terms, or conditional equalities:
8x L(x)=R(x) if U(x) : t0 ^ V(x)=W (x)
where, as previously, L and R are many-kinded terms of the same kind K , and U ;V ;W
are vectors of many-kinded terms. L=R or L : s is called the head of the axiom,
while U(x) : t0 ^V(x)=W (x) is its body or condition. We will often omit the set of
(universally quantied) many-kinded variables x when it is not necessary to carry it
along.
We insist on the fact that the universally quantied variables in the axioms belong
to X, hence are K-kinded. The set X will rst be considered as xed, and each
axiom will use a nite subset x of X. This point of view will evolve slightly when
environments will be used in proofs.
Conditional equations and conditional memberships complement each other: the lan-
guage of conditional equations is used to specify the meaning of those functions that
are not meant to be constructors, while the language of conditional memberships is
used to dene the sets (each one in some kind) on which these functions are total.
This is therefore a language of partial functions that become dened on subdomains
denable in the logic.
This language is indeed powerful enough so as to encode many (usually meta-
theoretic) concepts. For example:
 Subsorts declarations s06s are membership axioms of the form x : s if x : s0. In our
framework, such memberships may be deducible from other axioms, which prevents
us, in general, to dene the subsort ordering before introducing deductions. In the
NUMBER example given in Fig. 2, we follow the tradition of using subsort declarations
which should of course be interpreted as membership axioms of the above form.
 Order-sorted operator declarations of the form f : s1  sn! s where s1; : : : ; sn; s
are sorts, and not kinds, are conditional membership axioms of the form f(x) : s if
x : s. The signature becomes overloaded on sorts when there are several axioms of
the above form for a given function symbol f. Note that membership equational
logic allows us to write a more general form of declaration, namely f(x) : s if
y : s, where y x, which is actually an error-recovery axiom.
 The requirement that a sort is contained in the intersection of two other sorts can
be achieved by a membership axiom of the form x : s if x : s0 ^ x : s00.
3.2. Membership algebras and satisfaction
The models of membership equational logic are membership algebras. They are
many-kinded -algebras with a specication of a subset for each sort s.
Denition 3. For 
=((K; );S) a signature in membership equational logic, an 
-
algebra is a -algebra A together with the assignment to each sort s 2 SK of a
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fmod NUMBER is protecting BOOL
kind Number[Nat < Int < Complex]
cop 0 : Number
cop S, P : Number ! Number
cop h , i : Number  Number ! Number
op + , * :Number  Number ! Number [comm]
op - : Number  Number ! Number
op > : Number  Number ! Bool?
op Conj ,j j : Number ! Number
var x,y,x’,y’ : Number
mb 0 : Nat (1)
mb S(x) : s if x : s and s : fNat, Intg (2)
mb P(x) : Int if x : Int (3)
mb hx,yi : Complex if x : Int and y : Int (4)
mb x+y, x*y : s if x : s and y : s and s : fNat, Int, Complexg (5)
mb x-y : Nat if x,y : Nat and x>y=T (6)
mb x-y : Int if x,y : Int (7)
mb Conj(x) : Complex if x : Complex (8)
mb jxj : Nat if x : Complex (9)
mb x*x : Nat if x : Int (10)
mb x*y : Nat if x : Complex and y : Complex and y = Conj(x) (11)
eq P(S(x)) = x if x : Int (1)
eq S(P(x)) = x if x : Int (2)
eq hx,0i = x if x : Int (3)
eq (x>0) = T if x : Nat (4)
eq (0>S(x)) = F if x : Nat (5)
eq S(x)>S(y) = x>y if x,y : Int (6)
eq P(x)>P(y) = x>y if x,y : Int (7)
eq S(x)>P(y) = x>P(P(y)) if x,y : Int (8)
eq P(x)>S(y) = x>S(S(y)) if x,y : Int (9)
eq x+0 = x (10)
eq x+S(y) = S(x+y) if x : Int and y : Int (11)
eq x+P(y) = P(x+y) if x : Int and y : Int (12)
eq x-0 = x (13)
eq x-P(y) = S(x-y) if x : Int and y : Int (14)
eq x*0 = 0 (15)
eq x*S(y) = (x*y)+x if x : Int and y : Int (16)
eq x*P(y)= (x*y)-x if x : Int and y : Int (17)
eq hx,yi+hx’,y’i = hx+x’,y+y’i if x,x’,y,y’ : Int (18)
eq hx,yi*hx’,y’i = hx*x’-y*y’,x*y’+x’*yi if x,x’,y,y’ : Int (19)
eq x+hx’,y’i = hx+x’,yi if x,x’,y’ : Int (20)
eq x*hx’,y’i = hx*x’,x*y’i if x,x’,y’ : Int (21)
eq Conj(hx,yi) = hx,0-yi if x,y : Int (22)
eq Conj(x) = x if x : Int (23)
eq jxj = x*Conj(x) if x : Complex (24)
end fmod
Fig. 2. A specication of numbers in membership equational logic.
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subset AsAK . An 
-homomorphism f :A!B between two such 
-algebras is a
-homomorphism such that for each s 2 SK , we have fK (As)Bs. This denes a
category Alg
 in the obvious way.
We may sometimes simplify our notation by writing the signature 
=((K; );S)
in the at form 
=(K; ;S).
We can then dene satisfaction of an 
-axiom in an 
-algebra. Note that aK-kinded
map a : X!A, called an assignment, extends in a unique way, by the freeness of
the K-kinded algebra T(X), to a -homomorphism a : T(X)!A. Assignments
are dened on X, although we will use their restrictions to nite subsets x of X. 4
We then say that the 
-algebraA with assignment a satises the equation (8x)S = T ,
where Var(S; T ) x, i a(S)= a(T ), and use the notation A; a j=
 (8x)S = T to de-
note such satisfaction. Similarly, A; a j=
 (8x)S : s holds i a(S) 2As.
Denition 4. An 
-algebra A satises a conditional axiom (8x) if 1 ^    ^ n,
written A j=
 (8x) if 1 ^    ^ n, i A; a j=
  for each assignment a :X!A
such that A; a j=
 i for each i 2 [1::n]. For E a set of such conditional axioms, we
write A j=
 E i A j=
 ’ for each ’ 2 E. The 
-algebras that satisfy a set E of
conditional axioms dene a full subcategory Alg
;E of Alg
 in the obvious way.
3.3. Specications
Denition 5. A specication or theory in membership equational logic is a pair (
;E)
consisting of a signature 
 in membership equational logic and a set of axioms E on
this signature.
It will often be convenient to name a theory after the set of rules it contains, writing
for example E=(
;E). This amounts to making the signature of the theory implicit,
while being able to retrieve it, if needed, owing to this convention.
The notion of a specication in membership equational logic generalizes the more
familiar notion of an order-sorted specication. We already hinted at this relationship
that we will later investigate in more detail. As a consequence, some particular speci-
cations in membership equational logic can be seen as order-sorted specications:
Denition 6. A specication (((K; );S);E) in membership equational logic is order-
sorted if its axioms are of the following forms:
(i) subsort declarations: x : t if x : s, also written s6E t, such that the set of these
declarations generates a partial order 6E,
(ii) signature declarations: f(x) : s if x : s, also written f : s! s,
(iii) order-sorted equations: L(x)=R(x) if x : s ^U(x)=V(x).
4 Note that the fact that an assignment a : x!A can be regarded as the restriction of an assignment
a :X!A depends on our assumption that each kind is inhabited by a ground term. Again, this is a
convenient, but not essential, assumption for our treatment, which could be dropped to allow empty kinds.
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The triple (S=
S
K2KSK ;6E; 
0=
S
s; s f : s! s) is called the signature of the as-
sociated order-sorted specication.
We may sometimes simplify our notation by writing the specication (((K; ),
S);E) in the at form (K; ;S;E).
Notice that the above notion of order-sorted specication is somewhat more general
than the usual notion, because we do not require the terms L; R;U ;V in conditional
equations to actually have a sort in the corresponding order-sorted signature.
Ordinary order-sorted specications do not actually make any reference to a notion
of kind as in specications in membership equational logic, although kinds surface
at the semantic level in the form of the set of elements in a connected component
of the subsort relationship. We will freely use the notion of order-sorted specication
in the next sections, with or without kinds. In particular, the kind declaration will
be frequently omitted when there is a single kind. The reader will nd a precise
characterization of the generalization of order-sorted specications by specications in
membership equational logic in Section 11, together with a detailed discussion relating
the classes of models in both kinds of specications, which summarizes [75].
As many-kinded signatures, order-sorted ones can be easily encoded as automata, and
indeed order-sorted signatures were already depicted as automata in [32]. For this, it
suces to add empty transitions encoding the subsort ordering to the underlying many-
sorted signature. Again, we will often describe order-sorted signatures as automata by
viewing subsort declarations as empty transitions. These automata will be represented
as previously, with the additional convention that straight unlabelled arrows joining
two states of the automaton represent subsort declarations, see, e.g. Fig. 10.
Order-sorted specications have been the subject of numerous studies since their
introduction by Joseph Goguen in the late 1970s [39, 32, 43, 38, 83, 85]. This work
extends the order-sorted framework while keeping its conceptual elegance. With this
new framework, we make progress in four dierent directions. First, and this is most
important, all terms are many-sorted, hence there is a well-dened syntactic notion
of a term which makes sense. As a consequence, the order-sorted anomaly that two
semantically equal terms may not be both well-formed has disappeared, making the
use of retracts [32, 40, 43] unnecessary. Second, and this was already pointed out, our
language allows us to specify partial functions which are indeed total on subdomains
denable in Horn logic of equality and membership. Hence, partiality can be studied
by proof theoretic means; this will be done in Section 3.4. Third, the logic is the
simplest, yet most expressive, rst-order logic we can think of for dening functions, a
claim which is supported in Section 11. Fourth, as a Horn logic, it has a simple proof
theory, and enjoys an initial algebra semantics. Order-sorted logic does enjoy an initial
algebra semantics as well, but it appears that its proof theory is actually complicated
by several technical anomalies that disappear in the richer framework of membership
equational logic.
As a simple example of specication using the expressive power of membership
equational logic, we give below a specication of numbers. We use a syntax inspired
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by those of OBJ [44] and Maude [78, 65], but we allow for a few space-saving con-
ventions, while trying to keep as close as possible to our denition of membership
equational logic. In particular, we have deliberately refrained from breaking this speci-
cation into smaller pieces by means of structuring mechanisms. As it is by now well
understood, the issue of structuring is orthogonal to the logic itself. That is why it
is indeed tackled in the last sections of the paper. After the header, giving the name
NUMBER to the specication, come the imported modules, here BOOL whose kind is
called Bool?, and the many-sorted signature, with one kind, Number, rened to three
sorts, Nat, Int, Complex, each one being a subsort of the next. The keyword fmod
stands for functional module. Constructors and dened symbols are introduced by the
respective keywords cop and op. Memberships and equations are introduced by the
respective keywords mb and eq.
This example illustrates the expressiveness of our language, that is, its ability to
encode many properties of the specication, whether true in all models or in the initial
one, as conditional equations or memberships. More precise comments are:
 Note how kinds are used to express that + and * are polymorphic operators. Ex-
pressions like s : fNat, Intg are indeed syntactic sugar allowing us to avoid the
repetition of an axiom. We could have used additional syntactic sugar by declaring
variables with given sorts. For expository purposes, we decided against this facility
here, since it would hide the actual format of the axioms in our logic.
 There are several categories of membership constraints. Memberships (1){(4) en-
code the order-sorted signature of the constructors, while memberships (5){(9) en-
code the order-sorted signature of the dened operations. The latter memberships
are not necessary in theory, since the corresponding properties can indeed be de-
duced for the initial model from the equations dening the operations by using an
inductive argument (for that reason, we did not add yet another membership con-
straint stating that x>y :Bool if x : Int ^ y : Int). It is therefore good practice
to run a theorem prover in order to check their validity as inductive consequences
of the remaining axioms. But they also specify on which sorts a function symbol
should be completely dened, allowing the prover to check sucient completeness
at these sorts. This remark will be exploited in Section 8. Finally, memberships
(10) and (11) express complex inductive properties of the multiplication operation,
making their derivation as inductive consequences of the other axioms a complex
task.
 There is no membership axiom for specifying the sort of x-y when x,y are of sort
Complex, and indeed, the semantics of x-y is only dened for the case where x
and y are in Nat or in Int. So, this operation is dened on the sorts NatNat and
IntInt. Although we could have given an additional membership axiom for the
case where x,y are in Complex, we chose not to do so, therefore saving us from
the burden of giving semantics at all sorts when this is not really needed in a given
specication. As a consequence, x-y becomes an error in the order-sorted element
of kind Number when x,y are complex numbers. This is an example of use of kinds
to catch error terms.
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 Successor and predecessor are two non-free constructors, since they appear as top
function symbols in the rst two equations. The constructor for complex numbers
is not free either, due to the third equation. 0 is the only free constructor in this
specication. This shows the practical need for dealing with non-free constructors.
 The equation x+0=0 does not specify the sort of x. But, since the signature is many
sorted, we know that x has to range over some kind, here the kind Number as it
is declared via the keyword var. This equation may in particular apply to a term
of kind Number not belonging to any of the sorts Nat, Int, Complex. Such terms
exist in this specication, as already discussed. An axiom using a variable which
is solely constrained by a kind declaration may therefore act as an error-recovery
axiom. The user should of course be aware of this potentially dangerous eect.
This possibility for a variable in an axiom to belong to a kind is systematically
exploited in Maude for the axioms of associativity and commutativity which always
apply to terms in a kind. Note further that kind declarations could be omitted, since
the kind of a variable can always be inferred from the expressions in which it
appears.
 The last equation raises an interesting problem: the lefthand side has sort Nat by
using the membership axiom encoding the order-sorted specication of the operation
j j. But the righthand side is the product of two complex numbers, hence would
normally have sort Complex. Such sort-increasing rules could result in a lack of
completeness of the computation mechanism, and this is why it may seem wise to
add the inductive property stating that x*Conj(x) has sort Nat. This is actually not
necessary, as we shall see later.
The example of Fig. 3 shows how a bounded stack of complex numbers (in the
sense of the specication of Fig. 2) with a recovery operator can be naturally spec-
ied in membership equational logic. This example also shows how sort constraints
in order-sorted algebra [40, 77] can be viewed as a special case of the more general
conditional axioms in membership equational logic. The module BD-STACK imports
the NUMBER module discussed previously. We slightly abuse syntax by assuming
that decimal notation is available to avoid a long list of successor symbols. Note that
the statement protecting NUMBER applies to the sorts, not to the kind Number itself,
since new error messages like Length(Pop(Push(S(h0,0i),A))), where A is a stack
exceeding the bound, can now be generated. This is closely related to the appropriate
way of understanding sucient completeness for membership algebra specications, as
discussed in Section 8.
3.4. Deduction, soundness and completeness
As we have already noted, membership equational logic coincides with the special
case of many-sorted Horn logic with equality where the general notion of signature,
that is, a triple (K; ;) with (K; ) a K-kinded signature and = fKgK2K a
signature of predicates, is restricted so that  consists only of unary predicates, where
we denote K by SK and adopt the postx notation t : s for s(t).
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fmod BD-STACK is protecting NUMBER
kind Stack?[NeStack < Stack]
cop Push : Number  Stack? ! Stack?
cop Empty : ! Stack?
op Recover : Stack? ! Stack?
op Top : Stack? ! Number
op Pop : Stack? ! Stack?
op Length : Stack ! Number
op Bound : ! Number
eq Bound = 999
mb Empty : Stack
mb Push(x,y) : NeStack if x : Complex and y : Stack and Bound > Length(y)
eq Length (Empty) = 0
eq Length (Push(x,y)) = S(Length(y))
eq Top(Push(x,y)) = x if Push(x,y) : NeStack
eq Pop(Push(x,y)) = y if Push(x,y) : NeStack
eq Recover(Push(x,y)) = Recover(y) if Length(y) > Bound
eq Recover(y) = y if y : Stack
end fmod
Fig. 3. A specication of bounded stacks.
Therefore, all the good properties enjoyed by many-sorted Horn logic with equal-
ity are automatically inherited by membership equational logic. In particular, given a
specication (
;E) in membership equational logic, the (sound and complete) set of
deduction rules given in [42] specializes to the (sound and complete) set of deduction
rules of Fig. 4, denoted by ‘
, where the quantier notation (8x) assumes that x is a
K-kinded set with disjoint components.
Kinds are of a syntactic nature. Unlike kinds, sorts are of a semantic nature. Given
a specication, for example the specication of Fig. 2, a given term has one kind, for
example 0 has kind Number. But using the axioms, the rules of Fig. 4 may enable us to
prove that the same term indeed inhabits some specic sort of that kind. For example,
0 has sort Nat. x*y has sort Nat when x,y have sort Complex and y = Conj(x):
the use of this axiom for proving the membership x*y : Nat requires therefore proving
the equality y = Conj(x). This example shows that deduction of sorts and deduction of
equalities depend on each other in the way specied by the inference system described
in Fig. 4. It follows that it is in general undecidable, but of course semi-decidable, to
test whether a given term has a given sort.
The following two related results relating deduction with satisfaction follow from [42]:
Theorem 7 (Soundness and completenes). For any atomic 
-sentence ’; we have
E ‘
 ’ i E j=
 ’:
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Subject Reduction:
(8x)N : s (8x)M =N
(8x)M : s
Membership:
(8x)U : t0 (8x)V=W
(8x)L : s
where L(y) : s if U(y) : t0 ^ V(y)=W (y) 2 E
Reexivity: (8x)M =M
Symmetry:
(8x)M =N
(8x)N =M
Transitivity:
(8x)M =N (8x)N =P
(8x)M =P
Congruence:
(8x)M1 =N1 : : : (8x)Mn=Nn f(M) :K f(N) :K
(8x)f(M)=f(N)
Replacement:
(8x)U : t0 (8x)V=W
(8x)L=R
where L(y)=R(y) if U(y) : t0 ^ V(y)=W (y) 2 E
Fig. 4. Rules of deduction.
Theorem 8 (Initial and free algebras). For (
;E) a specication in membership
equational logic such that 
=(K; ;S); there is an (
;E)-algebra T
(X) and an
assignment X :X!T
(X) such that for each assignment a :X! A with A 2 Alg
;E
there is a unique 
-homomorphism a :T
(X)! A such that aX= a. In particular;
for ; the empty K-kinded set; T
;E(;); denoted T
;E; is initial in the category
Alg
;E.
In fact, the construction of T
;E(X) follows in a straightforward way from the rules
of deduction as the quotient -algebra T(X)= XE , where, by denition,
t XE t0 i E ‘
 (8x)t= t0
which indeed denes a -congruence by the reexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and
congruence rules of deduction. The sort structure is then dened by [t] 2T
;E(X)s i
E ‘
 (8x)t : s, which is independent of the choice of t by virtue of Subject Reduction.
In the sequel, the subscript 
 in ‘
 will be omitted.
3.5. Deductions in an environment
We will now make use of the notion of an environment  , assigning sorts to nitely
many variables occurring in a proof. The use of an environment ts the implementation
needs much better than the use of an a priori given set X of K-kinded variables by
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allowing the variables in a proof to be taken care of by need. Formally, an environment
is aK-kinded partial function   : x!S, where x is nite and has disjoint components.
A useful notation for   is as a set of pairs x : s with x a variable in x and s 2 SKx
the sort  (x) if   is dened for x, or the kind Kx otherwise. For example,  = fx1 :
s; x2 : Kx2 ; x3 : s
0g.
Given an 
-algebra A and an environment  , an assignment a : !A is a K-
kinded map a : x!A of the corresponding variables such that if  (x)= s then
a(x)2As. In the case where A is the free 
-algebra T
(X), an assignment, now
denoted by , is called an admissible substitution with respect to  . As announced in
Section 2.3, we use the postx notation t to denote the result of applying the substi-
tution  to the term t. In this case, for each x 2 x, the admissible substitution  must
also provide with an environment  ; x :Var(x)!S ensuring that x has sort  (x),
that is,  ; x ‘ x : (x). We will call such a pair made of a term and an environment
assigning sorts to (some of) the variables in the term, a sorted term. Given a substi-
tution  of domain x, we will denote by   the environment
S
x2x  ; x, assuming that
for all x; y 2 x;  ; x and  ;y agree on each z 2Var(x)\Var(y). We will later see
that admissible substitutions preserve sorts.
Noting that   gives rise to a signature 
(x) by adding disjointly the variables x as
new constants of their corresponding kind, and can then be viewed as the collection of
axioms Ax( )= f(8;)x :  (x) j x 2 xg, it is easy to see that, denoting by T
;E( ) the
underlying 
-algebra of T
(x);E[Ax( ), each assignment a :   !A with A 2 Alg
;E
extends uniquely to a 
-homomorphism a :T
;E( ) ! A. That is, we can easily
extend the free algebra construction using environments   instead of just K-kinded
variables x, which is often convenient.
The soundness and completeness of the rules of deduction in Fig. 5 follows from
that of the original rules of deduction in Fig. 4, once we observe that the notations
  ‘EM =N , and   ‘EM : s correspond to deductions (8;)M =N and (8;)M : s in the
theory (
(X );E[ ) instead than in the theory (
;E), where X is the set of variables in
 , and 
(X ) is the signature obtained by adding them to 
 as new (disjoint) constants.
The rules of deduction in Fig. 5 are then essentially the specialization of those in Fig. 4,
except that the original membership rule has now been split into two rules, namely the
Variable rule for the memberships x : s 2   and the standard Membership rule for the
remaining memberships in E.
Similarly, if in the rules of deduction for membership equational logic that we have
given we replace the quantications 8(x) by quantications 8( ) over environments,
we again obtain sound and complete rules of deduction in a more convenient form.
This allows us to adopt a more familiar view of deduction by using environments and
judgments: our typing judgments are written as   ‘EM : s if the term M can be proved
to have the sort s in the environment   by using the equations and memberships in E,
and our equality judgments are written as   ‘EM =N if the term M can be proved
equal to the term N in the environment   by using the equations and memberships
in E. Note that we implicitly make use of our convention that E is the theory which
contains the equations in the set E.
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Variable:
x : s 2  
  ‘E x : s
Subject Reduction:
  ‘E N : s   ‘EM =N
  ‘EM : s
Membership:
  ‘EU : t0   ‘E V=W
  ‘E L : s
where L(y) : s if U(y) : t0 ^ V(y)=W (y) 2 E
Reexivity:   ‘EM =M
Symmetry:
  ‘EM =N
  ‘E N =M
Transitivity:
  ‘EM =N   ‘E N =P
  ‘EM =P
Congruence:
  ‘EM1 =N1 : : :   ‘EMn=Nn   ‘E f(M) :K   ‘E f(N) :K
  ‘E f(M)=f(N)
Replacement:
  ‘EU : t0   ‘E V=W
  ‘E L=R
where L(y) :R(y) if U(y) : t0 ^ V(y)=W (y) 2 E
Fig. 5. Equality and membership judgments.
A term M of kind K has sort s 2 K in the environment   if   ‘EM : s is provable
in the above inference system. A term M has a sort in the environment   if there
exists a sort s such that M has sort s in the environment  . A term M has a (not
necessarily unique) sort if it has a sort in some environment  .
3.6. Linear proofs
An equational deduction is usually seen as a (nite) sequence of steps, each one
applying an instance of an axiom at some specic subterm, resulting in a linear proof
tree. We now identify this notion of proof with particular deductions obtained with
our inference system. For this, we will consider each declaration x : s 2   as an addi-
tional axiom in which the variable x is considered to be a constant (hence, cannot be
substituted). We now introduce new judgments which will also be written as relations:
Denition 9. Given a theory E=(
;E) in membership equational logic, we dene an
equational proof step from M to N , and a membership proof step from M to s in an
environment   :Var(M;N )!S as follows:
M$ ;E N i there exist an equational axiom L=R if U : s ^ V =W in E, a
position p 2 Pos(M) and a substitution  such that M jp= L; N =M [R]p;U : ;E s
and V$ ;EW
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M : ;E s i there exist a membership axiom L : s if U : s ^ V =W in E and a
substitution  such that M = L;U : ;E s and V$ ;EW. where the relation : ;E is
dened by 5 S : ;E s i there exists some term T such that S$ ;E T and T : ;E s.
Note that we do not need to say that the matching substitution  is admissible, since
the environment   assigning sorts to the variables in the term M is given a priori. 
can therefore be considered as a many K-kinded substitution.
We see that these relations are dened as xpoints, as is usual when there are
conditional axioms. In the sequel, we will omit   in the previous notations when it is
empty, writing instead :E and $E.
These relations actually dene linear proofs in our deduction system:
Lemma 10.   ‘EM =N i M$ ;E N and   ‘E S : s i S$ ;E T : ;E t for some term
T and sort t6Es.
Proof. The if statement follows from the fact that each kind of proof step can be easily
encoded as a proof tree by using the deduction rules of Fig. 4. For the converse, we
prove both kinds of statements by a simultaneous induction on the size of the proof
trees, and by case analysis with respect to the rule applied at the root of the proof tree
of   ‘EM =N or   ‘E S : s.
Assume that   ‘EM =N is a proof tree of size at most n whose membership sub-
proof trees are of size strictly smaller than m, and that   ‘E S : s is a proof tree of size
at most m whose equational subproof trees are of size strictly smaller than n. We now
exhibit an equational proof and a membership proof for both proof trees.
We do it rst for the proof tree of   ‘EM =N . If the last rule used is Reexivity,
the result is true. If it is Symmetry, we can discard it and apply induction on the
remaining subproof. If it is Transitivity, we can apply induction on both subproofs. If
it is Congruence, we can apply induction on the subtrees and conclude easily again.
If it is Replacement, we simply need to apply induction on the subproofs.
We now consider the proof tree   ‘E S : s. If the last rule applied is Variables, the
result is clear. If it is Subjectreduction, then, by induction hypothesis, S$ ;E T for
some T and T : ;E t for some t6E s. If it is Membership, we apply induction on
subproofs as previously.
The following substitution lemma follows easily:
Lemma 11. Assume that S : ;E s and M$ ;E N; and let  be an admissible substitu-
tion of domain Var(S;M; N ); such that x : t 2   implies x : 0 ;E t for some environment
 0. Then S : 0 ;E s; and M$ 0 ;E N.
5 Note that, despite its notation, the relation : ;E is not a transitive closure since : ;E is not a binary
relation on a set.
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4. Computations
The goal of this section is to generalize rewriting techniques to achieve ecient
equational deduction methods for membership equational logic. Our deduction system
for rewriting computations is obtained in two steps, by eliminating the two possible
sources of do not know non-determinism from the inference system described in Fig. 5.
In fact, the methods that we discuss provide an operational semantics for the ecient
computation by rewriting supported by Maude for functional modules.
Throughout this section we will assume given a signature 
=((K; );S), and a
set X of K-kinded variables.
4.1. Conditional rewriting and membership rules
The idea of reductive conditional rules appeared rst in [58], was then generalized
in [57] and again slightly in [28]. We borrow from and adapt the latter.
Denition 12. A conditional rewriting=membership system (CRMS in short) is dened
by two kinds of rules, (conditional) membership rules:
L(x) : s if U(x) : t ^ V(x) #W (x)
and (conditional) rewrite rules:
L(x)!R(x) if U(x) : t ^ V(x) #W (x):
For both kinds of rules, L is called the left-hand side of the rule. Again, we will usually
omit mention of the set x of variables. The set of Horn clauses obtained by replacing
the arrows and joinability symbols in the rules of R by the equality symbol =, will
usually be denoted by ER.
A reductive CRMS R has two kinds of rules, subsort inclusion membership rules
of the form x : s if x : t, dening the subsort quasi-ordering 6R as the smallest or-
dering generated by the set of pairs ft6R s j x : s if x : t 2Rg, and reductive (rewrite
or membership) rules satisfying the following reductivity requirement: there exists a
reduction ordering  such that
(i) L 62X for each left-hand side L of a reductive rule in R,
(ii) L  R for each rewrite rule L!R if U : t ^ V #W in R,
(iii) L ( [ .) U; V;W;8U 2U ; V 2V ; W 2W , such that L!R if U : t ^ V #W
(resp: L : s if U : t ^ V #W) is a rewrite (resp. membership) rule in R.
From now on, the notation R may have two slightly dierent meanings. When con-
sidered as a set of rules, R will contain the set of reductive rewrite and membership
rules only, the subsort inclusion rules being incorporated in the subsort ordering 6R.
When considered as a specication, however, R will contain all rules, including the
subsort inclusion memberships. Sometimes, as in Proposition 20 and its proof, both
understanding appear in a same sentence. But the context will always allow to disam-
biguate.
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Variable:
x : s2 
  ‘R x : s
Subject Reduction:
  ‘R N : s   ‘R M # N
  ‘R M : s
Membership:
  ‘R U : t0   ‘R V #W
  ‘R L : s
where L(x) : s if U(x) : t0 ^ V(x) #W (x) is a reductive membership
rule in R
Subsort:
  ‘R M : s s6R t
  ‘R M : t
Reexivity:
  ‘R M!M
Transitivity:
  ‘R M! N   ‘R N! P
  ‘R M! P
Congruence:
  ‘R M1! N1 : : :   ‘R Mn! Nn   ‘R f(M) :K   ‘R f(N) :K
  ‘R f(M)! f(N)
Replacement:
  ‘R U : t0   ‘R V #W
  ‘R L! R
where L(x)! R(x) if U(x) : t0 ^ V(x) #W (x) is a reductive rewrite
rule in R
Fig. 6. Rules of deduction for CRMSs.
Note that conditions (i) and (ii) are redundant for rewrite rules, and that reductivity
implies that the variables in a rule must occur in its left-hand side. Hence, our denition
therefore forbids extra variables in the conditions of a rule, a restriction that will be
removed in Section 10.1. Note also that our denition of the subsort ordering 6R
does not involve deduction. We will see in Section 4.2 that it agrees with the semantic
denition of the subsort ordering obtained by using arbitrary deductions under some
natural assumptions.
The NUMBER specication is a particular case of a reductive system when the equa-
tions are oriented from left to right.
Given a CRMS R, we reformulate our inference system of Fig. 5 in Fig. 6: by
replacing equalities by rewrites and joinability on the one hand; by replacing the subsort
membership rules by the subsort ordering on the other hand.
Note that subject reduction applies with M =N .
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In order to help showing that our two inference systems are equivalent for conuent
CRMS’s, we rst linearize the proof trees by exhibiting the corresponding rewrite
relations:
Denition 13. Let (
;R) be a theory in membership equational logic in which R
is a reductive CRMS, M and N two K-kinded terms such that Var(N )Var(M),
  :Var(M) ! S an environment in which M and N inhabit the same kind K , and
s a sort of K . We then dene a rewrite proof step from M to N , and a membership
proof step from M to s in the environment   as follows:
M ! ;R N i there exist a reductive rewrite rule L!R if U : s ^ V #W in R, a
position p2Pos(M) and a substitution  such that M jp= L; N =M [R]p; U : ;R s
and V # ;RW,
M : ;R s i either M : s2 , or there exist a reductive membership axiom L :
s if U : s ^ V #W in R and a substitution  such that M = L; U : ;R s and
V # ;RW, where the relation : ;R is dened by S : ;R s i there exists some term
T and sort t6R s such that S # ;RT and T : ;R t.
Given a CRMS R, a term M of kind K , and an environment   as above, we say
that M is
(i) reducible if there exists a term N such that M ! ;R N ,
(ii) sortable if there exists s2K such that M : ;R s.
Again, despite its notation, the relation : ;R is not the reexive transitive closure of
the relation : ;R . Besides the already encountered reason that neither one is a binary
relation on a set, the use of the subsort membership axioms is built in the denition
of the former as a matter of convenience, but not in the denition of the latter. This
will be important in the forthcoming denition of sort-decreasingness.
An empty   can of course be safely omitted. Later on, we will sometimes omit  
even when   6= ;, if it can be inferred from the context, using therefore the simplied
notations :R and !R.
These relations actually dene linear proofs in our deduction system of Fig. 6:
Lemma 14.   ‘R M ! N i M! ;R N; and   ‘R S : s i S : ;R s.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 10.
Since we have now dened a rewrite relation on terms, we can speak of rewriting
properties such as Church{Rosser, conuence, and termination. We can now easily
conclude:
Proposition 15. Let R be a conuent CRMS; and ER be its associated set of Horn
clauses. Then
  ‘ER M : s iff   ‘R M : s
  ‘ER M =N iff   ‘R M # N
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Variable:
x : s2 
  ‘R x : s
Subject Reduction:
  ‘R N : s   ‘R M! N
  ‘R M : s
Membership:
  ‘R U : t0   ‘R V #W
  ‘R L : s
where L(x) : s if U(x) : t0 ^ V(x) #W (x) is a reductive membership
rule in R
Subsort:
  ‘R M : s s6R t
  ‘R M : t
Reexivity:
  ‘R M!M
Transitivity:
  ‘R M! N   ‘R N! P
  ‘R M! P
Congruence:
  ‘R M1! N1 : : :   ‘R Mn! Nn   ‘R f(M) :K   ‘R f(N) :K
  ‘R f(M)! f(N)
Replacement:
  ‘R U : t0   ‘R V #W
  ‘R L! R
where L(x)! R(x) if U(x) : t0 ^ V(x) #W (x) is a reductive rewrite
rule in R
Fig. 7. Rules of deduction for sort-decreasing CRMSs.
Proof. We show instead that M :ER s i M :

R s and M$RE N i M #R N , which is
done easily by induction on the length of the equational proofs. We conclude by
applying Lemmas 10 and 14.
Our inference system does not exploit yet the full power of rewriting: the subject
reduction rule involves the search, given M , for some appropriate term N . We again
replace this non-directed search by an incomplete directed one based on rewriting.
Fig. 7 gives the rules of deduction for our ultimate inference system. In these rules,
the superscript in ‘R is meant to express that we replace the search for an appropriate
equal term in the Subject Reduction rule of the inference system ‘R by the computation
of a reduct, possibly a normal form.
In order to relate deductions in the latter inference system to rewriting, the denition
of rewrite and membership proof steps must be dened accordingly. For this, we simply
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need a new denition of the relation : ;R , which becomes now S :

 ;R s i there exists
some term T and sort t6R s such that S! ;R T and T : ;R t.
Note that the meaning of the notation S : ;R s (hence of the notation ! ;R) actually
depends on the kind of proof we consider between arbitrary terms S and T . It was
successively S$ ;E T : ;E s when considering equations, then S # ;RT : ;R t6R s when
interpreting equality by joins, and nally S! ;R T : ;R t6R s. With the exception of
Proposition 18, we will always consider the latter denition in the sequel.
Lemma 16.   ‘R S ! T i S! ;R T; and   ‘R S : s i S : ;R s; where now; S : ;R s
is dened by S! ;R T : ;R t for some term T and sort t6R s.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 10.
In order to relate now our inference systems, we need to further assume that sorts
decrease along computations in the following sense:
Denition 17. A CRMS R is sort-decreasing (resp. ground sort-decreasing) if when-
ever M! ;R N for some terms (resp. ground terms) M;N and M : ;R s for some s,
then N : ;R s.
Note that our denition of sort-decreasingness is more general than usual, by check-
ing whether a reduct of N inhabits the sort s, rather than N itself. In particular, this
reduct can be the normal form of M . We show now that under the sort-decreasing
assumption, the two inference systems are equivalent:
Proposition 18. Assume that R is a reductive; sort-decreasing CRMS. Then;   ‘R
S ! T i   ‘R S ! T; and   ‘R S : s i   ‘R S : s.
Proof. We use Lemmas 14 and 16 and prove that the linear relations coincide. This is
done by induction on the reduction ordering  associated with R. For the sake of this
proof, we will use the superscript  to single out the rewrite and membership relations
introduced in Lemma 16. By induction hypothesis, we can assume that the property to
be proved is satised for the conditions to be checked, which shows that ! ;R and
: ;R coincide with respectively ! ;R and : ;R . We are left with the relation S : ;R s,
that is, by denition, S # ;R T : ;R t6R s, that is, S # ;R T : ;R t6R s by the previous
token. Now, S!; ;R T 0 :; ;R t by sort-decreasingness (taking for T 0 the join of S and
T ), hence S :; ;R s as expected.
As a corollary of Propositions 15 and 18 and Lemma 16, we obtain:
Theorem 19. Assume that R is a conuent; reductive; sort-decreasing CRMS. Then;
  ‘ER M =N i M # ;R N; and   ‘ER S : s i S : ;R s.
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Fig. 8. An order-sorted specication which is not sort-decreasing.
We could have adopted a slightly dierent presentation of the inference system,
closer to practice, by eliminating Subject Reduction and rewriting instead the terms
U before sorting them in the conditions of Membership and Replacement. Both
systems are of course equivalent in some sense: if a term M has sort s in the above
system, then some reduct N of M has sort s in the modied one. The modied system
eliminates a lot of redundant computations in conjunction with a bottom up evaluation
strategy. This is the actual deduction system used in the Maude implementation, when
no evaluation strategies are declared for the operators.
We illustrate now our inference systems with a simple example of a set of rules
which is not sort-decreasing. We assume given the specication of Fig. 8 in the form
of an automaton together with a single rewrite rule. As mentioned in Section 2, we
will not distinguish the transitions of the automaton from their associated membership
rules. In all three inference systems given so far, a(0) and b(0) have respective sorts
u and t, hence f(a(0)) has sort s, by applying the membership inference rule with the
membership axiom f(x) : s if x : u. Also, f(a(0)) rewrites (or is equal) to f(b(0))
in all three systems. As a consequence, f(b(0)) has sort s (and sort t as well, of
course) in the inference systems ‘ER and ‘R. In the inference system ‘R , f(b(0))
is in normal form. Since f(b(0)) cannot inherit a sort from a reduct, it has the only
sort t obtained by applying the membership inference rule with the membership rule
f(x) : t if x : t. As a consequence, the rewrite f(a(0))! f(b(0)) is sort increasing in
the inference system ‘R , and the term g(f(a(0))) is therefore in normal form, showing
that rewriting is not a precongruence in this setting.
4.2. Static computation of the subsort ordering
We will now use the previous inference system for proving an important property
of conuent, sort-decreasing, reductive systems: the set of valid subsort relationships
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x : s if x : t coincides with the ordering 6R. This result motivates a posteriori our
denition of a reductive CRMS.
Proposition 20. Assume that R is a reductive; conuent; and sort-decreasing CRMS.
Let s and s0 be two sorts of the same kind K; and let x be a variable of kind K .
Then (x : s if x : s0) is valid in the specication R i s06R s.
Proof. The sentence (x : s if x : s0) is valid i the sentence x : s is satised in all
models of the specication R for which x : s0. By the completeness theorem, this is
the case i x : s0 can be deduced in the environment fx : s0g, that is, i fx : s0g ‘R
x : s, given that R is reductive, conuent and sort-decreasing. The only if direction is
straightforward. For the if direction, we reason by induction on the proof tree of the
judgment fx : s0g ‘R x : s. There are three cases:
 If the proof ends by using Subject reduction, then fx : s0g ‘R x : s is derived via
some term M such that fx : s0g ‘R x ! M and fx0 : s0g ‘R M : s. Since a variable
cannot be rewritten in a decreasing system, M = x, and we conclude by induction.
 The proof cannot end by using a Membership rule, since, for reductive systems, any
membership whose head is of the form y : s must be a subsort declaration.
 If the proof ends by using Subsort, then we obtain that fx : s0g ‘R x : s00 and s006R s.
By induction hypothesis, s06R s00, and by transitivity s06R s.
Assuming that each kind has a nite set of sorts, the subsort relationship can therefore
be computed at compile time for conuent, sort-decreasing, reductive systems. The
reader may think that there is a vicious circle here, since sort-decreasingness is dened
with respect to the static subsort ordering, which is itself well-dened provided sort-
decreasingness is satised. This is not the case. Once the static subsort ordering has
been computed and sort decreasingness has been checked, then, assuming reductivity
and conuence, we know from the above result that the static subsort ordering captures
all subsort relations derivable from the specication. This is exactly what is done in
the Maude implementation [65], where ecient Boolean representation of the subsort
ordering and of the membership axioms corresponding to operator declarations are
computed at compile time. This representation is of course strongly related to the
automaton associated to a shallow conditional specication in membership equational
logic, as discussed in Section 5.
4.3. Decidability of equality and membership statements
The most important properties as far as functional computations are concerned are
decidability of rewriting and of computation of normal forms, termination, and conu-
ence, which in turn imply decidability of equality and membership statements. Among
these properties, termination is satised for reductive CRMS’s:
Proposition 21 (Termination). A reductive CRMS is terminating.
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This is so because each left-hand side is bigger than the corresponding right-hand side
in the associated reduction ordering. However, this alone does not imply that normal
forms can be computed, since we need to make sure that the recursive evaluation of the
condition of each applied rule terminates. This is where our assumption that rewriting
systems are reductive comes in. Indeed, most properties of sort-decreasing, reductive
rewrite systems are decidable, and in case of conuence, make sort membership and
equality properties of terms decidable with respect to the initial set of Horn clauses:
Lemma 22. Assume that R is a reductive CRMS. Then S : ;R s; S :

 ;R s; M ! ;R
N; M! ;R N; M # ;RN and N 2M# ;R are decidable properties of R.
Proof. Routine induction on ( [ .).
Note that, on the one hand, we require that L  R, and on the other that L( [
.)U; V;W for each U 2U ; V 2V ; W 2W . An example showing that requiring only
L  U; V;W may not be enough in practice appears in [29]. Deciding equality requires
another property, namely conuence:
Theorem 23. Assume that R is a conuent; reductive; sort-decreasing CRMS; and
let ER be its associated set of Horn clauses. Then   ‘ER M =N i M# ;R =N# ;R;
and   ‘ER M : s i M# ;R : ;R s; hence equality and membership are decidable.
Proof. Classical induction on the length of the equational proof, and use of
Proposition 15, 18, and Lemma 22.
4.4. Ecient computations
An important property of rewriting, useful for implementation purposes, is the possi-
bility of rewriting concurrently non-overlapping redexes. In particular, when left-hand
sides of rules do not overlap, then any two redexes can usually be rewritten concur-
rently. In the case of conditional rules, this property assumes conuence. Unfortunately,
it is no more true here: rewriting in the substitution instance  of the left-hand side
instance L of a rule of left-hand side L may inhibit that rule. This is so because
some condition U : t0 may no more be true after rewriting in . But this happens
only when rewriting may increase sorts, allowing us to have a generalized substitution
lemma under these assumptions:
Lemma 24. Assume that R is a conuent sort-decreasing CRMS such that M ! ;R
N; and let  be an admissible substitution of domain Var(M;N ); with x : t 2  implies
x : 0 ;R t for some environment  
0 :
S
Dom()Var(x) ! S; and such that ! ;R .
Then, M! 0 ;RM! N.
Proof. Because an instantiated term M satises all sort memberships that M satis-
es.
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Again, we can use the substitution lemma directly on derivations.
In practice, however, it is useful to adopt a bottom-up evaluation strategy which
allows obtaining reduced substitutions when matching a left-hand side of a rule. Having
reduced substitutions is helpful if their sorts have been computed once and for all, and
have been stored in the term structure. But having multiple sorts for a given term can
be the source of a combinatorial explosion when checking the sort memberships in the
condition of a rule, although Maude uses a very ecient implementation by Boolean
vectors for this purpose. It is therefore most interesting to have a kind of unique sort
property:
Denition 25. A specication (
;R) is regular if for each pair ( ; S), the set fs2S j
S : ;R sg is either empty or else has a minimal element with respect to the subsort
ordering 6R.
A similar property plays an essential role in the various extensions of Girard’s system
F using subtypes, as well as in OBJ [32].
In practice, we prefer reducing the property to terms in normal form in order to be
able to use the memberships without further computations:
Denition 26. A specication (
;R) is weakly regular if for each pair ( ; S) such
that the term S is in normal-form in the environment  , the set fs2S j S : ;R sg is
either empty or else has a minimal element with respect to the subsort ordering 6R.
Although we have restricted our attention to normal forms, the minimal sort property
extends to all terms under the assumption that R is conuent and sort-decreasing:
Lemma 27. Assume R is a conuent; sort-decreasing CRMS. Then; it is regular i
it is weakly regular.
Proof. First, notice that regularity implies weak-regularity. For the converse, let
S! ;R T : ;R t and S! ;R U : ;R u such that t and u are both minimal. By conuence
T # ;R=U # ;R. By sort-decreasingness and minimality of t and u, T # ;R : ;R t and
U # ;R : ;R u. By weak-regularity, t= u.
A stronger version of weak-regularity appears to be a localization of regularity:
Denition 28. A specication (
;R) is strongly regular if for each pair ( ; S), the
set fs2S j S : ;R sg is either empty or else has a minimal element with respect to the
subsort ordering 6R.
It is indeed surprising to notice that strong regularity is not a particular case of
regularity as it seems to be the case. Indeed, strong regularity and regularity both
imply weak regularity, but are unrelated among themselves. Consider the specication
of Fig. 9 which is weakly regular, but neither regular nor strongly regular. Removing
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Fig. 9. Regularity and weak-regularity versus strong regularity.
the rule a! c if a : u makes it regular, but not strongly regular. Removing instead the
membership a : v makes it strongly regular, but non-regular.
Relating regularity and strong regularity needs therefore additional assumptions
about R:
Proposition 29. Assume R is a conuent; sort-decreasing; strongly regular CRMS.
Then; it is regular.
Proof. Because strong regularity implies weak regularity and use of Lemma 27.
There are indeed three good reasons to promote strong regularity as the main notion.
The rst is that it yields a natural notion of critical pairs between membership rules, as
we will see later. The second is practical. When R is sort-decreasing, computing normal
forms for sort memberships is not necessary in practice. It suces to compute enough
to be able to satisfy the necessary sort memberships which allow making progress in
the computation. Then, it is best if all sortable terms have a unique minimal sort with
respect to : ;R , because this allows us to maintain a sort information associated with
each term all along the computation. This stronger notion of weak regularity appeared
already in OBJ for the case of order-sorted equational logic, and is the one used in
Maude. The third is that strong regularity allows an increase in eciency for arbitrary
computation strategies, which is not true of regularity. The point is that the truth of a
membership statement U : s in the condition of a rule necessitates the existence of a
membership whose head matches U . If this is not the case, then we know that U : s
cannot be true, therefore allowing us to avoid wasting time in normalizing the condition
of the rule.
In Maude [78, 65], rewriting is not only seen as a model of functional computation,
but also as a rewriting logic model of concurrent computations [72], in which (concur-
rent) rewrite rules are meant as expressing transitions between states. In this model,
conuence is not a requirement. On the other hand, it assumes the parallel execution
of the concurrent computations. In particular, rules that do not overlap, hence have
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nothing to do with each other, should be rewritten concurrently. We can see that this
will require conuence and sort-decreasingness of the rules used for evaluating the
conditions. These rules should therefore operate on the underlying data structure, for
which a convergent rewrite system is assumed.
We will now use our rewriting notations only. We will sometimes superscript the
arrow by the position at which the rewrite takes place. We may sometimes omit  ,
R, or both, if there is no ambiguity. In most cases, we will ease (and overload) our
notations by using the set of rules R to denote the theory (
;R) itself.
5. Bottom-up tree automata
As we have already seen, many-sorted signatures are bottom-up tree automata, in
which sorts become states, and signature declarations become transitions. For the case
of order-sorted signatures, subsort declarations become empty transitions. Since signa-
tures and subsort declarations are membership axioms of a particularly simple form,
a natural question is whether more complex axioms can be encoded as transitions of
the automaton. The answer is positive for non-conditional left-linear rewrite rules pro-
vided that they dene unique normal forms [21]. Accounting for non-left linear rules
is possible, at the price of using a more general form of automaton, called bottom-up
tree automaton with equality tests [16]. We will see that these automata allow us
to encode non-conditional memberships as well. We start recalling the denition of a
non-deterministic tree automaton with empty transitions.
Denition 30. A non-deterministic bottom-up tree automaton with empty transitions,
or simply an automaton, is a quadruple (S;6R; ;F), where (S;6R; ) is an order-
sorted signature whose sorts are called states, whose membership declarations are called
transitions, and whose subsort declarations are called empty transitions. F is a subset
of S whose elements are called accepting states.
Recognizing a term T is done by rewriting T according to the transitions, as already
explained:
Denition 31. To an automaton A=(S;6R; ;F), we associate a many-sorted sig-
nature (S; A) and a rewrite system RA over the signature A:
A= ffs; s : s! sgf:s!s2 [ fs : s! sgs2S
RA= ffs; s(s1(x1); : : : ; sn(xn))! s(f(x1; : : : ; xn))gf:s!s2
[
fs(x)! t(x)g(s; t)26R
A term T 2T(;) is said to be recognized by the automaton if it rewrites with the
rules in RA to a term of the form s(T ) where s is an accepting state. We also say
that T inhabits the sort s.
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Bottom up tree automata are closed under Boolean operations, determinization and
cylindrication, their emptiness problem is decidable, and they can encode order-sorted
specications whose axioms are left linear rules [50]:
Theorem 32. Let (;R) be an order-sorted specication for which R is a set of left
linear rewrite rules. Then; there exists a (non-deterministic) bottom-up tree automaton
AR; called the normal form automaton of (;R) such that:
(i) Each R-irreducible ground term S is recognized at an accepting state u of the
automaton; such that s is accessible from u by empty transitions i S :R s.
(ii) Each R-reducible ground term T is recognized at the non-accepting state t of
the automaton i T :R t. Besides; if R is sort decreasing; then the normal form
S of T is recognized at a state t0 such that t is accessible from t0 by empty
transitions.
To our knowledge, the remark that the language of ground terms in normal form
is recognizable is due to Gallier and Book for the simple case of many-sorted speci-
cations [34], and to Comon for the more general case of order-sorted specications
[20, 21]. We give below the sketch of a simple proof inspired by [21].
Proof. The simplest proof makes heavy use of closure properties of bottom-up tree
automata. Let A be the automaton associated with the signature . It is easy to
construct an automaton which recognizes the set of sortable terms which contain as a
subterm an instance of a given term T in an environment   (T may be an error-term
in  ), let us call it AT; . For this, we rst remove all accepting states from A before
adding the subterms of T as new states, T itself being the single accepting state. We
then encode each declaration x : s2  as a transition from the state s to the new state
x, the term structure as appropriate labelled transitions between the new states, and
containment as appropriate labelled transitions originating from and ending in T .
Given a set of rules R whose set of lefthand sides along with their associated
environment is fLi;  igi we can compute the automaton
W
T2fLi; igiAT;  recognizing
the set of sortable terms which are reducible by R. The set of sortable irreducible terms
is then obtained as its complement with respect to A.
Of course, this construction is not quite satisfactory in several respects. First, it
does not achieve the optimal EXPTIME complexity [30]. Second, it messes up the
structure of the original specication completely. An optimal algorithm which respects
the structure of the original order-sorted specication is given in [79]. It is based on a
result of Comon and Delor [23].
A normal form automaton has several kinds of states: (i) the states inhabited by
irreducible ground terms only; (ii) the states inhabited by reducible ground terms only;
(iii) and the other states which are inhabited by terms of both kinds. The latter states
are actually states of the original automaton from which the normal form automaton is
computed.
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Denition 33. A sort s is said to be free i all ground terms inhabiting s are irreducible.
Freeness makes induction easy on the corresponding sorts. On the other hand, non-
free sorts can be decomposed into free ones:
Denition 34 (Cover Sort). Given a sort s, a set s6 of free subsorts of s is a cover
sort of s if every irreducible ground constructor term T inhabiting s inhabits a unique
sort in s6. A sort s is minimal if the only cover sort of s is fsg. Cover sorts are
extended to Cartesian products of sorts as expected.
Proposition 35. Given an automaton A and an associated normal-form automaton
Anf extending A; each sort s of A is either free; or it has a cover sort in Anf .
Proof. We need only to care about those sorts s inhabited by both irreducible and
reducible ground terms. By construction of the normal form automaton, free subsorts
of s are added to A in such a way that an irreducible term inhabiting s will inhabit a
unique free subsort of s, see [30, 79] for details.
Up to now, we have only considered ground terms. The same observations apply as
well to terms with variables, therefore relating normal form automata with the notions
of ground-reducibility and ground-irreducibility [54]:
Denition 36. Given a CRMS R, a term T is said to be ground reducible (resp. ground
irreducible; ground sortable) in an environment   if T is reducible (resp. irreducible,
sortable) for each irreducible admissible ground substitution . We also say that (T;  )
is ground reducible (resp. irreducible, sortable).
Ground-irreducible terms will inhabit the free sorts of the normal form automaton,
provided, of course, that the associated environment associating sorts to their variables
are encoded in the normal form automaton as transitions to these sorts when reading
these variables. Under the same assumption, ground-reducible terms will of course in-
habit the sorts of type (ii), while a term having both reducible and irreducible instances
will inhabit a sort of type (iii), therefore a sort of the original automaton A.
We now relate normal form automata and induction via initial algebras. When the
normal form algebra is initial, which is the case when the set of rules enjoys the unique
normal form property, which is the case here if the rewrite relation is conuent, then
the automaton can be seen as a realization of the initial algebra:
Corollary 37. Let (;R) be an order-sorted specication for which R is a set of left
linear rewrite rules. Assume further that each ground term has a unique normal form
with respect to R. Then; the ground terms accepted by the normal form automaton
of (;R) dene an order-sorted algebra; called the canonical term algebra of R that
is initial among all -algebras that are models of (;R).
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Fig. 10. An order-sorted specication of integers and its associated normal form automaton.
We now give a simple example of specication of integers together with its asso-
ciated automaton. We have added some syntactic sugar, such as omitting the name
of the kind, and declaring arity and coarity sorts for operators instead of giving the
corresponding membership assertions. This specication will be used in later sections
to show the adequacy of membership equational logic for inductive reasoning. The
algorithm described in [79] yields the automaton shown in Fig. 10, where all states
are accepting, except Int.
What is interesting about this construction and its variants is that the resulting spec-
ication has axioms corresponding to subsort declarations, which cannot be expressed
in many-kinded logic without adding new function symbols. The question now arises
whether other axioms of membership equational logic can also be expressed by the
formalism of automata. A positive answer can be obtained from [16]:
Denition 38. A bottom-up tree automaton with membership=equality tests is a quin-
tuple (S;6R; ;F;R), such that (S;6R; ;F) is a bottom-up tree automaton, and
R is a set of conditional transitions of the form
f(s1(x1); : : : ; sn(xn))! s(f(x1; : : : ; xn))
if^
i2 [1::k]
pi= qi ^
^
i2 [1::l]
p0i 6= q0i ^
^
i2 [1::m]
p00i : s ^
^
i2 [1::n]
@ q00i : s
where pi; qi; p0i ; q
0
i ; p
00
I ; q
00
i denote non-empty positions in (the instance of) the term
f(x1; : : : ; xn).
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Although membership conditions as above are not considered in [16], they can be
added without changing the formalism. An example is given in Section 10, where
membership conditions are used for the constructors themselves.
The intuitive meaning of these additional transitions is that the automaton has to
verify conditions on the terms recognized so far at states in s before applying the
transition from s to s labelled by the function symbol f. These runs will again be
dened by a many-sorted rewrite system:
Denition 39. To a bottom up tree automaton with membership=equality tests A=(S;
;6R;F;R), we associate a many-sorted signature (S; A) such that A= ffs; s : s!
sgf:s! s2[fs : s! sgs2S, and a reductive CRMS RA over the signature A dened
as follows:
(i) to each empty transition from s to t; we associate the rule s(x)! t(x).
(ii) To each non-empty transition (conditional or not) of the form
f(s)! s if
^
i2 [1::k]
pi= qi ^
^
i2 [1::l]
p0i 6= q0i ^
^
i2 [1::m]
p00i : s ^
^
i2 [1::n]
q00i = : s
we associate the rule schema
fs; s(s1(x1); : : : ; sn(xn)))! s(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) if
k^
i= 1
f(x)
pi =f(x)jqi ^
l^
i= 1
f(x)

p0i
6= f(x)jq0i
^
m^
i= 1
f(x)
p00i : s ^
n^
i= 1
f(x)

q00i
: =s
A term T 2T is said to be recognized by the automaton if it rewrites with the
rules in RA to a term of the form s(T ) where s is an accepting state. We also say
that T inhabits the sort s.
The equality and membership conditions arising in the above rule schema cannot be
dened concisely in the syntax of many-sorted logic, since it would require axioma-
tizing the data type of terms together with the appropriate dened functions (among
which subterm at a given position). It is mathematically easier to dene directly the
(innite) set of rules operating on ground terms via a rule schema. The corresponding
ground rules are obtained by replacing the variables in x by ground terms that satisfy
the conditions. In particular, these ground terms must have subterms at the positions
indicated in the conditions. An example is provided in Fig. 11.
Tree automata with membership=equality tests can of course encode non-left linear
rules that could not be taken care of by usual bottom-up tree automata, and they were
actually designed for this purpose. But they can do more than that: they can encode as
well partial operators, that is, operators that are dened on a subset of their domain
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Fig. 11. Automaton with membership=equality tests.
specied by means of equations and memberships of a simple kind that we proceed to
dene now:
Denition 40. A specication (
;R) in membership equational logic is said to be
shallow conditional if:
(i) its rules and memberships are of the three following forms:
(a) x : s if x : t,
(b) L : s if x : t ^ y= y0 ^ z 6= z0 ^ w 6= G , where L =2X,
(c) L!R if x : t ^ y= y0 ^ z 6= z0 ^ w 6= G , where L =2X,
where L and R are many-kinded terms of kind K , s is a sort of kind K , x; y; z;w are
vectors of many-kinded variables occurring in L, and G is a vector of ground terms.
(ii) the rewrite relation generated by R is conuent and sort-decreasing.
(iii) the rewrite relation generated by the rules L!R obtained from the rules of type
(c) by removing their condition is terminating.
Some explanation is in order about the negative conditions in the memberships and
rewrite rules of a shallow conditional specication, which, strictly speaking, bring such
a specication outside the class of Horn specications. However, shallow conditional
specications can always be seen as abbreviated descriptions of somewhat lengthier
Horn specications, in which equality has been equationally axiomatized. First of all,
we must explain the operational meaning of the inequalities in a shallow conditional
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specication. Operationally, we compute with such specications as usual, except that
inequalities between ground terms are settled by bringing both sides to normal form
and checking whether the normal forms are syntactically dierent. Because of the
terminating, sort-decreasing and conuent properties of shallow specications, compar-
ison for syntactic equality after reduction to normal form is a computable equality
predicate. Therefore, by general results of Bergstra and Tucker [5], such computable
equality predicates (one for each kind) can be equationally axiomatized by a nite set
of Church{Rosser and terminating many-kinded equations, just by adding a new kind
for the Booleans, and some auxiliary operations to dene the equality predicates for
each kind. We can then replace each inequality U 6=V in a membership or a rule of
our original shallow specication (
;R) by an equality (U KV )=false, where K
denotes the equationally-dened equality predicate of kind K . In this way, combining
the transformed axioms of R with the equational axioms for the equality predicates, we
can obtain an equivalent Horn specication (
b;Rb) that is terminating, sort-decreasing,
and conuent, where 
b is obtained from 
 by adding a new kind for Booleans, and
such that for any two ground terms t and t0 of the same kind, we have
(i) Rb ‘ t= t0 i Rb ‘ (t K t0)= true i t#R = t0#R;
(ii) Rb ‘ (t K t0)=false i t#R 6= t0#R;
(iii) Rb ‘ t : s i t#R: s;
where, as usual, t#R denotes the R-normal form of t.
We can now generalize the above results:
Theorem 41. Let (
;R) be a shallow conditional specication in membership equa-
tional logic. Then; there exists a bottom-up tree automaton A; called the normal
form automaton of (;R) which recognizes the set of ground terms on the signature

 which are in normal form with respect to R.
Proof. Our previous proof generalizes to this case without diculty.
Corollary 42. Let (
;R) be a shallow-conditional specication in membership equa-
tional logic. Then; the ground terms accepted by the normal form automaton of
(
;R) dene a membership algebra; called the canonical term algebra of R that is
initial among all 
b-algebras that are models of (
b;Rb).
Note that, according to the denition of a shallow conditional specication (
;R),
each ground term has a unique normal form with respect to R.
Given a specication in membership equational logic, it is therefore possible to
compile its largest shallow conditional subspecication in the form of an automaton
so as to eciently decide the sort of an irreducible term. The same technique will of
course apply to reducible terms by rst reducing them to normal form in a bottom-up
way.
There is however a slight diculty: the bottom-up automata with membership=equa-
lity test that we have dened may have an undecidable emptiness problem. Restricted
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classes suce however for all practical purposes, for which emptiness is decidable
[16], and can even be achieved eciently [6].
Another problem arises with the axioms of associativity, commutativity, idempotency
and identity that are often built in the rewriting process by using an adequate pattern
matching algorithm. The same kind of automata as above allows handling of this case,
by using formulae of Presburger’s arithmetic to control the transitions [64] when some
rules are not left linear rules, and by non-deterministically using commutativity along
transitions of the automaton. A rst implementation has been recently developed to
experience with this automata [79].
6. Conuence properties
The central notion of Church{Rosser property is somewhat more subtle that in a total
framework, because it has to take into account all aspects of the computation, namely
equalities and memberships. A main principle is that rewriting should be monotonic
with respect to checking validity of the equalities and memberships, by allowing us to
blindly compute normal forms before doing any checking. Here, we want to be able to
have rewrite proofs for arbitrary proofs, whether or not the terms involved have sorts.
However, if they do have sorts, we also want sorts to decrease along rewrite derivations,
allowing us to check both equality and sort-membership via the computation of normal
forms and of sorts of normal forms. This suggests the following denition:
Denition 43. A specication R is Church{Rosser i 8 ; S; T such that S$ ;R
T : ;R s, then:
(i) S # ;R T ,
(ii) S : ;R s.
Note that taking T : ;R instead of T : ;R yields an equivalent denition.
As in many other cases, such as rewriting modulo [51], the conuence and Church{
Rosser properties do not coincide. For example, the specication of Fig. 12 is conuent
but not Church{Rosser: although a and b can be proved equal, we cannot rewrite a : s
to its normal form c : s, because the property that a is of sort s has then been lost once
it is rewritten to c : t.
Theorem 44. A specication R is Church{Rosser i it is conuent and sort-
decreasing.
Proof. Routine induction on the length of proofs to show property (i) of Church{
Rosser from conuence, and then application of sort-decreasingness to show (ii). Con-
versely, conuence and sort-decreasingness are particular cases of our Church{Rosser
property.
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Fig. 12. A specication which is not Church{Rosser.
6.1. Local properties
As usual, we localize our properties.
Denition 45. Given a specication (
;R), we say that the CRMS R is locally
conuent if U! ;R S and U! ;R T implies the existence of some V such that
S! ;R V and T! ;R V , and locally sort-decreasing if S : ;R s and S! ;R T implies
that T : ;R s.
We then have the analog of Newman’s lemma:
Lemma 46. A reductive CRMS R is Church{Rosser i it is locally conuent and
locally sort-decreasing.
Proof. Since Newman’s lemma implies conuence from local conuence for terminat-
ing systems, we are left to show that local sort-decreasingness implies sort-
decreasingness for a conuent CRMS. This is done by induction on the rewrite
relation.
Assume S : ;R s and S! ;R T! ;R U . By assumption, T! ;R V : ;R s. By conu-
ence, there exist a term W such that V ! ;RW and U! ;RW . By induction hypoth-
esis applied to T , W : ;R s, and therefore U :

 ;R s.
6.2. Critical inferences
We now characterize conuence, sort-decreasingness and regularity by means of
critical inference steps of several kinds:
Denition 47. Given two conditional rewrite rules L!R if U : s0^V#W and G ! D
if U 0 : t0^V 0#W 0 such that Var(L)\Var(G)= ; and Ljp=G, for some non-variable
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position p 2FPos((L)) and most general (many-kinded) unier , then
L[D]p=R if U : s0 ^U 0 : t0 ^ V#W ^ V 0#W 0
is a critical pair.
Given a conditional membership rule L : s if U : s0^V#W and a conditional rewrite
rule G!D if U 0 : t0^V 0#W 0 such that Var(L)\Var(G)= ; and Ljp=G for some
non-variable position p 2FPos( )(L) and most general unier , then
L : s! L[D]p if U : s0 ^U 0 : t0 ^ V#W ^ V 0#W 0
is a critical reduced membership.
Given two conditional membership rules L : s if U : s0 ^V#W and G : t if U 0 : t0 ^
V 0#W 0 such that Var(L) \Var(G)= ; and L=G for some most general unier ,
then
L : s; t if U : s0 ^U 0 : t0 ^ V#W ^ V 0#W 0
is a critical membership.
These denitions need several remarks. Firstly, remember that subsort membership
rules do not belong to R, since they are taken care of by the subsort ordering. Anyhow,
unifying a subsort membership rule x : s0 if x : s with a rewrite rule would not produce
any interesting critical reduced membership, since the sort of the same left-hand side L
would be increased. Secondly, critical reduced memberships obtained by overlapping G
on L at the root were already used in OBJ to check for sort decreasingness [40]. Finally,
and most importantly, note that we use plain many-kinded unication in the denition
of our critical pairs and memberships, but also that we accumulate the conditions of
both rules and=or memberships they originate from. We will come back to this issue
at the end of this section.
Denition 48. Given a CRMS R, a critical pair P=Q if U : s ^ V#W is conuent
if P#RQ for all substitutions  such that U :R s and V#RW.
 A critical reduced membership L : s ! R if U : s ^ V#W is sort-decreasing if for
each substitution  such that U : ;R s and V# ;RW, then R : ;R s.
 A critical membership L : s; t if U : s ^ V#W is regular if for each substitution 
such that L is irreducible, U : ;R s and V# ;RW, there exists a sort u6Rs; t
such that L : ;R u.
 A critical membership L : s; t if U : s ^V#W is strongly regular if for each substi-
tution  such that U : ;R s and V# ;RW, there exists a sort u6Rs; t such that
L : ;R u.
Remark how easy it is to express regularity as well as strong regularity. On the
other hand, all the above properties of critical pairs and memberships are undecidable,
since the universal quantiers operate on non-recursive sets.
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Note also that the sort-decreasingness of a sort membership is a strong requirement:
no rewrite step is allowed from R.
6.3. Critical properties
We start with the critical pair lemma:
Lemma 49 (Critical Pair Lemma). Assume that S rewrites to P at the root with the
rewrite rule L! R if U : s0^V#W applied with substitution ; and to Q at position
q with the rewrite rule G ! D if U 0 : t0 ^ V 0#W 0 and substitution  such that
Var(L) \Var(G)= ;; and q 2 FPos((L)). Assume further that all critical pairs in
R are conuent. Then P#Q.
Proof. From the above assumptions we obtain that S = L with condition (i) U : s0
and V#W, and Sjq=G with condition (ii) U 0 : t0 and V 0#W 0. It follows that
(L)jq=G, and since q 2FPos((L)), Ljq and G unify with most general unier .
This shows the existence of the critical pair
L[D]q=R if U : s0 ^U 0 : t0 ^ V#W ^ V 0#W 0:
Now, =  for some substitution  which satises the conditions of the critical pair
owing to (i) and (ii). Hence, P=R=(L[D]q)=Q is conuent by assumption.
We are now ready for the Church{Rosser property. Unfortunately, proving local
conuence requires sort-decreasingness and vice versa. We will therefore prove directly
the Church{Rosser property.
Theorem 50 (Church{Rosser). Let R be a reductive CRMS. Then R is Church{
Rosser i its critical pairs are conuent and its critical reduced memberships are
sort-decreasing.
Proof. We prove by induction on the proof S$ T : s that (i) S # T and (ii) S :s,
taking the liberty to systematically omit the subscript  ;R when possible. For this,
we interpret a proof by the multiset of its terms, and compare two multisets in the
ordering ( [ .)mul.
Ruling out the trivial empty proof, S$ T is written as S$ T 0$ T . By induction
hypothesis, there exists P0 such that S! P0  T 0. We are now going to show that
there exists some P such that P0! P  T , and P : s, which yields both (i) and (ii).
There are three cases:
1. If T rewrites to T 0, we can take P0 for P. We are left to show that P0 : s.
Assume that T : ;R s by using the membership rule L : s if U : s
0 ^ V #W with
substitution , and T!p ;R T 0 via the rewrite rule G ! D if U 0 : t0 ^V 0 #W 0 and
substitution , with Var(L) \Var(G)= ;. There are two cases:
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(a) p 62FPos(L). Then T = L, and by the left-linearity assumption, T 0= L0 with
! 0. By the induction hypothesis (ii) applied to the smaller proof ! 0, 0
is admissible in the environment  .
By the induction hypothesis (ii) again applied to the smaller proof U0 
U : s0, we get U0 : s0. Similarly, by induction hypothesis (i), we get V0 #
W0. Therefore, T 0= L0 : s. By induction hypothesis (ii) applied to the proof
S$ T 0 : s, we conclude that S : s, and we are done with this case.
(b) p2FPos(L). Then, Ljp and G unify with most general unier  such that
= . Since  must satisfy the conditions of the associated critical reduced
membership, we have T 0 : s. Now, the proof S$ T 0 : s is smaller than the
original one, since T has been replaced by straictly smaller terms. We therefore
conclude by induction hypothesis (ii) that S : s.
2. If T 0 rewrites to T and the proof from T 0 to P0 is empty, that is, S! T 0 we are
done with (i) and (ii).
3. Assume now that T 0!p P! P0 and T 0!q T . We rst prove that P # T , by case
with respect to the respective positions p and q of the redexes in T 0
(a) Disjoint redexes commute as usual.
(b) Critical redexes. The Critical Pair lemma shows the existence of a conuent
proof from Pjp and T jp assuming p is above q. Hence P # T .
(c) Ancestor redexes. We follow the same line of reasoning as above by showing
rst the existence of a proof Pjp # T jp. This is done in the same way as case
1a. We then conclude that P # T .
We can nally conclude property (i) by a last application of our induction hypothesis
(i) to the smaller proof T # P! P0 yielding P00 such that P0! P00 and T! P00.
Since the latter proof is smaller than the starting one, we can apply induction
hypothesis (ii) and get P00 : s. As a result, S : s and we are done.
We nally address regularity:
Theorem 51. Let R be a conuent sort-decreasing CRMS. Then R is regular (resp.
strongly regular) i its irreducible (resp. all its) critical memberships are regular
(resp. strongly regular).
Proof. We prove the if case. Assume that M is an irreducible term such M : ;R s
and M : ;R t. By denition, M = L, for some left-hand side L of a membership rule
L : s if : : : , and M =G, for some left hand side G of a membership rule G : t if : : :.
such that Var(L) \Var(G)= ;. Hence, M = L=G, and L and M unify with most
general unier  such that =  and  satises the conditions of the associated critical
membership. Since L is irreducible, so is L. Hence, by assumption, there exists a
sort u6R s; t such that L : u. It follows that a membership P : u if::: applies to L,
hence to M by using Lemma 11, Propositions 15, and 18.
The case of strong regularity is of course very similar, but all critical memberships
must be considered.
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Note that there is a real dierence between regularity and strong regularity in prac-
tice: if a critical membership is reducible, the corresponding pair has not to be consid-
ered for strong regularity. In particular, at least for ground terms, regularity of complete
specications reduces to regularity of their constructor part.
6.4. Decidable criteria
As already pointed out, checking that critical pairs are conuent or that critical
reduced memberships are sort-decreasing is undecidable in general in the context of
conditionnal rules. We therefore need to elaborate decidable sucient conditions al-
lowing us to eliminate as many critical pairs=memberships as possible. The problem
has been thoroughly investigated by Ganzinger in the usual case of conditional rewrite
rules [35], see also [28].
A rst possibility is to forget about the conditions of the critical inferences. We
may guess that the conuence (resp. sort decreasing) test will then be negative in
most cases. An alternative, complementary approach is to solve the conditions, that
is, to compute a representation of the set of solutions of the condition of the critical
pairs or rule instances. This is of course impossible in general. However, incomplete
algorithms can be used for that purpose in order to partially solve these constraints,
or, equivalently, have a simpler representation of the condition. Of course, some of the
conditions may be really solvable, and some others may not be: solving the solvable
ones while keeping the others is a particular incomplete algorithm. The case where the
conditions of the rewrite and membership rules do not involve joinability is studied in
[22], where conuence is shown to be decidable in this case. The solution, however,
involves the use of a decidable fragment of second-order unication. A simpler, less-
powerful approach is taken in [37], where order-sorted unication is used. In contrast,
[59] uses rst-order unication only at the price of a complex sort inference system.
Another possibility is to assume that the specication is modular, the conditions being
evaluated at a lower level of a hierarchy of specications. This lower level should of
course have strong properties, such as a decidable entailment problem. This is not very
likely to occur.
Let us explain in more details a solution inspired from [37], which can be easily
implemented. The conditions in a rewrite rule (resp. a membership rule) can be split
into two parts, the sort memberships for the variables of the pair on the one hand,
and the other sort memberships and the joinability conditions on the other hand. Let
therefore
L! R if x : s ^U : t ^ V #W and G ! D if y : s0 ^U 0 : t0 ^ V 0 #W 0
be two reductive rewrite rules such that Var(L) \Var(G)= ;, and Ljp unies G with
most general unier , for some p2FPos(L). Then, any ground instance of  which
satises the conditions in x : s ^ U : t ^ V # W ^ y : s0 ^ U 0 : t0 ^ V 0 # W 0 is indeed
a ground instance of a most general order-sorted unier , whenever it exists, of the
order-sorted terms (Ljp; x : s) and (G; y : s0) which satises the conditions in U : t^V #
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Fig. 13. Using many-sorted unication versus order-sorted unication
W ^U 0 : t0^V 0 #W 0. Of course, there may be no such  if the two order-sorted terms
do not unify. This shows the usefulness of solving, at least partially, the condition in
the critical pair, seen as a constraint operating on the variables in the pair. Perhaps it
would be possible to integrate other membership conditions in the unication algorithm,
but we have not investigated this problem yet.
The soundness of the above argument assumes implicitly that the subsort ordering
as well as the sorted operator declarations are known beforehand. If some subsort
membership can be deduced from the set of axioms, then, using order-sorted unication
may be incomplete in some sense, as shown by the example shown on the left part
of Fig. 13. In this case, a critical pair appears once the ordering has been updated as
we will explain. A similar situation occurs with sorted operator declarations, as shown
by example in Fig. 13. In this case, a critical pair appears after a sorted operator
declarations has been generated. A similar problem arises in [47], where order-sorted
completion is also used.
Example 52. For the left-hand side specication, the two rules have no order-sorted
overlap, since s and t have no subsort in common. Therefore, the only proof obligation
left is the subsort membership x : t if x : s obtained by overlapping the rst rule with
the signature declaration f(x) : t if x : s. For the right-hand side specication, the single
rule has no order-sorted overlap onto itself, since x : s implies f(x) : t and f(f(x)) : s.
Therefore, the only proof obligation left is the sort declaration f(x) : s if x : s obtained
by overlapping the rule with the signature declaration f(x) : s if x : t.
In both cases, there are of course many-kinded uniers which generate the appropriate
critical pairs.
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The solution implemented in the Maude Church{Rosser checker for order-sorted
specications [66] uses order-sorted unication as just explained. Signature declara-
tions are kept as meta-level entities as well. The critical memberships are generated
via the computation, for each order-sorted rewrite rule, of its specializations, obtained
by decreasing the sorts of its lefthand side variables, before imposing that, for each
specialized rule, the sort of its righthand side is smaller than or equal to the sort of its
lefthand side. Then, two dierent kinds of checks can be performed. A standard check
of joinability (resp. membership) for the critical pairs (resp. the critical memberships).
This technique may generate redundant critical pairs or memberships which are elim-
inated in the Maude Church{Rosser checker by a subsumption test. Once these pairs
or memberships are generated, their conditions may be removed before the checking,
therefore approximating the property to be proved. In case a new subsort membership
or a new sort declaration is generated, requiring a change of the signature, then the
whole computation must be reinitialized with the new signature. The Maude checker
may also generate inductive obligations, in which case only the ground instances of a
critical pair (resp. a critical membership) need to be checked. In general, this will re-
quire using an inductive prover. The issue of testing for ground conuence and ground
sort-decreasingness should merit more attention. Not much has yet been done on this
question, despite its importance.
In conclusion, checking conditional critical pairs for joinability is a quite dicult
problem, for which many techniques have been described in the literature which allow
to solve the problem in various practical cases. But no really satisfactory automatic
solution is available. In practice, the use of an inductive prover may be found useful.
On the other hand, regularity seems much easier to check, since the existence of a
minimum for a given set of sorts does not depend on any computation. This allows
inferring non-regularity in many cases. To infer regularity is as dicult as to infer
conuence and sort-decreasingness, since the substitutions satisfying a given condition
must be considered.
To conclude this section, let us analyze why critical pairs need superpositions at
subterms, while critical inferences involving a membership rule do not. This is directly
related to the deduction rules. The rules for rewriting (or equality) involve the congru-
ence rule, while the rules for membership do not. Hence, deductions in normal form
do not have the same shape. In the rewriting case, a normal form deduction may end
up using the congruence rule, while it is of course not possible with the deductions
for memberships.
7. Completion
Due to the Horn Clause format, general techniques apply. However, we are not only
interested in conuence, but also in reductivity, type decreasingness and, to a lesser
extent, regularity. Our goal is to design a completion procedure that achieves (some
of) these dierent goals simultaneously.
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7.1. Conuence and sort-decreasingness
Since sort decreasingness and conuence can be obtained as usual by adding valid
consequences, we start with these two properties alone. The completion procedure dis-
played in Fig. 14 deals with four categories of objects: a set R of reductive conditional
rules; a set E of conditional equations or conditional memberships; a set M of reduc-
tive conditional memberships; and the subsort ordering 6R. We could have added the
subsort membership axioms to M, but incorporating all such axioms in the metalevel
entity 6R allows for a better clarity of the exposition. The ordering  on the term
structure used to check reductivity of the conditional rules and memberships must be
provided by the user. Given the ordering , an ordering > on rules is derived, which
is used to prevent simplication of a lefthand side of rule by a bigger rule, see [27].
We have packed all simplication rules in one for matter of space saving. Simplify E
(resp. Simplify M; Simplify R) is obtained by taking C =C0; R=R0 and D=D0 (resp.
e= e0; R=R0 and D=D0; e= e0; C=C0 and (R=R0 or D=D0)).
Critical Pair adds the critical pairs to the set E of equational consequences, while
Critical Reduced Membership adds membership equations obtained from the criti-
cal reduced memberships. As usual, the role of Orient is to transform equations
of E into reductive rules, while Check Memberships does the same verication for
memberships in E. The Delete rule is as usual. Subsort moves a new subsort mem-
bership to the subsort ordering, while Subsort Simplication discards it if it is al-
ready in the transitive closure of the subsort ordering declarations. We will come
back later on the key role played by these rules. We packed all simplication rules
into one, by adding the extra assumption to make sure that some simplication hap-
pened. Note that simplifying a righthand side can only decrease its sort, allowing
us to keep the reduced formula as a rule, exactly as in the standard completion
procedure.
This version of completion is very close to the standard completion procedure, except
that memberships need to be taken care of.
Theorem 53. Given a specication E in membership equational logic; the completion
rules displayed at Fig. 14 return; assuming a successful fair execution; a (possibly
innite) reductive; sort-decreasing; conuent CRMS R [M equivalent to E.
Proof. Since this kind of proof has by now become routine, we only sketch it but give
in detail the needed ingredients. The idea is to view the inference rules as rewriting
proofs until a normal form proof is obtained. Our goals will be fullled if any proof
is transformed in nite time into a rewrite proof. This implies proving that: (a) the
rewrite system on proofs terminates; and (b) the normal form proofs are indeed rewrite
proofs, that is, of the form S!R R T and T!R :R s.
Our elementary proofs here are of the form S$E T , S :E s, S!R T and S :M s.
To show (a), we exhibit a well-founded ordering on proofs, considered as multisets
of elementary proofs. For this, we interpret elementary proof steps as triples as follows
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Critical Pair:
E;M;R;6R
E [ fL=R if Cg;M;R;6R
if L=R if C is a critical pair of R
Reduced Membership:
E;M;R;6R
E; fR : t if Cg [M;R;6R
if L : t ! R if C is a critical reduced membership of R [M
Orient Equations:
E [ fP=Q if U : u ^ V =Wg;M;R;6R
E;M;R [ fP ! Q if U : u ^ V #Wg;6R
if P  Q and 8R2U [ V [W P( [ .)R
Check Memberships:
E [ fP : s if U : u ^ V =Wg;M;R;6R
E;M [ fP : s if U : u ^ V #Wg;R;6R
if P( [ .)R 8R2U [ V [W
Delete:
E [ fS = T if Cg;M;R;6R
E;M;R;6R
if S and T are identical or C is unsatisable
Subsort:
E;M [ fx : s if x : tg;R;6R
E;M;R;6R [ ft6Rsg
if x is a variable and t 6 s
Subsort Simplication:
E;M [ fx : s if x : tg;R;6R
E;M;R;6R
if x is a variable and t6R s
Simplify E=M=R:
E [ feg;M [ fM : s if Cg;R [ fL! R if Dg;6R
E [ fe0g;M [ fM : s if C0g;R [ fL! R0 if D0g;6R
if

e! e0; C! C0; R!R R0; D!R D0
(e; C; R; D) 6= (e0; C0; R0; D0)
Simplify Head M:
E;M [ fM : s if Cg;R;6R
E [ fM 0 : s if Cg;M;R;6R
if M!
R
M 0
Simplify Head R:
E;M;R [ fL! R if Cg;6R
E [ fL0=R if Cg;M;R;6R
if

L!P!Q if D2R L0
(L! R if C)> (P ! Q if D)
Fig. 14. Completion rules.
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(replacing unnecessary information by ?):
S$E T with the equation L=R if P by hfS; Tg; L=R if P;?i
S :E s with the membership L : s if P by hfSg; L : s if P; 0i
S!RT with the rule L! R if P by hfSg; L=R if P;?i
S :M s with the membership L : s if P by hfSg; L : s if P; 1i
In this analysis, we consider the subsort membership axioms as if they were in M.
As a consequence, our proof objects do not change when Subsort is applied. We can
allow for this, since Subsort can be applied nitely times only.
Triples are compared in the ordering (mul;>;>N)lex, where > is the ordering on
rules (or memberships) dened as follows: L! R if P > L0 ! R0 if P0 if and only
if
(i) Ljp= L0 for some position p and substitution  such that p 6=  or  is not a
variable renaming, or else
(ii) (L; R; P)(!R)mul(L0; R0; P0)
In the same way, L : s if P > L0 : s if P0 if and only if (ii) is satised.
Verifying that the proof rewrite rules decrease in the ordering is now a routine
check. For an example, Reduced Membership transforms a proof of the form L[D]p
 pG!D if Q L :L : s if P s into the smaller proof L[D]p :L[D]p : s if P^Q s:
To show (b) amounts to checking that all undesirable subproofs are eliminated by
the rewrite rules on proofs. The case of equational proofs is as usual. For membership
proofs, we need to show that subproofs of the form S R T :L : s if P 2M s are reducible.
We do it by induction on T using the ordering [., the base case being void. Therefore
let T = L and ‘R[M P. There are two cases:
 If the rewrite from S to T takes place in the substitution part  of the membership
rule, that is !R 0, it is then enough to show that T :L : s if P 2M s, which reduces
to ‘R[M P0. Now, for each V # W 2P, V # W2P, therefore V #R[M W, and
hence V0 #R[M W0. On the other hand, for each U : s2P, we have U :R[M s and
L [ .U, hence we conclude by induction that U0 :R[M s.
 If the rewrite from S to T takes place at a non-variable position of L, then the
proof is reduced according to the rewrite rule on proofs associated with Reduced
Memberships.
The rest of the argument uses fairness as usual to show that the limit system satises
(a) and (b) even in case the computation diverges.
A specication resulting from completion will not be regular in general, even when
the starting specication is regular, as witnessed by the simple example in which s and
t are of the same kind, a has sort s and b sort t, and a ! b is the only rule. This
specication is of course regular (and strongly regular as well), but completion will
add the membership b : s in order to ensure sort-decreasingness, and this will destroy
regularity.
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Fig. 15. Completion of Comon’s specication.
In practice, we can expect completion to diverge often, as does conditional com-
pletion. Besides, our completion procedure is rather simple-minded, since it does not
implement any sophisticated method to get rid of useless equations or memberships.
Such methods are described at length in [35]. They can of course be safely added,
with the necessary adaptations for memberships. One problem, in particular, is to get
rid of an equation or a membership whose condition is unsatisable.
Compared to [47], our method is based on the same idea that the proof of a member-
ship statement needs in general equality subproofs, as expressed by the subject reduction
rule. The dierence is that our approach is much simpler as well as more general, and
this is due to the use of a more powerful logic. For example, the possibility of adding
new membership axioms in the completion process solves the sort-decreasingness prob-
lem in a very general and satisfactory way, analogous to what is done for ensuring
conuence. This solution cannot be used with order-sorted logic, and alternatives had
to be chosen, such as the computation of specializations of rules as done in [40, 60].
In [47], there is no need of sort-decreasingness, which is not even used for speeding
up computations. As a consequence, more deductions are needed for computing, while
(part of) these deductions are in some sense factored-out in our approach and are
enforced by the completion process.
Comon uses another logic extending order-sorted logic with second-order context
variables. Again, our method is much simpler both technically and conceptually, as
shown by an example taken from [22] and shown in Fig. 15, in which the inferred
memberships are added to the automaton. In this example, only memberships are added,
the input and output set of rules being the same. This will actually be the case each
time the starting example has no critical pairs, hence we are guaranteed to terminate
when this is the case, which is not true of other methods.
Proposition 54. Completion terminates for any specication in membership equa-
tional logic which does not have critical pairs.
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Critical Membership:
E;M;R
E;M [ fL : inf6R(s; t) if Cg;R
if L : s; t if C is a critical membership of M
Fig. 16. Additional completion rule for regularity.
7.2. Completion with regularity
Achieving regularity will require adding new sorts, but this can be done by need:
each time a term may inhabit dierent sorts in s, we will introduce a new sort
T
s2 s s,
which will be a subsort of each sort in s and a supersort of each of their common
subsorts. Of course, we will have the properties
T
s2fsg = s, and
T
s2s \
T
s2t =
T
s2s[t ,
implying in particular that s\s= s, and making the set of intersection sorts ever needed
nite. Adding these new sorts and subsort relationships (at once or by need) results in
a conservative extension of the starting specication.
This rst step does not imply regularity alone, new memberships at these new sorts
have to be added in order to achieve this property, which is done by the rule given in
Fig. 16.
The above rule does not preserve the theory, since new sorts are added. But it indeed
constructs a conservative extension:
Theorem 55. Given a specication E in membership equational logic; the completion
rules displayed in Figs. 14 and 16 return; assuming a successful fair execution; a
(possibly innite) reductive; sort-decreasing; conuent CRMS R [M which is a
conservative extension of E.
Proof. Since new sorts and new memberships at these sorts are added, we need rst
to prove that we cannot prove more memberships in the original signature after adding
the new sorts and subsort relationships. For this, it is enough to reason semantically,
and it is then clear, that the added sorts and subsorts relationship respect the existing
inclusions between the sets interpreting the original sorts in the models.
The rest of the proof is similar to the previous one.
Notice nally that building some axioms, e.g., subsort memberships and sort decla-
rations, in the unication algorithm raises the same kind of problems as those pointed
out in the previous section: generating new subsort memberships, or new sort declara-
tions (in the order-sorted sense) results in changing the signature, hence the unication
algorithm, and therefore to reinitialize the whole computation. It turns out that the same
phenomenon surfaces in [47], where completion needs sort-inheritance for the order-
sorted unication algorithm to behave correctly, and therefore it has to be reinitialized
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each time a subsort-membership is generated. In our case, this reinitialization is only
needed when order-sorted unication is used instead of many-sorted unication.
8. Protecting extensions
Among the several constructions that allow building larger specications from smaller
components, protecting extensions play a central role. Adding new kinds, sorts, or rules
to a specication should be modular, that is, it should not mess up the original speci-
cation, explaining the name of protecting. A frequent, particular case of a protecting
extension is obtained when no new kinds or sorts are added, and is termed a constructor
specication, the constructors being the function symbols in the protected subspeci-
cation. The requirement for constructor specications is that any sortable term, when
evaluated, should return a result expressed by means of constructors together with its
sort. Terms whose result is not expressible by means of constructors will be considered
to be error terms. In our framework, such error terms will inhabit a kind, but not a
sort. In our specication of numbers given in Fig. 2, the subtraction operation is not
dened over complex numbers, hence the term <S(0),0> - <0,0> does not inhabit
a sort, but the kind Number. This term evaluates to itself, and is considered an error
term. Were integer division = be dened in that specication, 0=0 would be another
error term. Error terms are very useful, since they allow for partial functions. On the
other hand, our framework is in the spirit of total functions. This means that the user
has the possibility to fully specify the appropriate input sorts for which a function is
completely dened, and therefore always evaluates to a constructor term of the appro-
priate sort. This is usually done by giving membership rules for the dened symbols.
If this is not the case, our upcoming procedure for testing completeness of a function
f will exhibit the sorts on which f is only partially dened. More precisely, our pro-
cedure will output a set of patterns on whose ground instances the function f does not
evaluate to a constructor term. For our example of numbers, a membership rule states
that subtraction is dened over integers always resulting in an integer, while another
membership rule states under which condition it may result in a natural. Subtraction is
not dened when at least one of its arguments is not an integer. This can be indeed
inferred by our proof procedure for testing completeness, regardless of the membership
declarations, since they are not useful for rewriting a ground term to its normal form.
Since a constructor specication is a particular case of a protecting extension, we will
mainly consider the latter case, and spell out when necessary how results specialize to
the particular case. Of course, this assumes that the set of constructors of a specication
is known. In Maude, the user will have to specify them by using dierent keywords
for the constructors and the dened symbols. This will be spelled out when giving an
example.
Before starting with the formal denitions, we introduce an important notation. Let
RR0 be two specications, and let T0R jR be the restriction to the signature of the
specication R of the initial algebra T0R associated with the specication R
0. Since
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RR0, R0;TR0 jR is an R-algebra, and therefore there is a unique R-homomorphism
h :TR!TR0 jR.
Denition 56. Let R=(K; ;S;R) and R0=(K0; 0;S0;R0) be specications such
that RR0 componentwise. We say that RR0 is a protecting extension when
8s2S, the function hs : (TR)s! (TR0)s induced by the unique homomorphism h :TR
!TR0 jR is bijective.
Using Goguen’s vocabulary, injectivity and surjectivity correspond respectively to
the so-called ‘no junk’ and ‘no confusion’ properties, which are here relativized to the
sorts in the protected subspecication. This relativization hides a subtle problem in the
case where the specication R contains two copies of a given sort, say, two copies Nat
and Nat’ of the natural numbers. Then, these two sorts can be identied in the initial
model by adding a supersort of both in S0, say SuperNat and by giving the appropri-
ate equations to identify the corresponding elements, say 0 = 0’ and s(x) = s’(x) if
x:SuperNat. With our denition, such an extension is protecting, because there will
be no way to observe that the sort structure has indeed changed by identifying Nat and
Nat’ by checking properties of the functions hs. This pathological case may be ruled
out by simply forbidding adding a new sort above two sorts of S that did not have
a common supersort. This extra hypothesis could be carried along this chapter without
changing the existing results. We decided to warn the reader instead, and allow this
extra generality. In the next chapter, we will take the opposite decision, because we
lack the adequate understanding of the inuence of this problem upon arbitrary models.
The idea captured by the denition is that each ground term in the whole speci-
cation R0 having a sort s belonging to the subspecication R can be proved equal to
a ground term of the subspecication R having the sort s, and also that R0 does not
impose new equalities on ground terms of the subspecication R. However, ground
terms of the specication R0 not having a sort in the subspecication R need not
have an equivalent term in R. They may have a new sort, or simply be error terms
inhabiting a kind but no sort.
The literature has stressed the particular case where K0=K, S0=S and the sym-
bols in  are free, in which case they are called constructors. We will adopt a more
liberal denition of constructors, by considering that the symbols in the subspecication
 are constructors, and the symbols in 0n are dened.
The notion of protecting extension is very useful to express properties of structured
specications. Besides stating a crucial preservation property about the initial model
of a subspecication, a protecting declaration allows expressing a variety of useful
properties such as constructor subspecication, or getting the implicit equivalent of
second-order axiomatizations in specications with a \loose" (as opposed to initial)
semantics, in which subspecications with an initial semantics are imported. For ex-
ample, a loose specication of partially ordered sets can import BOOL in a protecting
mode, to dene the equality predicate as a Boolean-valued function, or another theory
can import NAT in a protecting mode to x the interpretation of the NAT submodule
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fmod NAT-NEG
kind Number[Zero < Neg, Zero < Nat]
cop 0 : Zero
cop S : Nat ! Nat
cop P : Neg ! Neg
end fmod
fmod INT is protecting NAT-NEG
sorts Int
subsorts Neg < Int, Nat < Int
op S : Int ! Int
op P : Int ! Int
eq P(S(x)) = x if x : Int
eq S(P(x)) = x if x : Int
end fmod
Fig. 17. A specication of integers
to be the standard natural numbers, while leaving other parts vary in a loose way.
Such protecting assertions can then be exploited when proving properties of struc-
tured specications. In order to show the additional expressive power of protecting
extensions obtained by the distinction between kinds and sorts, we give in Fig. 17
yet another specication of numbers, by constructing rst negative and positive num-
bers, before building the integers as a protecting extension of the rst specication. In
this simple-minded specication of the module INT, we give two equations, between
constructor terms of the specication NAT-NEG. Protection is however ensured, since
the left-hand side constructor term of each rule does not have a sortable ground in-
stance in the subspecication NAT-NEG. Note that the specication of INT is not a
constructor specication, since we have added a new sort. Of course, the dierence is
only in the vocabulary, we could adopt the same name for both cases, and, of course,
the function symbols S and P of the module NAT-NEG play the role of constructors.
According to the denition of a reductive system, the subsort inclusion memberships
are given here via the Maude keyword subsort. We stick even closer to the Maude
syntax, by using operator declarations via the keywords cop for constructors and op
for non-constructors, both being syntactic sugar for particular membership rules.
8.1. A Characterization of Protecting Extensions
Testing for protecting extensions is the motivation for the following fundamental
theorem:
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Theorem 57. Let (K; ;S;R) (K0; 0;S0;R0) be both ground conuent; sort de-
creasing and reductive; and let R0=R[E0 [M0S [M0S0nS; with E0 the rewrite rules;
M0S the membership rules asserting sorts in S; and M
0
S0nS the remaining member-
ships. Assume further that:
(i) each membership rule in R is of the form f(L) : s if Var(L) : s^U : t^V #W
where Var(U ;V ;W)Var(L) and for each M # N 2V #W ; there exists some
sort t 2S such that M :Var(L):s;R t and N :Var(L):s;R t.
(ii) 8s0 2S0; s2S such that s06R0s, then s0 2S and s06R s;
(iii) 8S 2T such that S :R s with s2S and S = S #R; then S #R0 = S.
Then; RR0 is a protecting extension i
8’2M0S R[E0 [M0S0nS j=Ind ’ ()
in which case R[E0 [M0S0nS is ground conuent; ground sort-decreasing and re-
ductive.
Note that property () corresponds to surjectivity, while injectivity is hidden in
assumption (iii), a property called preservation of sortable ground normal forms.
This result relates the property of being a protecting extension with induction, and
provides a way to check it by using an inductive prover such as the one described in
Section 9. Besides, it shows the interesting phenomenon that new memberships at the
old sorts are not really useful for computing with ground terms. Indeed, it follows from
the theorem that R[E0 [M0S0nS is itself a ground-conuent, ground sort-decreasing
CRMS with which we can do any computation we can do with R0. We will make an
essential use of this property.
Proof. We prove in turn the if and only if directions of the statement.
1. Assuming (), we need to prove that for each sort s2S, the function hs : (TR)s
! (TR0)s induced by the unique homomorphism h :TR!TR0 jR is bijective. The
proof splits again into injectivity followed by surjectivity.
(a) Let U and V be ground terms in T such that U :R s and V :

R s for some
sort s2S, and U$R0 V . Let now U 0 and V 0 be the R-normal-forms of, re-
spectively, U and V . By ground conuence of R0, we have U 0 #R0 V 0, hence
U 0=V 0 by assumption (iii). It follows that U$R V , showing injectivity of hs
for s2S.
(b) Surjectivity is proved in two steps.
(i) Assume rst that M0S= ;. In this case, note that () is trivially satised,
hence we need to show surjectivity, that is, 8T 2T0 such that 9s2S with
T :R0 s, then 9T 0 2T with T 0 :R s and T$R0 T 0, under our assumptions (i),
(ii) and (iii). This follows directly from Lemma 58 below.
(ii) Assume now that M0S 6= ;. Then () implies that RR0 is protecting
because, considering RR[E[MS0nSR0, the rst inclusion is pro-
tecting by the previous proof, and the second inclusion is protecting by the
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fact that R[E0 [M0S0nS j=IndM0S, which means that the two algebras TR0
and TR[E0 [MS0nS are isomorphic. Hence, RR0 is the composition of
two protecting inclusions and therefore it can be easily seen that it is also
protecting.
2. Assuming that RR0 is a protecting extension, () follows from Lemma 59.
We now state and prove the technical lemmas used in the proof of the theorem:
Lemma 58. Let RR0 be both ground conuent; ground sort-decreasing and
reductive; and let; with the same notations as before; R0=R[E0 [M0S0nS; assuming
M0S is empty. Assume further that:
(i) each membership in R is of the form f(L) : s if Var(L) : s ^ U : t ^ V # W
where Var(U ;V ;W)Var(L) and for each M # N 2V #W ; there exists some
sort t 2S such that M :Var(L):s;R t and N :Var(L):s;R t.
(ii) 8s0 2S0; s2S such that s06R0s; then s0 2S and s06R s.
(iii) 8S 2T such that S :R s with s2S and S = S #R; then S #R0 = S.
Then; 8T 0 2T0 such that T 0 :R0 s2S; there exist T = T 0 #R0 such that T 2T and
‘R T : s; that is; T :R t for some t6R s.
Proof. By induction on the well-founded ordering [ ., where  is the rewrite or-
dering used to prove reductivity of R0.
Let T 0 2T0 such that T 0 :R0 s2S, and T = T 0 #R0 . By denition of T 0 :R0 s, there
exists some term T 00 2T0 and sort t06R0s such that T 0 !R0 T 00 and T 00 :R0 t0. Since R0
is ground-conuent, T 0 #R0 = T 00 #R0 , and therefore T 00 !R0 T . Since R0 is ground sort-
decreasing, it follows that T :R0 t
0, and because T is in R0-normal form by denition,
there exists some sort t6R0t0 such that T :R0 t. Hence, there exists a membership rule
in R0 of the form f(L) : t if P, such that T =f(L),  is a ground R0-normalized
substitution, and ‘R0 P. By transitivity, t6R0s, and by assumption (ii), t 2S, and
hence t6R s by assumption (ii) again. Note now that this membership rule belongs
indeed to R by our assumption thatM0S is empty. Therefore, f(L)2T(X) and terms
in P belong also to T(X).
By assumption (i), 8x2Var(L), there exist a membership atom of the form x : u
in P with u2S, hence ‘R0 x : u. By the induction hypothesis, ‘R (x) #R0 : u and
(x) #R0 = x2T. Hence, 2T, therefore, T =f(L)2T.
To show that ‘R T : s, it is enough to show that T :R t by using the membership
f(L) : t if P, that is, ‘R P. By the induction hypothesis, this is true of the membership
atoms U : t 2P, since L([ .)U , and therefore L([ .)U. We show now that
this is true of the other atoms V # W. Note that V and W are both in T, since
V;W 2T(X) and 2T. Besides, we already have ‘R0 V # W, hence, by conuence
of R0, (V) #R0 =(W) #R0 . By assumption (iii) and since V and W are in T and
have the same sort in S by assumption (i), (V) #R0 =(V) #R and (W) #R0 =(W) #R,
therefore (V) #R=(W) #R, hence ‘R V # W and we are done.
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Lemma 59. Let RR0 be both ground conuent; ground sort-decreasing and
reductive; and let R0=R[E0 [M0S [M0S0nS as before. Assume further that :
(i) each membership in R is of the form f(L) : s if Var(L) : s ^ U : t ^ V # W
where Var(U ;V ;W)Var(L) and for each M # N 2V #W ; there exists some
sort t 2S such that M :Var(L):s;R t and N :Var(L):s;R t.
(ii) 8s0 2S0; s2S such that s06R0s; then s0 2S and s06Rs;
(iii) 8S 2T such that S :R s with s2S and S = S #R; then S #R0 = S.
Let T be a term in T0 such that T :R0 s for some sort s2S. Then, T :R[E0[M0
S0nS
s.
Proof. We prove the stronger property that for all T and S in T0 and s2S,
(a) if T :R0 s, then T :

R[E0[M0
S0nS
s,
(b) if T !R0 S then T!R[E0[M0
S0nS
S.
This is done by induction on T with respect to the ordering ([ .).
Base case: Assume that T is in R0-normal form. Then, S = T , settling part (b) of
the assumption. For part (a), since hs is surjective by assumption that RR0 is a pro-
tecting extension, there must exist a term T 0 2T with T 0 :R s, such that T$R0 T 0. Let
now T 00= T 0 #R. Since R is sort-decreasing, T 00 2T and T 00 :R t for some t6R s. By
assumption (iii), T 00 #R0 T 00, hence T = T 00 by assumption that R0 is ground-conuent,
and therefore T 2T with T :R t, and, a fortiori, T :R[E0[M0
S0nS
s, which concludes the
base case.
Induction step: Assume that T!R0 T 0 with a rule L!R if P and a substitution
, and hence ‘R0 P. We will rst show that T!R[E0[M0
S0nS
T 0, and then conclude
by induction on T 0. Since the reasoning is the same for both parts of the statement,
we do it for part (a) only. Since R0 is reductive, the conditions justifying the rewrite
step involve terms smaller than T . Let U : u2P, hence U :R0 u by assumption that
‘R0 P. By the induction hypothesis, U :R[E0[M0
S0nS
u. Let now V # W 2P, and
hence V #R0 W by assumption that ‘R0 P. Now, by the induction hypothesis ap-
plied successively to V and U , V #R[E0[M0
S0nS
W . We have therefore proved that
T!R[E0[M0
S0nS
T 0.
Now, since R0 is ground sort-decreasing, T 0 :R0 s and we can conclude by the induc-
tion hypothesis applied to T 0.
We now need to turn our attention to the elaboration of techniques allowing the use
of Theorem 57 in a language like Maude, where protecting extensions are declared by
the user and must be checked with the help of the theorem proving environment. This
implies checking the validity of applying the theorem, that is, conditions (i){(iii), and
the conditions ensuring that an extension is protecting, that is, property ().
Assumptions (i) and (ii) can be checked statically in Maude, since they refer to
syntactic properties of the module denitions.
In the following sections, we give methods for checking (iii) and (). We will rst
show that both are decidable in the case of (unconditional) order-sorted specications,
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by means of tree automata techniques. We will then consider the case of conditional
rules, for which constructor specications will play an important role.
8.2. Order-sorted specications
Recall that in an order-sorted specication, the conditions in a rule are simply mem-
berships for its variables.
Proposition 60. Let R=(K; ;S;R) and R0=(K0; 0;S0;R0) be two specications
in membership equational logic; such that RR0. Assume further that R is a ground
conuent; terminating; order-sorted rewrite system; and R0 is a ground conuent
CRMS such that each rewrite (resp. membership) rule whose left-hand side is in T
is an order-sorted rewrite (resp. membership) rule.
Then; it is decidable whether for any sortable term T in T; T is in R-normal
form i T is in R0-normal form.
Proof. Since the rules in R are order-sorted, we can construct a tree automaton A
(possibly with membership=equality tests if the rules are not left-linear) recognizing
the set of ground sortable terms in R-normal form. This automaton can be obtained,
for example, by intersecting the normal form automaton with respect to the rewrite
rules in R with the automaton recognizing the set of sortable terms with respect to the
membership rules in R. Of course, a direct construction would be more ecient.
Now, the terms in T which are in R0-normal form can be obtained in the same way
under our assumption on the rules in R0, resulting in an automaton A0. Since inclusion
of recognizable tree languages (possibly in the sense of automata with membership=
equality tests) is decidable, we can decide whether the ground terms accepted by A
are still accepted by A0, which achieves the proof.
We rst give a sucient condition for protection by replacing property () by a
stronger one.
Proposition 61. Let (K; ;S;R) (K0; 0;S0;R0) be specications such that
KK0 and SS0; and assume that R and R0 are both ground conuent; sort
decreasing and reductive systems satisfying properties (i){(iii). Assume further the
property
(iv) for each membership S : s if Var(S) : s ^ U : t ^ V # W in M0S; we have
S is reducible for every ground substitution  such that Var(S) : s; U : t; and
V #W. Then; RR0 is a protecting extension.
Proof. Using the notations of Theorem 57, we show by induction on the ordering
[ . used for showing reductivity of R0 that for every ground term T 2T0 and
sort s2S, T :R0 s implies T :R[E0[M0
S0nS
s. This property implies property (), and we
conclude with Theorem 57.
Assume rst that T is R0-irreducible, hence T is a ground instance of a membership
rule which must belong to M0S0nS by assumption (iv). We conclude by showing as
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in the proof of Lemma 59, by means of the induction hypothesis, that the conditions
of the rules follow from the axioms in R[E0 [M0S0nS.
Assume now that T is R0-reducible, and let T # be the R0-normal form of T . Since T
is R0-reducible, T # is strictly smaller than T in our ordering. By denition that T :R0 s,
there exists a term T 0 and a sort t6R0s such that T!R0 T 0 and T 0 :R0 t. By assumption
(ii), t 2S and t6R s. By conuence, T 0!R0 T #, and by sort-decreasingness, T # :R0 t,
hence T # :R0s. By induction hypothesis, T # :R[E0[M0
S0nS
s. To conclude, we show as
in Lemma 59 that T!R[E0[M0
S0nS
T #.
Considering now the case of order-sorted specications, we know already that prop-
erties (i){(iii) can be decided. We show easily that this is true of (iv) as well by using
again tree automata techniques. In this case indeed, being order-sorted, memberships
are of the simpler form S : s if Var(S) : s. Therefore, the ground substitutions  to be
considered simply assert the membership to some sort for all their variables. We need
then to check if S is reducible for each such , that is, the ground reducibility of the
order-sorted term (S; ). We have seen already that this property is decidable in the
context of Church{Rosser order-sorted specications. As a conclusion:
Theorem 62. Let (K; ;S;R) (K0; 0;S0;R0) be order-sorted specications such
that KK0 and SS0; and assume that R and R0 are both ground conuent;
sort decreasing and reductive systems. Then RR0 is a protecting extension if the
decidable properties (i){(iv) are satised.
Note that we can replace R0 by the result of its completion in case R0 is not
conuent. Of course, we can check property (iv) at completion time, which is very
much reminiscent of inductive completion.
8.3. Protection of constructor specications
We now consider specications which are not order-sorted, that is, their rules are
conditional. We rst consider how to prove property (iii).
We can give a simple natural condition under which assumption (iii) is satised
when the rules are conditional :
For each rule L!R if C such that L2T(X), and for each substitution 2T
and sort s2S such that ‘R0 C and L :R0 s, then L is R-reducible.
Of course, this reformulation is still undecidable, but sucient conditions can now
be found, by taking for example all possible substitutions  replacing variables by
terms of the appropriate sort of the form f(x), and applying then narrowing (see
Section 10.4) to solve the obtained constraint.
Note also that we can replace L :R0 s by L :

R s if property () is satised, because
L :R0 s is equivalent to L !R0 :R0 s, which is itself equivalent to L !R :R0 s by
the above property, ground conuence and sort-decreasingness of R0, hence is nally
equivalent to L!R :R s by property ().
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We now consider proving property (). It can of course be checked by using an
inductive theorem proving facility, such as the one described in Section 9. We will
improve this straightforward remark in the important subcase of so-called constructor
specications. Our hypothesis of a complete specication turns out to be much more
general than the usual one, owing to the additional expressive power of membership
equational logic.
8.3.1. Complete constructor specications
Let C=(K;C;S;RC)D=(K0; =C[D;S0;R=RC [RD) be specications
such thatKK0 and SS0. We assume that the properties (i){(iii) of Theorem 57
are satised, and our goal is to prove property (), that is, we want to show that D is
a protecting extension of C. We will call the function symbols in C the constructors,
and the function symbols in D the dened symbols. Although we use the same familiar
vocabulary, we want to stress that the notions of constructor and dened symbols that
we are going to dene now are far more general that what is usually found in the
litterature.
Apart from [10], the existing algorithms for checking completeness of denitions in
the case of constructor specications assume either that constructors are free [8], or
that rules for dened symbols are unconditional [54].
But constructor symbols may be free for some sorts, and completely dened in
all other sorts. For example, the successor function S is free on Zero ands Pos and
completely dened on Neg in the specication given in Section 5.1. Formalizing this
observation requires exploiting the expressive power of membership equational logic.
Generalizing [10], we assume given a complete specication, which comes in two
parts: a complete specication of constructor symbols and a complete specication of
dened symbols.
8.3.1.1. Complete specication of constructor symbols.
Denition 63. Given a specication C whose function symbols are called constructors,
a constructor C :K1 : : : Kn!K is free at sorts s1     sn if C(x1; : : : ; xn) is
sortable and ground irreducible in the environement fx1 : s1; : : : ; xn : sng.
 A constructor C :K1    Kn!K is dened at sorts s1     sn if C(x1;    ; xn)
is sortable and ground reducible in the environment fx1 : s1; : : : ; xn : sng.
 A constructor C :K1    Kn!K is complete at sort s1     sn if there exists
a cover sort (s1     sn)6= fsi1     singi2I of s1     sn such that C is
free at all sorts in some subset Q of (s1     sn)6 and is dened at all sorts in
its complement (s1     sn)6nQ.
 A constructor C :K1    Kn!K is complete if :
(i) C is complete at all sorts s1     sn 2K1    Kn such that (C(x);
fxi : sigi2[1:::n]) is ground sortable,
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(ii) C(x) inhabits a minimal sort if the variables in x inhabit minimal sorts.
A specication of constructors is complete if each constructor is complete.
Theorem 64 (Comon [20]). It is decidable whether a specication of constructors in
membership equational logic is complete.
In practice, rather than checking, we would of course prefer transforming a given
specication of constructors into a complete one. It turns out that this can be easily done
by using the tree automata technique given in Section 5, under the natural assumption
that the rewrite rules for constructors are unconditional order-sorted rules, therefore
allowing us to compute the normal form automaton, whose nal states are exactly the
free sorts of the specication.
8.3.1.2. Complete specication of dened symbols.
Denition 65. Let C=(K;C;S;RC)D=(K0; =C[D;S0;R=RC [RD) be
specications such thatKK0 and SS0, and assume that R is a reductive CRMS.
A function symbol f2D is completely dened relative to the constructor subspeci-
cation C i for each term T of the form f(T1; : : : ; Tn) where for all 16i6n, Ti 2TC
and T :R s for some sort s, there exists T
0 2TC such that f(T1; : : : ; Tn) !+R T 0 and
T 0 :RC t for some t6RCs. The specication D is complete relative to the constructor
subspecication C i each dened symbol f2D is completely dened.
Protecting extensions and denedness are two dierent notions, but the following
proposition gives sucient conditions under which they become equivalent :
Theorem 66. Let C = (K;C;S;RC)D = (K0;  = C[D;S0;R = RC [RD)
be specications such that KK0 and SS0; and assume that R is a reductive;
ground-conuent and ground sort-decreasing CRMS satisfying properties (i){(iii).
Assume further the property :
(i0) for each membership rule f(L) : s if Var(L) : s ^ C in M0S, sS.
Then D is a protecting extension of C i it is completely dened relative to C.
Proof. Assume rst that D is completely dened relative to C. We prove by induction
on the size of terms, a property more general than (), namely that 8T 2T such that
T :R s for some s2S, 9T 0 2TC such that T !R T 0 :RC t for some t6RCs. We can
then conclude by using Theorem 57. The proof of the property itself is by induction
on the ordering  used to show reductivity of R.
Base case: T is in normal form with respect to R. First, an easy induction on size
and use of assumptions (i) and (i0) ensure that every subterm of T inhabits a sort in
S. We then prove that T 2TC. Assume indeed that T has a subterm of the form f(T),
with f2D and Ti 2TC for each Ti 2T . Then, f(T) :R t for some t 2S by the above
remark, hence it is reducible by the assumption that the specication is completely
dened, resulting in a contradiction. Hence T 2TC, and T :RC s.
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Inductive step: T is R-reducible. Then T!R T 0 and T 0 :R t for some t6R s. Hence,
t 2S and t6RCs by assumption (ii). We then conclude by the induction hypothesis
applied to T 0.
For the converse, we rst apply Theorem 57 to obtain property (). We then show
as previously the more general property that 8T 2T such that T :R s for some s2S,
9T 0 2TC such that T !R T 0 :RC t for some t6RCs. The proof is again by induction
on the ordering [ ..
Base case: T is in normal form with respect to R. As previously remarked, all
subterms of T are in normal form, and have a sort in S. If T 2TC, we are done.
Otherwise, T has a subterm f(T) of sort t which is in normal form with respect to
R. Then, f(T) :M0
S
t. Using (), we can replace this elementary membership proof
by a membership proof using the axioms in RnM0S. But, no membership can apply,
since f2D and s2S. Hence, f(T)!R T 0, contradicting the assumption that T was
in normal form.
Inductive step: If T!R T 0, then T 0 :R t for some t6R s by ground sort-
decreasingness of R, and indeed t 2S and t6RCs by assumption (ii). We can now
conclude by the induction hypothesis applied to T 0, which achieves the proof.
Back to sucient completeness: It results from the previous theorems that sort dec-
larations for the dened symbols are superuous when computing with ground terms.
For example, in the NUMBER specication, it is true that the product of a (ground)
complex (term) by its conjugate is an integer: this property is an inductive consequence
of the rest of the specication. More precisely, all sort declarations involving dened
symbols are indeed true in the initial model of the specication obtained by removing
such declarations: they are theorems for free, to follow a felicitous turn of phrase by
Wadler.
Although general, these remarks apply to the particular case of a constructor speci-
cation, in its restrictive usual acceptation: no new kind, no new sort, no new construc-
tor, but only dened symbols can be added together with their dening rules. With
our notations, we write C=(K;C;S;RC)D=(K; =C[D;S;R=RC [RD).
Theorem 66 can now be restated for this particular case:
Theorem 67. Let C=(K;C;S;RC) be a specication of constructors; and D=
(K;C[D;S;R=RC [RD) a complete specication relative to C. Assume that R
is a conuent; ground sort-decreasing; reductive CRMS satisfying properties (i) and
(iii). Let MD be the set of membership rules in R whose head contains a dened
symbol.
Then; all memberships in MD are inductive consequences of R0=R−MD; and R0
is a reductive system which is conuent; ground sort-decreasing; and has the same
ground normal forms as R.
Theorem 67 emphasizes the role of complete denitions, instead of protecting spec-
ications, therefore suggesting new ways to prove protection without dealing with
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property () directly. Indeed, the literature about sucient completeness is quite
prolic.
8.3.2. A completion technique for ground conuence
An alternative approach to completion is suggested by Theorem 67: rst, assume that
the constructor specication (if constructors are not free) is reductive, conuent and
sort decreasing. This assumption can of course be veried, and if necessary enforced by
an appropriate completion process, which should be rather simple since the construc-
tor rules are usually mostly non-conditional. Then, add the rewrite rules for dened
symbols, and assume sucient completeness. Sort-decreasingness is of course satised
for the whole set of rules. Now, completion can be started, but this is a many-sorted
algebra completion. We simply need to orient rules in such a way that lefthand sides
are not constructor terms. When this process is completed, we can add the membership
rules for the dened symbols, and we know that this does not destroy conuence. We
can even start a new completion process operating on these memberships in order to
ensure regularity. It is clear that this method should give better results than the previ-
ous one, since sort-decreasingness is to be checked for the constructor subspecication
only.
Unfortunately, checking sucient completeness assumes ground conuence. Luckily
enough, the reasoning is still correct: assume sucient completeness was proved with-
out the memberships for the assumed dened symbols. Then adding them back may
destroy conuence, because a critical pair can now have additional (non-conuent) in-
stances. This means that the added membership g(L) : s if C had an instance g(L)
such that g(L) does not rewrite to a constructor term of sort s, and hence, by sort-
decreasingness, does not rewrite to a constructor term at all. Now, when testing g(L) for
completeness, this will eventually show up. The argument is that the completeness of
g(L) calls for the completeness of other terms like h(L0), such that g(L)([ .)h(L0).
This process must of course be nite by the reductivity property. Now, it may be that
the inductive oracle is called to verify that all cases have been exhausted for g(L).
However, the condition sent to the inductive prover may only contain terms smaller
than G(L) by reductivity property. These terms must in turn have been checked for
sucient completeness, but they are smaller, so we can argue by induction.
Note that if f(L)!R if C, we need to consider for ground reducibility all occur-
rences of dened symbols in R and in C, since we need to evaluate recursively C.
9. Proofs by induction in parameterized specications
9.1. Inductive theory
Parameterization is very important for building up larger data types and software
systems from generic specications in a highly reusable way. The notion of initial
algebra semantics generalizes in a natural way to that of free extension of an algebra of
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fth TOSET is protecting BOOL
kind Elem?[Elem]
op 6 : Elem?  Elem? ! Bool?
mb x 6 y : Bool if x,y : Elem
eq x 6 x = true if x : Elem
eq x 6 z = true if x 6 y = true and y6 z = true and x,y,z : Elem
eq x = y if x 6 y = true and y 6 x = true and x,y : Elem
eq (x 6 y) or (y 6 x) = true if x,y : Elem
endfth
Fig. 18. The parameter specication TOSET.
the parameter theory to an algebra of the body specication. Since inductive properties
are properties of an initial algebra, they also generalize in a natural way to inductive
properties of the free extension models of parameterized specications.
We shall now dene parameterized specications.
Denition 68. A parameterized specication is a pair of membership equational logic
specications J=(P;B) with PB. We call P=(
P;EP) the parameter specica-
tion, and B=(
B;EB) the body specication, where 
P=(KP;SP; P); 
B=(KB;
SB; B); EP is the set of parameter constraints consisting of Horn clauses over 
P,
and EB is the set of axioms of the parameterized specication. Similarly, we assume
that the axioms in EB − EP are Horn clauses over 
B.
In practice, for ecient deduction, we will always assume that the Horn clauses
in EB − EP are indeed reductive rewrite or membership rules. All our examples will
satisfy this additional assumption.
Example 69. Figs. 18 and 19 give an example of a parameterized specication. 6 To
prove the termination of EB −EP, we can use the lexicographic path ordering  (see
for instance [27]) with the following precedence on functions:
false true6 nilCons sorted insert
We can easily check that the specication NAT given in Fig. 20 is an instance of
the parameter specication TOSET, since all the parameter constraints are inductive
consequence of the specication NAT.
6 We use Maude-like notation for the parameter theory, with keyword fth for the parameter theory of totally
ordered sets TOSET, which is of course interpreted loosely, and keyword fmod for the body specication
SORTING which is interpreted freely relative to the parameter theory. Note that this example is somewhat
more general than the parameterized specications covered by Denition 68. The extra generality is given by
the protecting BOOL declaration in TOSET, which requires the submodule BOOL specifying the standard
Booleans to be interpreted initially. Our proof methods can handle the extra generality of this example, as
we shall explain later.
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fmod SORTING[T::TOSET]
kind List?[Nelist < List]
cop nil : ! List?
cop cons : Elem?  List? ! List?
op insert : Elem?  List? ! List?
op sorted : List? ! Bool?
op last : List? ! Elem?
mb nil : List
mb cons(x,y):Nelist if x : Elem and y : List
mb insert(x,y):Nelist if x : Elem and y : List
mb sorted(x) : Bool if x : List
mb last(x) : Elem if x : Nelist
eq insert(x,nil) ! cons(x,nil) if x : Elem
eq insert(x,cons(y,z)) ! cons(x,cons(y,z)) if x 6 y= true and x,y : Elem
and z : List
eq insert(x,cons(y,z)) ! cons(y,insert(x,z)) if x 6 y= false and x,y : Elem
and z : List
eq sorted(nil) ! true
eq sorted(cons(x,nil)) ! true if x : Elem
eq sorted(cons(x,cons(y,z))) ! false if x 6 y= false and x,y : Elem
and z : List
eq sorted(cons(x,cons(y,z))) ! sorted(cons(y,z)) if x 6 y= true and
x,y : Elem and z : List
eq last(cons(x,nil)) ! x if x : Elem
eq last(cons(x,y)) ! last(y) if x : Elem and y : Nelist
end fmod
Fig. 19. The parameterized specication SORTING.
fmod NAT protects BOOL
kind Nat?[Zero, Pos < Nat]
cop 0 : Zero
cop S :Nat ! Nat
op 6 : Nat?  Nat? ! Bool?
mb x 6 y : Bool if x,y : Nat
eq 0 6 x = true if x : Nat
eq S(x) 6 0 = false if x : Nat
eq S(x) 6 S(y) = x 6 y if x,y : Nat
end fmod
Fig. 20. A specication of the predicate 6 on natural numbers.
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As already mentioned in Section 3.1, an atom is either an equation e= e0 where
e; e0 2T(X)K for K a kind, or a membership assertion e : s where e2T(X)K and s is
a sort of kind K . A clause is an expression of the form :’1 _    _:’n _’01    _’0m,
where the ’1; : : : ; ’n; ’01; : : : ; ’
0
m are atoms. A positive clause is a clause with only pos-
itive atoms.
In this section, goals to be proved are arbitrary clauses.
9.1.1. Semantics of parameterized specications
Given a parameterized specication J=(P;B), each membership algebra B2
Alg
B ;EB can be \restricted to the parameter P" by forgetting about all the extra kinds,
sorts, and operations in B − P. In this way we get a P-algebra BjP 2Alg
P ;EP .
Such a restriction is in fact a functor
−jP :Alg
B ;EB!Alg
P ;EP :
It follows from a more general theorem in [74] that this restriction functor has a
left adjoint providing a free extension of each P-algebra A2Alg
P ;EP to a B-algebra
FJ(A)2Alg
B ;EB with a P-homomorphism A :A!FJ(A)jP such that for each
B-algebra B2Alg
B ;EB and each P-homomorphism f :A!BjP there exists a unique
B-homomorphism f :FJ(A)!B making the following diagram commute:
The explic it construction of FJ(A) specializing that in [74] is as follows. To each
P-algebra A2Alg
P ;EP , we associate a new signature 
B(A)= (KB;SB; B(A)), where
B(A) extends B by adding to it, for each kind K 2KP, the elements of AK as disjoint
new constants of sort K . Similarly, 
P(A) will denote the signature that extend 
P by
adding to P(A), for each kind K 2KP, the elements of AK as disjoint new constants
of sort K . Then, we can associate to such a P-algebra A the following set (A) of

P(A)-axioms :
(i) For each f :K1 : : : Kn!K in P; n>0, and for each (a1; : : : ; an)2AK1     AKn
the equation
f(a1; : : : ; an)=fA(a1; : : : ; an):
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(ii) For each s2SP, and each a2As the membership axiom
a : s:
It is then easy to check that the underlying P-algebra of T
P(A) ;(A) is isomorphic to A.
In the following, we denote by EB(A) the set (A) [ EB. FJ(A) is then the under-
lying B-algebra of the initial algebra T
B(A);EB(A). The following lemma is an easy
consequence of this construction.
Lemma 70. For J=(P;B) a parameterized specication and   a context in P; and
A=T
P ;EP( ) we have FJ(T
P ;EP( ))=T
B ;EB( ).
We call the functor FJ sending each P-algebra A to its free extension FJ(A) to a
B-algebra the model-theoretic semantics of the parameterized specication J=(P;B).
We now dene several useful properties about parameterized specications.
Denition 71. Let J=(P;B) be a parameterized specication such that for each kind
K 2KP there is a sort >K 2SP; K such that for any s2SP; K ; s6P>K . Then, if for
each s2SP and A2Alg
P ;EP the function
A; s :As!FJ(A)jP; s
is injective (resp. surjective, resp. bijective) then J is called an extending, (resp.
generating, resp. persistent) parameterized specication.
Lemma 72. Let J=(P;B) be a parameterized specication such that for each kind
K 2KP there is a sort >K 2SP; K such that for any s2SP; K ; s6P>K . Then J is
persistent i for each algebra A2Alg
P ;EP we have:
 For each T; T 0 2T
P(A)K such that EB(A)‘ T; T 0 :>K and EB(A)‘ T = T 0 we have
(A)‘ T = T 0.
 For each term T 2T
B(A) such that EB(A)‘ T : s for some sort s2SP; there exists
a constant a2A such that EB(A)‘ T = a and (A)‘ a : s.
Let us analyze in more detail the construction of the free extension FJ(A).
Notice that the unit of the adjunction in the 
P-homomorphism
A
A−!FJ(A)jP
maps each a2AK to the constant a2B(A);K .
Notice that there is also an 
P-homomorphism
A
A−!T
B(A); (EB−EP)[(A)jP
again, sending a2AK to the equivalence class of a2B(A);K .
Since in general, (EB−EP)[(A) has fewer equations that EB(A)=EB [(A), we
have a quotient map:
q :T
B(A); (EB−EP)[(A)!T
B(A);EB(A)
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and therefore we have
In order to further study this diagram we need the notion of strict specications.
Denition 73 (Meseguer [75]). We call a specication (
;E) strict i:
 For each kind K the set of sorts SK is a poset with top sort >K under the sort
ordering 6E dened by E.
 All the Horn clauses in E have sorted variables, that is, are of the form
’= 8x T = T 0 if U =V ^ x : s ^W : t
or ’= 8x T : s if U =V ^ x : s ^W : t
 (
;E) and (
; (E)) are equivalent theories (that is, they prove the same sen-
tences) where (E) is dened as follows. Given a Horn clause ’=A if
V
i Bi
in E; (’)= fA if Vi Bi ^ Vi def (Bi)g[ fD if Vi Bi ^Vi def (Bi) jD2 def (A)g,
where for each atom A; def (A)= fU : >K(U ) jU nonvariable subterm of Ag, where
K(U ) denotes the kind of term U .
The intuitive idea of (E) is that its axioms are just like those in E, except that
in addition they require that all subterms in the condition and the conclusion should
be sortable, so that the axioms in fact only aect data in the sorts, not in the kinds.
Strictness is a property satised by many specications. For example, standard order-
sorted specications in which all terms appearing in the axioms are sortable are strict
specications.
The key property of strict specications is that their axioms only aect data in the
sorts. This can be made precise in terms of the associated membership equational logic
partial algebras. Such algebras have been dened in [75].
The idea is as follows. Given a strict specication (
;E), let Alg
;6E denote the
class of 
-algebras satisfying the sort inclusions in the poset of sorts (S;6E) dened
by the specication E, that is 6E= fx : s ( x : s0 j s06s in 6Eg. Then, given an
algebra A2Alg
;6E , we can throw away the data elements that have a kind, but not
a sort, and get a partial algebra A with the same sort and subsort structure as A, that
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is, As =As, and such that each f :K1    Kn!K in  is now interpreted as the
partial operation
Af :A>K1     A>Kn !A>K
obtained by restricting to A>K1     A>Kn A>K the graph of the function Af. The
key point about strict specications can then be stated as follows.
Lemma 74. Given a strict specication (
;E); and given A2Alg
;6E as above; we
have
A j=E, A j=E;
where satisfaction in A is dened in the usual way from satisfaction of atomic
formulas; with satisfaction of atomic formulas dened by
A; a j= T = T 0 i ~a(T ) and ~a(T 0) are both dened and ~a(T )= ~a(T 0)
A; a j= T : s i ~a(T ) is dened ; and ~a(T )2As
where ~a is the partial function extending the assignment a to terms inductively.
Proposition 75. Assume that each connected component in KP has a top sort >K ;
and assume that the axioms of EP \only aect sorts" in the sense that EP is a
strict specication. Then, if A; s is bijective for each s2SP; then A; s is also bijective
8s2SP and in fact we have that q is an isomorphism.
Proof. If A; s is bijective for each s2SP, then
A ’ (T
B(A); (EB−EP)[(A)jP)
and, since EP is strict we have
A j=EP , A j=EP , (T
B(A); (EB−EP)[(A)jP) j=EP ,T
B(A); (EB−EP)[(A) j=EP:
Therefore, for each A2Alg
P ;EP such that the A; s are bijective we have
T
B(A); (EB−EP)[(A) j=EP and therefore T
B(A); (EB−EP)[(A)’T
B(A);EB(A), that is, q is
an isomorphism, so that A; s is bijective for each s2SP.
From now on, we assume that B−P is partitioned into two disjoint sets D[C,
with C the set of constructor symbols, and D the set of dened symbols. We also
assume that EB − EP=ED [EC where EC are Horn clauses over C and all left-hand
sides of rules in ED are of the form f(L) where f2D.
Denition 76. Consider specications PCB such that KC=KB; SC=SB, and
for each K 2KC and s; s0 2SC we have s6C s0 i s6B s0, and with a top sort >K
for each (SC)K in both (identical) orderings. Then, we say that JC=(P;C) is a
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generating (resp. persistent) parameterized constructor subspecication of J=(P;C)
i for each s2SC and each A2Alg
P ;EP the function
s :FJC(A)s!FJ(A)s
is surjective (resp. bijective), where  :FJC(A)!FJ(A) is the instance for C =FJC(A)
of the natural map C :C!FL(C)C; C 2Alg
C ;EC associated to the parameterized
module L=(C;B).
Lemma 77. Consider specications PCB such that KC=KB; SC=SB; and
for each K 2KC and s; s0 2SC we have s6C s0 i s6B s0; and with a top sort >K
for each (SC)K in both (identical) orderings. Then JC is a persistent parameterized
constructor subspecication of J=(P;C) i for each algebra A2Alg
P ;EP ;
 for each T; T 0 2TC(A)K such that EB(A)‘ T; T 0 :>K and EB(A)‘ T = T 0 we have
EC(A)‘ T = T 0;
 for each term T 2TB(A)K such that EB(A)‘ T : s for some sort s; there exists
T 0 2TC(A)K such that EB(A)‘ T = T 0 and EC(A)‘ T 0 : s;
where EC(A)=(A)[EC.
Note that we can decompose proving that a parameterized module is generating (resp.
persistent) into proving the same result for a generating (resp. persistent) constructor
subspecication.
Lemma 78. Consider specications PCB such that KC=KB; SC=SB; and
for each K 2KC and s; s0 2SC we have s6C s0 i s6B s0; and with a top sort >K
for each (SC)K in both (identical) orderings. Assume also that for each K 0 2KP
there is a top sort >0K0 with >0K0>P s0 for each s0 2SP; K0 . Then if JC=(P;C) is
a generating (resp. persistent) parameterized specication; and JC is a generating
(resp. persistent) parameterized constructor subspecication of J=(P;B); then J
is a generating (resp. persistent) parameterized specication.
Now we will introduce sucient conditions to guarantee that a parameter constructor
specication is persistent.
Let us rst introduce the following notions. To distinguish between the rewrite
steps that result from the systems EB − EP and those resulting from (A) we write
EB−EP−! (EB−EP)[(A) (resp.
(A)−!(EB−EP)[(A)) to indicate that the rule inducing the rewrite
step is an element from EB−EP (resp. (A)). To each non-left-linear rule L!R if P,
we can associate its linearized version L0!R0 if P0^P00, such that L0 is linear, L= L0
for some renaming ; R=R0, P=P0, and x=y2P00 for each pair (x; y) of variables
of Var(L0) such that x=y. This shows that left-linearity is not a real restriction
when dealing with conditional rules.
The following lemma is fundamental in order to prove that the rewrite relation
! (EB−EP)[(A) is terminating for every algebra A in Alg
P ;EP .
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Lemma 79. Assume that EB − EP is left-linear 7 and reductive and let T 2TB(A). If
there exists T 0 and T 00 such that
T
(A)−!(EB−EP)[(A) T 0 EB−EP−! (EB−EP)[(A) T 00;
then there exists T 000 such that
T
EB−EP−! (EB−EP)[(A) T 000
(A)−! (EB−EP)[(A) T 00:
As a consequence of the interchangeability lemma we get the well-foundedness of
! (EB−EP)[(A).
Theorem 80. If EB −EP is reductive; then the rewrite relation ! (EB−EP)[(A) is ter-
minating for every algebra A in Alg
P ;EP .
The following proposition presents sucient conditions to guarantee that (EB −
EP)[(A) is ground conuent and ground sort decreasing for every algebra A in
Alg
P ;EP .
Proposition 81. If EB −EP is conuent and sort-decreasing and no symbol from P
occurs on the left-hand side of any rewrite=membership rule from EB − EP; then
(EB −EP)[(A) is ground conuent and ground sort decreasing for every algebra A
in Alg
P ;EP .
Proof. Since no symbol from P occurs on the left-hand side of any rule from EB−EP,
then no critical pair nor critical membership overlap between a rewrite=membership rule
from EB − EP and a rewrite=membership rule from (A) can exist for any algebra A
in Alg
P ;EP . So no new critical pairs nor critical memberships can be derived and
therefore we can easily show that (EB − EP)[(A) is ground conuent and ground
sort decreasing for every algebra A in Alg
P ;EP .
Theorem 82 (Persistence of parameterized constructor specications). Let JC=(P;C)
be a parameterized specication in which P is strict; for each kind K in KC there is
a top sort >K in 6C; 6C \S2P =6P; and 8s2SC 8s0 2SP : s6C s0 ) s2SP (that
is; all sorts in SC are above sorts in SP or are incomparable with them). Assume
further that for each operator c2C − P all the memberships are of the form
c(T) : s if U =V ^W : s
with s2SC−SP; all memberships in EC−EP are of this form; and that all equations
in EC − EP:
(i) have all their symbols in C − P;
(ii) are conuent and reductive;
then JC is a persistent parameterized constructor specication.
7 If EB − EP is not left-linear, then we can consider the linearized version of EB − EP.
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Proof. To prove that JC is a persistent parameterized constructor specication, we
need to prove that for each A2Alg
P ;EP the map As :As!FJC(A)s is bijective for
each s2SP. Since P is strict, by Proposition 75 it is enough to show that A; s :As!
T
C(A); (EC−EP)[(A); s is bijective for each s2SP.
(i) Injectivity: Let T; T 0 2T
P(A) be such that (EC − EP)[(A)‘ T; T 0 : s for some
sort s2SP and (EC − EP) [ (A)‘ T = T 0. By following the same reasoning
used in the proofs of Proposition 81 and Theorem 80, we can easily conclude
that (EC − EP)[(A) is ground conuent and the rewrite relation !(EC−EP)[(A)
is terminating for every algebra A2Alg
P ;EP , then there exists T 00 such that
T !(EC−EP)[(A) T 00 and T 0 !(EC−EP)[(A) T 00. No rule from EC − EP can be
used in the rewriting steps since no symbol from P occurs on the left-hand side
of any rule from EC−EP. So, we have T !(A) T 00 and T 0 !(A) T 00, this implies
that (A)‘ T = T 0.
(ii) Surjectivity: Let T 2T
C(A) be such that (EC − EP)[(A)‘ T : s for some sort
s2SP. By assumption on the memberships and equations of EC − EP, no terms
with symbols in C − P can have a sort s2SP. So, we have T 2T
P(A) and
(A)‘ T : s and therefore there exists a constant a2A such that (A)‘ T = a and
(A)‘ a : s by the sort-decreasingness of (A).
9.1.1.1. Completeness of dened symbols. Guttag showed that sucient complete-
ness is undecidable for many-sorted equational specications [45], but becomes de-
cidable when the specication is given in the form of a conuent (non-conditional)
rewrite system [54]. Although this property is in general undecidable, some syntac-
tic criteria can be given. Most of them consider (non-conditional) rewrite systems
and they are based on rewriting methods [46, 48, 26, 62, 19]. In this section, we give
an eective method for testing this property in the framework of membership equa-
tional logic. This method is inspired by [8] and it is based on the notion of Pattern
trees.
Let us rst dene our notion of completeness of parameterized specications. From
now on, we assume that the axioms in EB − EP are partitioned into two sets of
axioms: EC involving only constructors and the axioms ED involving dened sym-
bols, we obtain a subspecication CB with signature P [ C, and with axioms
EP [EC.
Denition 83. Let J=(P;B) be a parameterized specication, and assume that EB−
EP is a reductive CRMS. We furthermore assume that B−P is partitioned into two
disjoint sets D [ C, with C the set of constructor symbols, and D the set of
dened symbols. We say the J is complete i each dened symbol f2B − C is
completely dened.
A function symbol f2B − C is completely dened i for each P-algebra A
and each term T of the form f(T1; : : : ; Tn) where for all 16i6n; Ti 2T
C(A) and
(EB−EP)[(A)‘ T : s for some sort s, there exists T 0 2T
C(A) such that f(T1; : : : ; Tn)
!+(EB−EP)[(A) T 0 and (EC − EP) [ (A)‘ T 0 : s.
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Completeness is then a sucient condition to ensure that JC=(P;C) is a generating
constructor subspecication of J=(P;B).
The following theorem gives sucient conditions to guarantee that a parameterized
specication is persistent.
Theorem 84. Let P
JC
,!C ,! B and P J,!B be a couple of parameterized specica-
tions such that
1: JC satises the conditions in Theorem 82.
2: (SB;6B)= (SC;6C) (same sort structure for C and B).
3: J is complete.
4: Denoting by D=B − C the set of dened symbols; we have:
(i) All equations in EB−EC are such that their left-hand sides have a top symbol
in D and no symbol in P.
(ii) The equations in EB − EP are conuent; sort-decreasing and reductive.
(iii) Each membership rule in EB is of the form f(L) : s if Var(L) : s^U : t^V #W
where Var(U ;V ;W)Var(L) and for each M #N 2V #W ; there exists some
sort t 2SB such that Var(L) : s ‘EBM : t and Var(L) : s ‘EB N : t.
Then JCJ is a persistent constructor subspecication and J is persistent.
Proof. Note that, if we show that JCJ is a persistent constructor subspecication,
then using Lemma 78 and Theorem 82, we automatically get that J is persistent. In-
deed, by Theorem 82, we have for each A2Alg
P ;EP that As :As!FJC(A)s is bijective
for each s2SP. Showing that JCJ is a persistent constructor subspecication, by
denition, is equivalent to showing that for each s2SC and for each such A2Alg
P ;EP ,
the function
s :FJC(A)s!FJ(A)s
associated with the natural map  :FJC(A)!FJ(A) is bijective. But since, denoting by
0 :A!FJ(A) the unit map, we have the equation 0=(jP)  . So, if we show that
the s are bijective, then we will have that the 0s are bijective too and therefore J is
persistent. Therefore, all we need to show is that the maps s above are bijective.
To show that s is bijective for each s2SC, it is enough to show that the natural
map
s :T
C(A);(EC−EP)[(A); s!T
B(A);(EB−EP)[(A); s
is bijective for each s2SC. Indeed,
(1) By the proof of Theorem 82, we know that the quotient map
q :T
C(A);(EC−EP)[(A)!FJC(A)
is an isomorphism.
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(2) We have a commutative diagram of natural maps
(3) We can use Proposition 75, again, but now applied to J, because the map 0A :A!
T
B(A); (EB−EP)[(A) factors as the map 
0
A= A and A is bijective by the proof
of Theorem 82, so if s is bijective, 0A; s is bijective, and by Proposition 75, then
q0 is an isomorphism.
Therefore, we have reduced showing s bijective for each s2SC to showing s bijec-
tive.
(i) Injectivity: Let T; T 0 2T
C(A)K be such that (EB − EP)[(A)‘ T; T 0 :>K and
(EB − EP)[(A)‘ T = T 0. By Proposition 81 and Theorem 80, we conclude that
(EB − EP)[(A) is ground conuent and the rewrite relation !(EB−EP)[(A)
is terminating for every algebra A2Alg
P ;EP , then there exists T 00 such that
T!(EB−EP)[(A)T 00 and T 0!(EB−EP)[(A) T 00. The only rules in EB − EP that can
rewrite T and T 0 are those in EC−EP, since all equations in EB−EC are such that
their left-hand sides have a top symbol in D. So, we have T!(EC−EP)[(A) T 00
and T 0!(EC−EP)[(A) T 00, this implies that (EC − EP)[(A)‘ T = T 0.
(ii) Surjectivity: Let T 2T
B(A)K be such that (EB−EP)[(A)‘ T : s for some sort s.
By Proposition 81 and Theorem 80, we conclude that (EB−EP)[(A) is ground
conuent and ground sort decreasing and the rewrite relation !(EB−EP)[(A) is
terminating for every algebra A2Alg
P ;EP . Let T 0 be the normal form of T with
respect to (EB − EP)[(A). If T 0 is a constructor term, using the ground sort-
decreasingness of (EB − EP)[(A) we conclude that (EB − EP)[(A)‘ T 0 : s.
Now, since T 0 is a constructor term and no symbol from D occurs on the axioms
from EC, we have (EC − EP) [ (A)‘ T 0 : s.
Otherwise, T 0 must contain a subterm T 00 of the form g(T) where g2D and for
all i2 [1::n], Ti 2T
C(A)K . Using assumption 4(iii), we can show that (EB−EP)[
(A)‘ g(T) : s0 for some sort s0. This contradicts the fact that J is complete.
9.1.1.2. Checking completeness. From now on we assume that all memberships for
dened functions are of the form
f(x) : s if x : s
In order to check that a specication J=(P;B) is complete, we use the following
notions:
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Denition 85. A pattern is an order-sorted term (f(T); fVar(T) : sg) such that
f2D and for each Ti 2T , Ti 2TC(X).
Denition 86. Given a parameterized specication J=(P;B). A term (T;  ) is said to
be ground reducible (resp. ground irreducible, ground sortable) if T is reducible (resp.
irreducible, sortable) for each P-algebra A and each irreducible admissible ground
substitution  over FJ(A). We also say that T is ground reducible (resp. irreducible,
sortable) in the environment  .
Denition 87. Given a parameterized specication J=(P;B). A non-parameter sort
s is free if for each P-algebra A, every ground term inhabiting FJC(A)s is irreducible.
A Cartesian product of sorts is free if so are its components.
Given a sort s, a set S of free subsorts of s is a cover sort of s if for each P-algebra
A, every irreducible ground term T inhabiting FJC(A)s inhabits a unique sort in S.
Denition 88. A nite set T of order-sorted terms inhabiting a free sort s is a cover
set of s i for each P-algebra A, every ground term inhabiting FJC(A)s is an instance
of a term in T.
Example 89 (Example 69; cont.). A cover set of the sort List contains f(nil; ;); (cons
(x; y); fx : Elem; y : Listg)g.
If J is a complete parameterized specication over free constructors, then each non-
parameter sort is free, each constructor term is ground irreducible and each sortable
non-constructor term is ground reducible.
The following denition characterizes induction variables:
Denition 90. Given a parameterized specication J=(P;B), the set IndPos(f;J),
of induction positions of f2B is the set of positions p such that there exists in
EB − EP a rewrite rule or a membership rule of left-hand side f(L), and p is the
position in f(L) of a non-variable subterm of a non-parameter sort.
The set of induction variables of a pattern (T;  ), written IndVar(T;J), is the
subset of Var(T ) whose elements inhabit a free sort s and occur in a subterm of T
of the form f(S), such that Si 2TC(X) for each Si 2S , at an induction position of
f w.r.t. Denition 90. The notion of induction variables is extended to clauses as
expected.
Example 91 (Example 69; cont.).
 IndPos(insert;J)= f2g.
 IndPos(sorted;J)= f1; 1:2g.
 IndPos(last;J)= f1; 1:2g.
 IndVar((insert(x; y); fx : Elem; y : Listg);J)= fyg.
 IndVar((insert(x; cons(y; z)); fx; y : Elem; z : Listg);J)= ;.
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The construction of the pattern tree is based on the notion of strong ground re-
ducibility.
Denition 92. A term (T; fVar(T ) : sg) is strongly ground reducible if
(i) T is reducible in the environment fVar(T ) : sg, or
(ii) the formula P11 _    _ Pnn is an inductive theorem of J, where fLi ! Ri if
Pigi2 [1::n] is the set of linearized rules in EB −EP whose left-hand sides match a
subterm of T with respective substitutions 1; : : : ; n.
Case (ii) of strong ground reducibility is undecidable, while case (i) is a particular
decidable case. On the other hand, case (ii) can be checked (and hopefully solved) by
using an inductive theorem prover as the one described in Section 9.1.2.
From now on, we assume that ED is partitioned into two disjoint sets MD, the
set of membership rules over D and RD, the set of rewrite rules over D. Our
algorithm for completeness is presented in Fig. 21 as a set of inference rules operating
on quadruples (P;RL;IL;CP), where P is a set of patterns labeling the leaves of
the tree constructed so far, RL is the set of strongly ground reducible leaves of the
result tree, IL is its set of strongly ground irreducible leaves, and CP is the set of
patterns for which we still must compute their pattern trees.
Success applies when the sets P, IL and CP are empty. We can then con-
clude that the specication of dened symbols is complete. Missing Patterns ap-
plies when the sets P and CP are empty, but IL is not. In this case, the user
is prompted to complete the specication of f at the patterns in IL. When a leaf
(T;  ) is found such that T is strongly ground reducible in  , then the Reducible
Leaf rule adds it to the current set RL. Decompose Sort applies when a pattern
(T; fx : sg [  ) has a variable ranging over a non-free sort. Decompose Variable
instantiates a variable x ranging over a free sort s by terms in a cover set of s.
Irreducible Leaf applies when a leaf (T;  ) is found such that no other rule
applies.
Lemma 93. Let J be a parameterized specication which satises the conditions in
Theorem 84 except condition 3 (J is complete). Assume further that
() J0 j=Ind Ms;
where Ms is the set of membership rules in EB − EP of the form f(x) : s if x : s
where s2SP; and J0 is obtained from J by removing the membership rules in Ms
from EB − EP.
Then; we have
(i) EB(A)‘ T : s for some sort s2SP i (EB − EP) [ (A)‘ T : s.
(ii) EB(A)‘ T; T 0 : s for some sort s2SP and EB(A)‘ T = T 0 i (EB−EP)[(A)‘
T = T 0.
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Init:
(;; ;; ;;CPI)
where

CPI= f(f(x); fx : sg)j
f2D and f(x) : s if x : s2MDg
Success:
(;;RL; ;; ;)
success
Check New Function:
(;;RL;IL;CP [ f(T;  )g)
(f(T;  )g;RL;IL;CP)
Missing Patterns:
(;;RL;IL; ;)
IL
if IL 6= ;
Reducible Leaf:
(P [ f(T;  )g;RL;IL;CP)
(P;RL [ f(T;  )g;IL;CP)
IfT is strongly ground reducible in  
Decompose Sort:
(P [ f(T; fx : sg [  )g;RL;IL;CP)
(P [Si2If(T; fx : sig [  )g;RL;IL;CP)
if

T is not strongly ground reducible in  
s is non-free
where fsigi2I is a cover sort of s
Decompose Variable:
(P [ f(f(T)[x]p; fx : sg [  )g;RL;IL;CP)
(P [ f(f(T)[Si]p;  i [  (x 7! Si))gi2I ;RL;IL;CP)
if
8<
:
T is not strongly ground reducible in  
S is free
x is an induction variable
where fSi;  igi2I is a cover set of s using fresh variables
Irreducible Leaf:
(P [ f(T;  )g;RL;IL;CP)
(P;RL;IL [ f(T;  )g;CP)
if no other rule applies to the term (T;  )
Fig. 21. Inference system SC for checking completeness of dened symbols.
Proof. The proof of this Lemma uses the same arguments of the proof of Theorem 84.
Let us show that assumption () guarantees the surjectivity of s :FJC(A)s ! FJ(A)s
for each s2SP. Note rst that J0 j=Ind Ms implies that all the membership rules in
Ms are not really useful for computing with ground terms over TB(A)K .
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Let T 2TB(A)K be such that EB(A)‘ T : s for some sort s2SP. If T is a constructor
term, we are done. Otherwise, if T contains a dened symbol, since J0 j=Ind Ms, then
there exists T 0 2TC(A)K such that EB(A)‘ T = T 0 and EC(A)‘ T 0 : s.
Theorem 94. Let J be a parameterized specication which satises the conditions
in Lemma 93. Assume that all literals occuring in the conditions of the rewriting
rules from EB − EP are literals over a parameter sort; and assume an oracle for
deciding inductive consequences. Then; J is complete i the inference system SC
returns success for each f2D.
Proof.
(: Let T 2T
B(A)K be such that (EB − EP) [ (A)‘ T : s for some sort s. By
Proposition 81 and Theorem 80, we conclude that (EB − EP) [ (A) is ground
conuent and ground sort decreasing and the rewrite relation !(EB−EP)[(A) is
terminating for every algebra A2Alg
P ;EP . Let T 0 be the normal form of T with
respect to (EB − EP) [ (A). If T 0 is a constructor term, using the ground sort-
decreasingness of (EB − EP) [ (A) we conclude that (EB − EP) [ (A)‘ T 0 : s.
Now, since T 0 is a constructor term and no symbol from D occurs on the axioms
from EC, we have (EC − EP) [ (A)‘ T 0 : s.
Otherwise, T 0 must contain a subterm T 00 of the form g(T) where g2D and
for all i2 [1::n], Ti 2T
C(A)K . Using Assumption 4(iii), we can show that (EB −
EP)[(A)‘ g(T) : s0 for some sort s0. Since the leaves of the pattern tree exhaust
all cases by construction, this subterm must be an instance of a leaf S: S= T 00,
where  is a ground substitution over T
C(A).
Since S must be strongly ground reducible, there exists a non-empty sequence of
conditional rules in EB − EP: L1 ! R1 if P1; : : : ; Ln ! Rn if Pn and a sequence
of positions u1; u2; : : : ; un in S such that S=u1 = T11; S=u2 = T22; : : : ; S=un= Tnn
and P11 _ P22 _    _ Pnn is an inductive theorem of J.
Then, there exists k such that EB(A)‘Pkk . By assumption, all literals occuring in
Pkk are literals over a parameter sort, then Lemma 93 can be applied to conclude
that (EB − EP) [ (A)‘Pkk . Since (EB − EP) [ (A) is ground conuent and
the rewrite relation !(EB−EP)[(A) is terminating for every algebra A2Alg
P ;EP , all
equalities and memberships in Pkk can be proved by normalization, and therefore
the rule Lk ! Rk if Pk can be applied to simplify T 00. This contradicts the fact
that T 0 is in normal form.
): Let (f(T);  ) be a pattern. Since f2D, the pattern is ground reducible. Assume
that Decompose Sort does not apply, hence all variables in the pattern inhabit free
sorts. Assume further that Decompose Variable does not apply. As a consequence,
the pattern does not contain an induction variable and therefore it is strongly
ground reducible, hence Reducible Leaf applies, resulting eventually in Success.
Ground conuence is not necessary to check completeness if we use a weak notion
of reducibility: Let R be a conditional rewriting/membership system and let T [L] be
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Fig. 22. The pattern tree of insert
.
Fig. 23. The pattern tree of last.
a term. We say that T is weakly reducible by R if there exists a rule L! R if P 2R
such that R j=Ind P. Of course the notions of reducibility and weak reducibility are
equivalent if R is ground conuent.
Example 95 (Example 69; cont.). Let us prove that the parameterized specication
J=(P;B) is complete. In Fig. 22, we prove that the function insert is completely
dened. Note that the pattern (insert(x; nil); fx :Elemg) is reducible and the pattern
(insert(x; cons(y; z)); fx; y :Elem; z : Listg) is strongly ground reducible since x6y=
true _ x6y=false if x; y :Elem is an inductive theorem w.r.t. the parameterized
specication. 8 In Fig. 23, we prove that the function last is completely dened. The
patterns (last(cons(y; nil)); fy : Elemg) and (last(cons(y; z)); fy : Elem; z : Nelistg)
are strongly ground reducible since they are reducible. In the same way, we can also
prove that the function sorted is completely dened.
9.1.2. Proving inductive theorems w.r.t. parameterized specications
We shall now dene what an inductive theorem in a parameterized specication is.
Denition 96. Let J=(P;B) be a parameterized specication. A clause C is an
inductive theorem of J (or inductively valid), i FJ(A) satises C for each model A
of P. This will be denoted by J j=Ind C.
8 This follows from the membership axiom x6y :Bool if x; y :Elem in TOSET, and from the inductive
lemmas :(true=false) and x= true or x=false or :(x :Bool) that can be inductively proved in TOSET
because of the protecting BOOL declaration.
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The next lemma gives us a useful characterization of inductive theorems.
Lemma 97. A clause :’1 _    _ :’n _ ’01 _    _ ’0m is an inductive consequence of
J=(P;B) i for each P-algebra A and for each KB-kinded ground substitution 
assigning elements of T
B(A) to the variables
9 in the clause
(8i2 [1::n] : EB(A) j= ’i) implies (9j2 [1::m] such that EB(A) j= ’0j)
Proof. By denition, J j=Ind C i for each P-algebra A we have FJ(A) j= C i (by
the construction of FJ(A)) T
B(A);EB(A) j= C i for each ground substitution  we have
EB(A) j= C.
Example 98. The following conjectures are inductive theorems w.r.t. the parameterized
specication given in Figs. 18 and 19:
sorted(insert(x; y))= sorted(y) if x : elem and y : List
x6last(y)= true if sorted(Cons(x; y))= true and x : elem and y : Nelist
Inductive consequence has better properties when the parameterized specication is
persistent. Essentially, satisfaction of clauses involving only symbols in P can, under
reasonable assumptions, be reduced to ordinary logical consequence using the axioms
in P. The reasonable assumptions have to make sure that the clauses in question only
involve the sorts, and are not aected by error elements in the kinds. This is formalized
by the notion of a dened clause.
Denition 99. Given a specication E=((K; );S;E), where for each kind K there
is a top sort >K of kind K , we call an atomic ((K; );S)-clause (8 )T = T 0 E-dened
if and only if:
(i) the environment   is a total function   : x!S, and
(ii) for each subterm U of T or T 0 there exists a sort s2S such that   ‘EU : s.
Similarly, an atomic ((K; );S)-clause (8 )T : s is called E-dened if and only
if:
(i) the environment   is a total function   : x!S, and
(ii) for each subterm U of T there exists a sort t 2S such that   ‘ EU : t.
More generally, a ((K; );S)-clause (8 ):’1 _    :’n _ ’01 _    _ ’0m E-dened
i (8 )’i and (8 )’0i are all E-dened.
The interest of considering E-dened clauses is that their satisfaction in an E-algebra
A only depends on the restriction of A to its sorts. As already explained when discussing
9 For simplicity, we assume that the variables are many-kinded, that is, that an environment   has been
added to the clauses as a collection of additional atoms. Of course, if   is an environment having sort
assignments x1 : s1; : : : ; xn : sn, and assigning only kinds to the remaining variables xn+1 : K1; : : : ; xn+m : Km,
we then dene J j=Ind (8 )C i J j=Ind (8x)C _ :x1 : s1 _    _ :xn : sn.
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strict specications, such a restriction takes the form of a partial 
-algebra A [75],
where for each sort s2S, we have As =As, and where for each f : K1 : : : Kn ! K
in , Af is the partial function Af \ (A>K1      A

>Kn  A>K ). The key point about
E-dened clauses is the following.
Lemma 100. If (8 )C is an E-dened clause; then given an E-algebra A; we have
A j= (8 )C i A j= (8 )C;
The key observation is that in an E-dened clause C, for any assignment a and any
term T in C, ~a(T ) is always dened in A, and therefore both notions of satisfaction
coincide.
Theorem 101. Let J=(P;B) be a persistent parameterized specication; and let
(8 )C be a P-dened-clause. Then
J j=Ind (8 )C i   ‘PC
Proof. Since C only involves symbols in P, we have J j=Ind (8 )C i 8A2Alg
P ;EP
FJ(A) j= (8 )C. This implies that for the P-context  ; T
B ;EB( ) j= (8 )C. But
notice that, by the persistence hypothesis, for each kind K 2KP we have bijections
T
B ;EB( )jP;>K =T
B ;EB( )>K >K =T
P ;EP( )>K =T
P ;EP( )>K
and by  being a P-homomorphism we have therefore an isomorphism T
B ;EB( )jP ’
T
P ;EP( )
. Therefore, by (8 )C being P-dened, we have T
B ;EB( ) j= (8 )C ,
T
B ;EB( )jP j= (8 )C , T
P ;EP( ) j= (8 )C, which by the construction of T
P ;EP
( ) out of the proof theory is equivalent to   ‘PC. Conversely, if   ‘PC, by com-
pleteness FJ(A)jP j= (8 )C for each A2Alg
P;EP , which by C being a P-clause is
equivalent to FJ(A) j= (8 )C, as desired.
In this section, we develop a goal-directed inductive proof system ‘I(J) along the
lines of [12, 9]. Given a set of clauses E, called conjectures, this proof system, when
it does not diverge, returns a success or a disproof. The proof system ‘I(J) is sound,
that is, the input clauses are inductive consequences of the axioms i it diverges or
returns a success.
More formally, one step in our proof system can be formalized as follows:
C ‘I(J)fC1; : : : ; Ckg implies J j=Ind C , C1 ^    ^ Ck;
where C is the conjecture to be proved, and C1; : : : ; Ck are the new subgoals. Soundness
of ‘I(J) implies that: if C ‘ +I(J) = true, then J j=Ind C.
9.2. Computation of test sets
The following (mutually recursive) denition introduces our notions of test sets and
test substitutions.
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Denition 102 (Test Set). A test term is a ground-reducible order-sorted term whose
variables inhabit free sorts.
A test set TS(s;J) at a free sort s is a cover set of s such that each instance of
a test term by a test substitution is strongly ground reducible by EB − EP.
A test substitution for a test term (T;  ) instantiates the induction variables of
(T;  ) by terms taken from a given test set whose variables are fresh. We denote
by TS((T;  )) the set of all possible test substitutions for (T;  ).
The next proposition is analogous to one from [10] and permits us to compute a test
set in parameterized specications. Let us rst introduce the following notion: Given a
non-empty set of rules EB − EP, we denote by Depth(J) the maximum non-variable
depth of the left-hand sides of rules in EB − EP.
Proposition 103. Let J=(P;B) be a parameterized specication. Let TS0= f(T;
 )jT is a linear irreducible ground term of sort s such that Depth(T )6Depth(J);
and 8p2Pos(T ); T jp is a non-parameter variable i jpj=Depth(J), and   is the
associated environmentg. Then; the maximal; irredundant with respect to subsumption;
subset TS of TS0 is a test set.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in [10].
Example 104 (Example 69; cont.). A test set of the sort List contains f(nil; ;); (cons
(x; nil); fx : Elemg)(cons(x; cons(y; z)); fx; y : Elem; z : Listg)g.
9.3. An inductive procedure for parameterized specications
Proof by induction for parameterized specications allows us to have shorter and
more structured proofs. A generic proof must be given only once and can be reused
for each instantiation of the parameter. Many tools for proof by induction have been
developed for non-parameterized specications: The rst type applies explicit induction
arguments on the term structure [1, 13]. The second type involves a proof by consis-
tency [82, 48, 54, 31, 2]. More recently, new methods were developed that do not rely
on the completion framework [12, 9].
For the case of parameterized specications, most of the work considers only the
technique of proof by consistency [61, 4]. It is generally accepted that such techniques
may be very inecient since the completion procedure often diverges. For that reason,
we adopt here a method along the lines of [8, 9] that does not require completion.
In the following, we adapt our technique for proof by induction for non-parameterized
and order-sorted speccation [10] for the case of parameterized membership equational
specications. Our inference system builds inductive proofs by instantiating induction
variables of a goal (or subgoal) with terms in a test set, and then simplifying the ob-
tained instances by appropriate simplication rules, therefore producing new subgoals.
We start describing the simplication rules that we use.
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Decompose Sort Pos:
(E [ fC _ x : sg;H)
(E [ fC _Wi2I x : sig;H)
where fsigi2I is a cover sort of s
Decompose Sort Neg:
(E [ fC _ :x : sg;H)
(E [ fC _ :x : sigi2I ;H)
where fsigi2I is a cover sort of s
Inductive Narrowing:
(E [ fC[S]g;H)
(E [ fEg2TS(C);H [ fCg)
if (S;MCond(C)) is a ground reducible non-constructor term
where 82TS(C); (fCg;E [H [ fCg))S E
Narrowing:
(E [ fC[S]g;H)
(E [ f(C) #ECg2TS(S);H)
if (S;MCond(C)) is a ground reducible constructor term
Simplify:
(E [ fCg;H)
(E [ E0;H)
if (fCg;E [H)) E0
Subsume:
(E [ fCg;H)
(E;H)
if C is subsumed by another clause of EB [ E [H
Fail:
(E [ fCg;H)
(?;H)
if no other rule applies to the clause C
Fig. 24. I(J). Induction inference rules.
Inductive simplication and Membership simplication simplify goals with axioms
as well as instances of the induction hypotheses, provided they are smaller than the
goal to be proved. Our well-founded ordering c on clauses is generated from the
ordering  on terms and K on sorts (see [10]).
When simplifying a clause C, an environment MCond(C) needs to be constructed
by collecting all membership conditions of the form x : s appearing negatively in C.
Rewrite splitting simplies a clause a subterm of which matches some rules of EB.
Each rewritten clause is valid in the context of the condition of the rule used for
simplication; hence the need for: (i) accumulating the condition of the rule in the
clause, and (ii) checking that the disjunction of the conditions is an inductive theorem
of the specication in order to show that all cases are covered.
The inference system is displayed in Fig. 24. Its rules apply to pairs (E;H), where
E is the set of current conjectures and H is the set of inductive hypotheses. The De-
compose Sort rules replace non-deterministically each non-free sort s in a membership
x : s by sorts in a cover sort of s. The Narrowing rules eliminate ground reducible
terms in a clause by simplifying their instances by test substitutions, while deriving
new conjectures considered as subgoals. Simplify reduces a conjecture according to the
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Inductive Simplication: (fC[S]g;H)) fC[T ]g
if (S;MCond(C)) !
ED[HcC
(T;MCond(C))
Membership Simplication: (fS : s _  g;H);
if (S;MCond( )) ‘;0ED[HcS:s_  t and s>Kt
Rewrite Splitting: C[f(L)]pfC[Rii]p if Piigi2[1::n]
if
8<
:
f2DBODY
Variables in f(L) inhabit free sorts
J j=Ind P11 _    _ Pnn
where
8<
:
fLi ! Ri if Pigi2[1::n] is the set of
linearized rules in ED
such that f(L)=Lii
Tautology: (fCg;H));
if C is a tautology
Valid: (fCg;H));
if C is a parameter clause over TP(X)
and EP j= C
Fig. 25. Simplication rules.
rules shown in Fig. 25. Subsume is an additional simplication rule, which cannot be
used as the other rules in Simplify. 10
Soundness of the above inference system is not straightforward. The main diculty
is to make sure that the rules preserve a counterexample when one exists. Indeed, we
will more precisely show that the minimal such counterexample is preserved along a
fair derivation. The idea already appeared in [12, 9].
Denition 105. A derivation is a sequence of inference steps starting with a pair of
the form (E0; ;), using the inference rules in I(J), written
(E0; ;) ‘I(J) (E1;H1) ‘I(J)    (En;Hn) ‘I(J)   
We say that a derivation is fair if the set of persistent clauses (
S
i
T
ji Ej) is empty
or f?g. The derivation is said to be a failure in the latter case, and a success in the
former.
Finite success is obtained when the set of conjectures to be proved is exhausted.
Innite success is obtained when the procedure diverges, assuming fairness.
Theorem 106 (Soundness). Let J be a persistent parameterized specication and let
JCJ be a persistent constructor subspecication. Let (E0; ;) ‘I(J) (E1;H1) ‘I(J)
10 Otherwise, the application of this rule may be incorrect.
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: : : be a successful derivation such that the conjectures in E0 are E-dened. Then
J j=Ind E0.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that J 6j=Ind E0. Let now S be the set
of minimal counterexamples with respect to the clause ordering. Note that S 6= ; since
J 6j=Ind E0 and c is well founded. Let C0 be a counterexample in S. Then, there exists
an irreducible ground substitution , and a clause C 2Ek such that C0=C, and C is
minimal in the following sense: (i) some ground instance of C is a minimal counter-
example w.r.t. the ordering on clauses; and (ii) C is minimal w.r.t. the subsumption
ordering.
By the assumption that the derivation is successful, Fail does not apply to C. We
can easily show (again by contradiction) that no other rule applies to C, resulting in
a contradiction by the fairness assumption.
Example 107. In the following we give the proof of the conjecture
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x2) if x1 :Elem and x2 : List
As in Example 91, we assume that the lemma x6y= true or x6y= false if x; y : Elem
is inductively valid. This is justied by the protecting importation of BOOL in TOSET,
which ensures that true and false are the only Boolean values, and true 6= false.
We will use the following cover set: f(nil; ;); (cons(x; y); fx :Elem; y : Listg)g for
List.
(fsorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x2) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg; ;)
‘Inductive narrowing
(ftrue= sorted(nil);
sorted(Cons(x1; cons(x2; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = true and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : Listg;
fsorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Subsume
(fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : Listg;
fsorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Inductive narrowing ‘Simplify
(fsorted(cons(x2; cons(x1; nil)))= sorted(cons(x2; nil)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem;
sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; insert(x1; x4))))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = false and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : List;
sorted(cons(x2; cons(x1; cons(x3; x4))))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = true and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : Listg;
fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Rewrite Splitting
(ffalse= true if x16x2 = false and x26x1 = false;
true= true if x16x2 = false and x26x1 = true;
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sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; insert(x1; x4))))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = false and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : List;
sorted(cons(x2; cons(x1; cons(x3; x4))))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = true and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : Listg;
fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Valid‘Tautology
(fsorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; insert(x1; x4))))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = false and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : List;
sorted(cons(x2; cons(x1; cons(x3; x4))))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = true and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : Listg;
fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Rewrite Splitting
(ffalse= false if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = false and x26x3 = false and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : List;
sorted(cons(x3; insert(x1; x4)))= sorted(cons(x3; x4)) if x16x2 = false and
x16x3 = false and x26x3 = false and x26x3 = true and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : List;
sorted(cons(x2; cons(x1; cons(x3; x4))))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = true and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : Listg;
fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Subsume‘Tautology
(fsorted(cons(x2; cons(x1; cons(x3; x4))))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = true and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : Listg;
fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Rewrite Splitting
(ffalse= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = true and x26x1 = false and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : Listg;
fsorted(cons(cons(x3; x4)))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = true and x26x1 = true and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : Listg;
fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Valid
(fsorted(cons(cons(x3; x4)))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if
x16x2 = false and x16x3 = true and x26x1 = true and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : Listg;
fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Rewrite Splitting
(fsorted(cons(x3; x4))= sorted(cons(x3; x4)) if x16x2 = false and
x16x3 = true and x26x1 = true and x26x3 = true and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : List;
sorted(cons(cons(x3; x4)))= sorted(cons(x2; cons(x3; x4))) if x16x2 = false and
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Comon Delor :
(E[fCg;H)
(E;H)
if C is ground irreducible, and C ; CD ?
Disproof :
(E[fCg;H)
(?;H)
if no other rule applies to the clause C
Fig. 26. New rules for non-parameterized specications.
x16x3 = true and x26x1 = true and x26x3 = false and x1; x2; x3 :Elem and x4 : Listg;
fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
‘Tautology‘Valid
(;; fsorted(cons(x2; insert(x1; x3)))= sorted(cons(x2; x3)) if
x16x2 = false and x1; x2 :Elem and x3 : List;
sorted(insert(x1; x2))= sorted(x1) if x1 :Elem and x2 : Listg)
9.4. Case of non-parameterized specications
Now assume that we have a non-parameterized specication. We can dene a new
inference system from I(J) by removing the rules Valid and Fail and adding the
new rules Comon Delor and Disproof (see Fig. 26). These rules permit us to check
whether a constructor clause, whose subterms are all ground irreducible, is valid in
the initial model of the constructors. They transform a rst-order formula into ? i
this formula is not valid in the initial algebra associated with the free sorts [23],
by using a rewrite relation )CD. In our method, a false conjecture will always be
rejected by Disproof, the above rules operating in non-deterministic polynomial time
for the considered fragment. The obtained inference system is sound, and refutationally
complete (see [10]).
10. Further extensions
In this section, we discuss practical situations for which our framework needs en-
hancements.
10.1. Extra variables in conditions
In practice, it is often desirable to have new variables in the condition of a rewrite or
a membership rule. This is however forbidden in our previous denition of a reductive
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system. We now allow extra variables in the equality conditions of a rule. We therefore
consider a CRMS R whose rules satisfy the following format:
(Var(R)[Var(U ))(Var(L)[Var(V )[Var(W ))
8L!RifU : t0 ^V #W 2R
(Var(U ))(Var(L)[Var(V )[Var(W ))8L : sifU : t0 ^V #W 2R
Variables in (Var(V )[Var(W ))−Var(L) are called extra variables of the rule. The
use of these rules needs a new denition of rewriting and reductivity, both borrowed
from [28]:
Denition 108. S!p T if Sjp= L and T = S[R]p for some substitution  and rule
L!R if U : t0 ^V #W such that z is in normal form for each extra variable z,
U : t0, and V #W.
A CRMS R, in this more general sense, is reductive if there exists a reduction
ordering  such that
(i) for each rewrite rule L!R if U : t0 ^V #W in R, LR for each substitution
 satisfying U : t; V #W, with the condition that y is in normal form for each
extra variable y,
(ii) for each rewrite=membership rule L : : : if U : t0 ^V #W in R; LU; V;W
for each substitution  satisfying U : t; V #W, with the condition that y is in
normal form for each extra variable y.
It turns out that all previous results, including conuence checks, completeness for
solving goals and completeness of completion, are still true with this new denition of
rewriting and reductive system. However, reductivity becomes harder to check, since
we cannot rely anymore on the closure of the ordering by instantiation. The same is
true for type decreasingness.
We conclude by discussing a specication of paths on a graph given in Fig. 27, which
involves an extra variable in the condition of its last (membership) equation. This raises
several questions. Firstly, the termination proof cannot be done by the standard tools,
as the recursive path ordering, but needs a specialized variant accounting for the sort
information [56]. Secondly, the construction of the automaton: again, this can almost
be done since the class of automata used to encode shallow conditional specications
is closed under projection, allowing for the handling of existential variables. The slight
problem is that the condition in the last membership rule is not quite shallow: it
checks whether two non-variable terms have the sort Path. We believe, however, that
the notion of shallow specication can be extended so as to include this case, since
the considered terms are indeed \subterms" (in some sense) of the left-hand side,
hence they can be accessed (the encoding of the runs of the automaton makes it clear
that such \subterms" should be allowed). Here, they are accessed by means of an
existential quantication in the condition, but we could have written the specication
in a dierent way, allowing accessing the same terms by using selectors instead (using
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fth GRAPH[N:TRIV, L:TRIV]*(Elt.N to Node, Elt.L to Label, Elt?.L to Label?)
kind Edge?[Edge]
op −− ! : Node  Label  Node ! Edge?
endfth
fmod PATH[G:GRAPH[X,Y]*(rename Edge? by Path?)
subsort Edge < Path
subsort Label < LabelExp
cop −− ! : NodeLabelExpNode!Path
cop ; : LabelExpLabelExp!LabelExp [assoc,id:nil]
cop ; : PathPath!Path?
cop id : Node!Path
eq id(N)=N−−nil!N
eq (N−−e!N’);(N’−−e’!N")=N−−e;e’!N"
mb N−−e;e’!N" : Path if N−−e!N’:Path and N’−−e’!N":Path
end fmod
Fig. 27. A specication of paths in a graph.
them to obtain the source and target of a path). This shows that some work is still
needed to better understand the most general kind of automata that are needed for
membership equational logic.
10.2. Rewriting modulo
As usual, everything works when the equational axioms have no condition (it is
even possible to have overloading, see [7]), provided that (i) axioms S = T are sort
preserving, that is,   ‘R S : s i   ‘R T : s, and (ii) the set of variables is the same
on both sides of each equation.
The modulo part may come in the form of a conuent and terminating rewrite
system, see [68].
10.3. Hierarchical rewriting and built-in’s
The idea here is to evaluate the conditions of a rule by using a subset of the whole
set of rules which is already known as conuent. We could as well generalize our
notion of rule by including built-in predicates, and considering that there is a built-in
check for equality in an imported module. We can of course mix conditions evaluated
recursively or in a built-in. So, this section should rather be seen as an extension of
the previous formalism.
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10.4. Solving goals
We terminate this list of important future extensions of the framework by looking
quickly at narrowing.
Given a specication (
;E) in membership equational logic, we turn our attention
to solving goals, that is, existential sentences of the form
G=(9 )U : s^V =W
in which   is an environment. Satisfaction of such sentences in an (
;E)-algebra A
is dened in the obvious way, that is
A j=
 G
i there exists an assignment a : !A, called a solution of G, such that a(Ui)2Asi
for i2 [1::n], and a(Vj)= a(Wj) for j2 [1::m]. Note that the membership declarations
x : s present in   can always be moved to the goal part without changing the set of
solutions, hence allowing us to consider   as empty without loss of generality. If the
goal is satised by all (
;E)-algebras, we say that it is solvable, and write
E j=
 G
By results of Goguen and Mereguer [42], this is always equivalent to solvability in the
initial algebra T
;E(;), that is
E j=
 G i T
;E(;) j= G
Therefore, it is enough to nd an admissible ground substitution  : !T
(;) that is
a solution of G in T
;E(;).
If all the sorts of T
;E(;) are non-empty, this is always equivalent to nding a
solution  : !T
(;)( 0) in a free algebra generated by a set of variables, since we
can then always compose with a substitution  : 0!T
(;) to get a solution in the
initial algebra (see also [52]).
Let us assume that R is a conuent, sort decreasing CRMS, and that all sorts of
T
;ER are non-empty. Then, we can state a goal in the equivalent form:
G=(9 )U : s^V =w
and use narrowing as a complete procedure to solve such goals.
We actually change the notation of our goals, by distinguishing membership goals
of the form U : s, and equality goals of the form V #W , therefore exploiting implicitly
the conuence hypothesis. It is part of the goal-solving process to infer sorts for the
variables in the goals so as to satisfy these goals. As said before, we will consider
that the environment   is empty, all sort information known about the variables being
contained in the current goal. We will sometimes need to extract this information as an
environment: an arbitrary goal G can be written as  ^G0, where   is an environment,
that is a conjunction of memberships of the form x : s, in which a variable may not
appear more than once.
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We assume that R is a conuent, sort-decreasing, regular CRMS. Because of reg-
ularity, a goal like x : s^ x : t is satisable i s and t have common subsorts, and is
always equivalent to the (possibly empty) disjunction of goals
W
u6Rs; u6Rt x : u. In order
to avoid disjunctions, we will use a don’t-know non-deterministic rule in that case.
Denition 109. A goal x : s is a solved goal if it is an environment.
An unsolved goal x : s^ x : t ^G narrows (non-deterministically) to x : u^G, for u a
subsort common to s and t if any, and to False otherwise.
An unsolved goal  ^G ^ S : s narrows to  ^G if   ‘ S : s. Otherwise,
(i) Let  be a most general unier of S and L, where L is the left-hand side of the
membership rule L : t if U : t0 ^V #W such that t6Rs. Then, G ^ S : s narrows
to G^U : t0 ^V #W.
(ii) Let  be a most general unier of Sjp for some p and L, where L is the left-
hand side of the rewrite rule L!R if U : t0 ^V #W such that t6Rs. Then,
G ^ S : s narrows to G^ S[R]p : s^U : t0 ^V #W, while G ^ S = T nar-
rows to G^ S[R]p= T ^U : t0 ^V #W.
An unsolved goal G ^ S # T narrows to G if S and T are uniable. Otherwise, let  be
a most general unier of Sjp and L, lefthand side of the rewrite rule L!R if U : t0 ^V
#W . Then, G ^ S # T narrows to G ^U : t0 ^V #W^ S[R]p # T .
We see that narrowing acts very much like an SLD computation, using in particular
many-sorted unication. Actually,
Theorem 110. For R a conuent; sort decreasing; regular CRMS; such that all the
sort in T
;ER are non-empty; narrowing is complete for solving goals, that is, return-
ing a goal in solved form.
Proof. Routine technique again, considering goals as multisets and using an induction
on ([ .)mul.
Of course, narrowing contains unication in membership equational logic, hence
order-sorted unication, as a particular case. Specically, a goal G is called a unica-
tion problem i it is of the more restricted form
(9 )V =W ;
that is, if we are trying to solve equations where the existential variable must sat-
isfy some environment  . Of course, for a general R, even if the starting goal is a
unication problem, narrowing may create new goals involving subgoals of the form
U : s.
It is also clear that the numerous complete restrictions of narrowing studied in the
literature should remain complete in this extended framework, for example, basic nar-
rowing [49]. This strategy is interesting, since it is known to terminate in some cases,
when it terminates from the right-hand sides of rules [49], or when the variables on
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lefthand sides are shallow, that is at depth one [18]. When the lefthand sides of rules
are constructor based, that is, when their strict subterms are built up from free con-
structors, then narrowing can be made non-redundant, hence very ecient [63].
Our narrowing procedure assumes regularity for the correctness of the second rule,
whose goal is to transform a conjunction of memberships for variables into an envi-
ronment. We could actually work with non-regular specications by adopting a more
general notion of environment, in which the same variable can be bound to dierent
sorts of a same kind. The second rule would not be needed anymore, and the result of
the narrowing process would therefore be an environment in this more general sense.
Since a variable may have several sort assignments in this more general setting, e.g.
x : s^ x : t, it is not at all clear whether there are terms inhabiting both sorts, hence so-
lutions to solved forms. This question is of course undecidable in the general case, but
becomes decidable when the specication of constructors is shallow conditional, allow-
ing to use tree automata techniques for deciding whether a given Boolean combination
of sorts is empty or not. This alternative is probably worth being explored.
11. Membership equational logic as a logical framework
We summarize here results proved in [75] about the generality of membership equa-
tional logic and its suitability as a logical framework for algebraic specication. Al-
though membership equational logic is a very simple logic, it can faithfully represent
very nicely many other logics, even more complex ones, used in algebraic specication.
In particular, denoting membership equational logic by MEqtl, we have a conservative
map of logics (in the sense of [71])
 :OSEqtlR−!MEqtl
from (an appropriate version of) order-sorted equational logic to membership equational
logic, and also a conservative map
	 :PMEqtl −!MEqtl
from a partial version of membership equational logic { in which many other partial
equational logics can be embedded { to membership equational logic. In this way, both
partial and order-sorted algebra are subsumed in membership algebra.
These extensions to membership algebra are both particularly nice, in that they are
bicompatible extensions, so that for each order-sorted (resp. partial membership) the-
ory T there is a full inclusion (called the extension functor) of the category of al-
gebras of T into the category of membership algebras for (T ) (resp. 	(T )) that
has a right adjoint in the other direction, called the restriction functor. It then fol-
lows that initial algebras, free algebras, and relatively free algebras { for example,
in parameterized constructions { are all preserved by both extension and restriction.
Therefore, for all practical purposes we can do our computation and our proof-theoretic
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and model-theoretic reasoning for order-sorted or partial algebra specications in their
corresponding translations into membership equational logic.
In addition, not only is membership equational logic a special case of Horn logic with
equality, denoted Horn=, so that we have an obvious inclusion of logics MEqtl ,!
Horn=, but we can also dene what at the model-theoretic level amounts to another,
slightly more general \inclusion" called an embedding, Horn= ,!MEqtl so that in fact
both logics have exactly the same expressive power to specify classes of models. It
should be noted that, model-theoretically, we have a strict hierarchy of types of classes
of models
VarietiesSemivarietiesHornPartialSemivarieties
the rst classes are speciable by many-sorted equations, the second by conditional
many-sorted equations, the third by Horn clauses, and the last by partial equational
logic with conditional existence equations, and in particular by partial membership
equational logic [75].
The last family of model classes can be characterized more abstractly as nitely
locally presentable categories [33]. Mossakowsky [80] has shown how a wide range
of partial algebra specication formalisms, including partial algebras with conditional
existence equations, are in fact equivalent at the model-theoretic level, in that in fact
they all specify the same categories of models up to equivalence, and are all \sublogics"
of each other in an appropriate model-theoretic sense. The upper part of the diagram
below shows \Mossakowski’s web" of embeddings and weak embeddings of logics for
partial algebra specication showing the essential equivalence between such formalisms.
We refer to [80] for the details of this web and briey summarize below his notation
for the dierent additional logics of partiality:
 LESketch is the logic of models speciable as limit-preserving functors into Set for
left-exact sketches [3].
 Limit is the logic of models for limit theories in the sense of Coste [25].
 PStrong is the logic of partial many-sorted equational logic with strong equations
[14].
 PECE is the sublogic of PMSEqtl where all equations in a clause’s conditions are
\denedness" existence equations of the form t = t.
 COSASC is the logic of conditional order-sorted algebras with sort constraints in
the sense of [40, 77].
In addition, we can consider the logic PMSHorn= of partial many-sorted Horn
logic with equality, where the models are partial many-sorted algebras together with
predicates, and the sentences are Horn clauses whose atomic formulas are either
existence equations or predicates. In a way entirely analogous to the embedding
MSHorn= ,!MEqtl, we also have an embedding PMSHorn=,!PMEqtl. Further-
more, Mossakowski has also constructed mutual embeddings between PMSEqtl and a
logic RPCEL essentially equivalent to PMSHorn=.
The point is that, following such a web, all these logics of partiality can be embed-
ded, or weakly embedded, in PMEqtl, which in turn, as mentioned above and shown
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in detail in [75], can be mapped in a bicompatible way into MEqtl.
Of course, such classes of partial models are intrinsically more complex than the
classes of models that are Horn speciable { or, equivalently, speciable in mem-
bership equational logic { and require also more complex proof systems to reason
about them. The attractive feature of membership equational logic is that, by us-
ing a bicompatible extension map, we can always embed those more complex log-
ics into the simpler proof-theoretic and model-theoretic world of membership equa-
tional logic in a conservative way, and we can safely reason about free algebras,
initial algebras, and parameterized data types in this simpler framework, being sure
that the exact same results and constructions hold in the same way, via the ex-
tension adjunction, for their partial algebra counterparts. Furthermore, using a tech-
nique developed by Cerioli and Meseguer [17], we can borrow the simpler logic
of membership algebra to endow a partial logic with sound and complete rules of
deduction, and use an implementation such as that of Maude to mechanize such
deduction.
The case of order-sorted equational logic with conditional equations has abstractly
speaking the same power to specify classes of models as many-sorted equational logic
with conditional equations [43], although it is of course much more expressive and
convenient in practice. Therefore membership equational logic is strictly more ex-
pressive. This is so because membership axioms generalize sort constraints. However,
this is done while remaining in a Horn framework, whereas the specication of sort
constraints by equational partiality would push the models and the deduction to the
more complex world of partial algebras. More generally, the lower part of the diagram
above shows how dierent logics for total equational specication can be embedded
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in a conservative way that also preserve all the free and parameterized constructions
into membership equational logic.
We have already discussed embeddings MSHorn=,!MEqtl and MEqtl,!MSHorn=,
demonstrating that both logics have essentially the same expressive power.
Since unsorted Horn logic with equality USHorn= is a special case sublogic of
many-sorted Horn logic with equality, we obtain by composition an embedding
USHorn= ,! MSHorn= ,! MEqtl:
A number of important total equational specication formalisms are naturally em-
bedded in USHorn=, often as sublogics, including the following:
 Unsorted (conditional) equational logic USEqtl.
 The equational type logic (EqtlTypL) of Manca, Sallibra and Scollo [67], which is
the special case of unsorted Horn logic with equality obtained by allowing only a
binary \typing" predicate : besides equality.
 The classied algebra (ClassEqtl) of Wadge [87, 86] is the sublogic of membership
equational logic obtained by allowing only a single kind. In spite of its very good
properties, such a restriction to a single kind makes classied algebra strictly more
limited in expressive power { it cannot for example represent the usual many-sorted
formalisms by means of embeddings. Furthermore, the useful type-checking allowed
by many-kinded specications, by which we can throw away nonsensical expressions
such as true=7 that do not have a parse at the kind level, is not available in the
one-kinded case.
 The unied algebra formalism (UnifEqtl) of Mosses [81] can also be regarded as
essentially a sublogic of unsorted Horn logic with equality. Indeed, Mosses [81]
denes in detail an embedding UnifEqtl ,! USHorn= showing that the models of
a unied algebra specication are precisely the models of a corresponding theory in
unsorted Horn logic with equality having a typing predicate : and a partial order
predicate 6 in addition to the equality predicate, and satisfying suitable axioms
that characterize the lattice-theoretic and typing properties of unied algebras.
Of course, the well-known case of (conditional) many-sorted equational logic (MSE-
qtl) is also a sublogic of membership equational logic, namely the sublogic obtained
by making the set of sorts S empty. Finally, it is also well-known that (conditional)
many-sorted equational logic is a sublogic of (conditional) order-sorted equational logic
(OSEqtl) as formulated in [43], namely the case when the poset of sorts is discrete, and
that, conversely, there is also an embedding of logics OSEqtl ,!MSEqtl [43], which
composed with the embedding MSEqtl ,!MEqtl gives us an embedding OSEqtl ,!
MEqtl. However, as already pointed out above, there is a more natural way of repre-
senting in a very direct way an appropriate variant of order-sorted equational logic in
membership equational logic.
Since the logics just discussed constitute what might be called a representative collec-
tion of partial and total equational specication formalisms, in the sense that, although
not being an exhaustive list of all the formalisms that have been proposed, seems
to cover the most commonly used ones, the situation summarized in above diagram
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justies our claim that membership equational logic is indeed a suitable and simple
logical framework for equational specication.
12. Conclusion
We have presented membership equational logic as a simple and general framework
for algebraic specication that extends both order-sorted algebra and partial algebra
approaches.
We have given precise conditions under which membership algebra specications
can be eciently executed by rewriting. This provides an operational semantics for
Maude’s functional sublanguage, in which these rewriting techniques have been imple-
mented [65]. The current Maude implementation can support ecient equational logic
computation reaching up to 200K rewrites per second for typical examples on a 90MHz
Sun Hyper SPARC, which appears to be competitive with up-to-date implementations
of PROLOG.
A number of directions for future research are suggested by the techniques and
results that we have presented, including the following:
 Further generalization of the tree-automata techniques, to handle more complex mem-
bership tests that emerge naturally in membership equational specications.
 Further development of the proving techniques for parameterized specications.
 Weakening or removal of the sort-decreasingness conditions, as it was done in the
order-sorted case by using tree automata [21].
 Elaboration of a higher-order membership equational logic along the lines of [69, 70]
for the semantic part, and [55] for the operational part.
 Extension of membership equational logic with sort functions to achieve polymorphism
in a more convenient way than via parameterization alone, as advocated rst by Moses
[81].
 More generally, the investigation of membership equational logic as a formalism for
dening (dependent) inductive types from which more complex types could be gen-
erated as usual by means of function space construction and polymorphism.
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